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Abstract 
The role and economics of future distribution network design are fundamentally 
changing. One of the key elements of network design that is yet to be incorporated in 
the design is consideration of network losses given the increased energy costs coupled 
with a significant fall in price of distribution network equipment. In addition, the 
climate change challenge has focussed attention on energy efficiency and initiatives to 
potentially electrify heat and transport sectors. 
This thesis investigates the implications of alternative options for operation and design 
of distribution networks under various future development scenarios. To achieve this, a 
fractal-based distribution network model has been developed and implemented. In 
particular, the model allows for the creation of representative networks with various 
topological features, which is comparable with those of real distribution networks of 
similar topologies. The validity of the model has been demonstrated through the 
investigation of various alternative design options for Coventry network. Furthermore, 
relevant techniques have been developed for network assessment, allowing for the 
quantification of the impact of distributed energy resources on the distribution network 
performance and investment. 
The research findings suggest that losses will be a major driving factor for distribution 
network design. Such design should bring long-term economic and environment 
benefits, if compared with the historic peak-load driven design. The analyses from this 
research also suggest that three voltage level design (by phasing out the 33kV level) is 
likely to be more cost-effective in urban areas, while rural areas has potential voltage 
drop problem and suffer poor reliability performance from such design, making it 
economically unattractive. Finally, significant benefits of optimising demand response 
have been identified and quantified for different levels of penetrations of electric 
vehicles and heat pumps in the GB electricity distribution network. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Most of today‘s electricity distribution networks in European countries were developed 
about 50 years ago to meet the fast growing industrialisation needs during that time. 
Much of the ageing plant in the network infrastructure is now approaching the end of 
their service life and will eventually need to be replaced [1]. In light of this, 
Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) in the UK have already started to invest in 
network replacement projects and this investment is expected to continue and increase 
over the next decade. This network infrastructure renewal process should be viewed as 
the precious opportunity to critically analyse the fundamentals of network design policy.  
At present, the strategies to design a network are mainly concerned with ensuring that 
the system satisfies certain safety and quality standards [2,3]. In an attempt to achieve 
this objective, different network design, operating and investment strategies have been 
adopted in different regions [4,5]. This raised questions on the optimality of each 
proposed network design strategy. For example, there has been much discussion on 
whether the three voltage levels network design, which is commonly practised by other 
European countries, is more cost effective than the typical UK four voltage levels 
arrangement. Furthermore, the changes from asset-based to performance-based 
distribution price control, driven by the regulatory incentives (such as Interruption 
Incentive Scheme and electricity losses incentive) have forced the DNO to improve 
network performance to higher standards. As such, it is recognised that the like-for-like 
replacement strategy is unlikely to be optimal [6]. 
In light of this, it becomes imperative that the DNO should have the relevant tools and 
analysis framework that is capable of evaluating each replacement programme for 
various types of network topologies and load densities. This is crucial to ensure that the 
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most cost effective, efficient and reliable system design is adopted. Furthermore, there 
are a number of other drivers, which may or may not influence how a network should 
be designed. These include the emergence of Distributed Generation (DG), responsive 
demand, smart grid with active network management, and electrification of transport 
and heat sectors. Clearly, there is a need for further investigation into the impact of 
these new and emerging technologies on the distribution networks. 
Despite the technical and economic challenges of incorporating emerging technologies 
into distribution networks, the successful deployment of DG should help reduce carbon 
emissions, improve system efficiency and increase in fuel diversity [7]. With the 
government‘s continuous effort to encourage more DG connections via the financial 
incentive schemes, it is envisaged that the amount of DG of various technologies 
(ranging from kW size domestic Photovoltaic (PV) and micro-Combined Heat and 
Power (CHP) to MW size of wind generation) which are connected to the distribution 
system in the future will increase considerably. However, the present electricity system 
was primarily designed based on the central nature of generation without given enough 
consideration to the smaller generator distributed across the system, particularly at 
distribution level. The connection of DG at lower voltage levels creates bi-directional 
power flow that is in contrast to the traditional electricity system design, where power 
only flows from higher to lower voltage levels. Bi-directional power flow, together 
with the need to recognise security contributions from DG, has received enormous 
research interest across the world. The relevant work in this area has been widely 
reported in the literature [7-15]. 
More recently, the UK government has set ambitious carbon reduction targets to 
response to climate change challenge. By 2020, according to the Government 
Renewable Energy Strategy, it is expected that up to 35% of the UK electricity demand 
will be met by renewable generation (an order of magnitude increase from the present 
levels) [16]. In the context of the targets proposed by the UK Government Committee 
on Climate Change, i.e. Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emission reductions of at least 80% in 
2050 it is expected that the electricity sector will be almost entirely decarbonised by 
2030. It is envisaged that in order to achieve these GHG reductions, there will be a 
potential significant increase in levels of electricity production and demand being 
driven by the incorporation of heat and transport sectors into the electricity system [17]. 
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It is expected that the Electric Vehicles (EVs) and electric Heat Pumps (HPs) based 
electricity demand will be primarily connected to low voltage (LV) distribution 
networks. These demands require a relative high level of power to operate which could 
potentially result in a significant increase in peak demand at the local network. This in 
turn will impose significant burden on the existing networks, with many already 
operating close to the reinforcement limits, particularly in the heavily loaded urban 
areas. Subsequently, if these loads are not properly managed, their impact on the 
distribution network could be profound. This includes a potential increase in peak 
demand that is disproportionately higher than the increase in energy. Hence, if the like-
for-like replacement strategy is adopted, it may result in expensive network 
reinforcement, with much lower generation and network asset utilisation.  
However, EVs and HPs are characterised by significant inherent storage capabilities. 
This provides the utility valuable opportunities to utilise demand side response in order 
to enhance energy efficiency and to avoid or reduce network reinforcement. In this 
regard, smart meters are widely seen as the key enabling technology required to 
incorporate demand response into system operation and design. The recent major 
advancement in modern information and communication technologies has made the 
development of a range of smart grid technologies possible. These technologies are 
crucial to promoting increased utilisation of primary infrastructure with improved 
security and reliability performance. In this respect, it will be important to understand 
how an active driven network can help to alleviate the impact of EV and HP on 
distribution networks. The associated benefits of changing from passive to active 
network operation could be useful in establishing a business case. 
Given the significant opportunities and challenges of integrating EVs and HPs on the 
distribution networks, the UK energy regulator, Office of Gas and Electricity Markets 
(OFGEM) has recently awarded its flagship Low Carbon London project to one of the 
DNOs under the Low Carbon Networks Fund. The project will enable the DNO to 
work closely with various project partners in order to explore technical and commercial 
smart grid innovations. This is important to facilitate the effective integration of EVs 
and HPs into the UK‘s distribution networks [18]. 
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In light of the challenges which have been described above, the main objective of this 
research work is to develop relevant techniques and analysis capability that can provide 
(i) quantitative assessments of long-term alternative distribution network investment 
plans; (ii) quantification of the impact of emerging technologies on the distribution 
network, in terms of cost and benefits involved, and (iii) Greenfield or incremental 
design of future distribution networks. 
1.2 Criteria for Network Design 
Electricity networks have to be designed, operated and maintained accordingly to meet 
statutory requirements, design standards and practices. In the UK, for example, the 
Utilities Act 2000 [19], The Electricity Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations 
2002 [2] and Engineering Recommendation P2/6 (ER P2/6) [3] are amongst the 
important regulatory documents that DNOs must comply with when designing and 
planning for their network. The Utilities Act 2000 requires the DNO to develop and 
maintain an efficient, co-ordinated and economical system of electricity supply. On the 
other hand, DNO must comply with the statutory voltage limits as specifies in the 
Electricity Regulations. 
ER P2/6 is the UK latest distribution network planning standards that regulates and 
broadly defines the network design philosophy and requirements to comply with the 
security standard. The standard defines the required level of redundancy in a 
distribution network according to a range of group demands, as well as specifying the 
time taken (repair time) to restore power supplies following a predefined set of outages. 
In addition, ER P2/6 further recognises the security contribution from many new forms 
of DG, including both intermittent and non-intermittent DG. 
The general network design philosophy broadly defines that the level of security 
requirement (redundancy) increases with an increase in voltage level (demand groups) 
[20] and the design of the respective voltage level should always comply with the ER 
P2/6 standard. In the UK, the standard distribution voltage levels are 132kV, 33kV, 
11kV and 400V. Nevertheless, the operating voltage of 6.6kV rather than 11kV is still 
in use and was regarded as non-standard voltage level because of the way the system 
was developed. In order to have a generalised network design policy, DNOs seem to be 
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striving to phase out 6.6kV on their future design strategies [4] and in favour with the 
11kV level. In addition, the use of direct transformation by phasing out 33kV level is 
also becoming an increasingly popular option amongst the DNO for network expansion 
and replacement. 
The design of different voltage levels greatly depends on the relevant network design 
standards. In the UK, HV and LV networks are normally designed to operate in radial 
configuration. However, the LV networks in the highly loaded central London area 
operate as interconnected meshes in order to increase security and quality of supply 
[21]. HV networks are generally designed to allow load transfer between the feeders of 
adjacent substations. This means the circuit is designed to have adequate capacity to 
allow load transfer in the event of fault so that part of the load can be restored quickly. 
In addition, the lines at 132kV, 66kV and 33kV are normally double circuit radial, 
while 11kV and 0.4kV overhead lines (OHL) and underground cables (UGC) are single 
radial circuit. On the other hand, primary substations are normally installed with second 
or third back-up transformers in order to satisfy security regulations.  
1.3 Objectives and scope of this research 
Several research challenges have been identified during the course of the author‘s work 
in the field and the relevant techniques and methodology have been developed in order 
to answer these research questions. The following research questions were investigated: 
1. How do different network design strategies compare in terms of capital 
investment, level of losses and reliability performance? 
2. How do these design strategies change for different network topologies and load 
densities? 
3. How does the life-cycle assessment of overall circuit emissions impact network 
planning and network optimal design? 
4. How can active driven network control help to minimise the impact of electric 
vehicles and heat pumps on a distribution network and what are the associated 
benefits of changing network operation from passive to active? 
The overall aim of the research project is to develop the techniques and methods 
necessary to investigate the technical and cost performance of alternative network 
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design strategies under different future development scenarios. This includes changes 
in network architecture as well as investigating the impact of incorporating transport 
and heat sectors into the electricity system. More specifically, the principal objectives 
of this research are: 
 To build representative generic distribution network models 
The key features of a generic distribution network model is to be able to generate 
networks that resemble real network characteristics, in terms of the equipment ratings 
used, and the associated network lengths. These features are crucially important, 
particularly in a network infrastructure/reinforcement study. In this regard, a generic 
multi-voltage level distribution network model that is flexible enough to accommodate 
network design changes is needed. This allows strategic and techno-economic studies 
to be performed on various network design strategies. 
In addition, different area types, such as urban or rural areas, will have their own 
optimal design strategies depending on the general characteristics. Hence, the 
distribution network model should be capable of generating a wide range of network 
types with different network characteristics including load density, network length 
density, substation density and branching rate. Apart from the network characteristic 
and topology, the relevant network design constraints such as fault level, thermal and 
voltage limits should also be modelled. 
  To examine the scope of alternative network investment strategies and quantify the 
impact of those strategies on network investment costs, losses and reliability 
performance. 
ER P2/6 does not provide details on how the network should be designed to achieve the 
prescribed level of security. In fact, different regions have adopted different distribution 
network designs and planning philosophies. For example, the respective use of either 
an 11kV or 20kV voltage levels, or the use of four level distribution network design as 
opposed to a three level distribution network. However, all these design philosophies 
meet ER P2/6. It is obvious that the ER P2/6 standard allows a variety of network 
design practices that may result in different network performance, in terms of cost, 
losses and reliability. The question arises as to what the optimal network strategy is, in 
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terms of the choice of voltage level and network structure, for example, for a given area 
type, such as urban/rural networks which have very different network characteristics. 
Another main objective of this work, therefore, is to evaluate alternative network 
design strategies for various network configurations. Three important network 
performance indicators are being considered in this research, which includes network 
investment and maintenance cost, cost of system losses and reliability performance. 
 To develop a statistical approach for optimal economic design of distribution 
networks  
Traditionally, the evaluation of network design strategies has been centred on using a 
small specific area [22,23]; or on idealistic networks [24-26]. The conclusion drawn 
from such studies may not be applicable to other types of network with different 
characteristics. Hence, one of the research objectives is to develop a statistical approach 
that determines the optimal network design strategy by evaluating alternative designs 
on many statistically similar networks. The idea is to generate realistic consumer sets 
and networks whose network characteristics are comparable with those of real networks. 
This would allow a number of design strategies to be tested on a number of generated 
networks that have similar properties. Subsequently, statistically significant 
conclusions can be drawn about the optimal network design strategy for a particular 
area type since it has been tested on many statistically similar networks. The proposed 
approach indicates optimal network design strategies for given areas with different load 
densities. In addition, it also identifies the optimal number of substations and the 
relevant network cost breakdown. On the other hand, loss-inclusive network design 
strategies should be adopted to ensure network performance and investment are 
optimised in the long run. This is in contrast with the capital expenditure (or peak-load) 
driven network design strategy for which losses are not given adequate consideration. 
 To develop and model relevant applications for optimal environmental design of 
distribution networks 
The other main objective of this work is to support the response to climate change 
concerns by addressing the environmental impact due to distribution infrastructure, 
particularly at low voltage where it accounts for the great majority of the distribution 
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network losses. In this regard, there is a need to understand the trade-off between loss 
reduction (and the emissions), achieved through the use of larger conductor cross-
sectional area and the associated higher embodied emissions. Hence, a model for the 
optimal environmental design of distribution circuits has been developed. In addition, 
due to the fact that uncertainty exists in some of the key design parameters, for instance 
emission factor and material embodied emissions, a range of sensitivity studies are 
required to test the robustness of the results. Furthermore, detailed comparative studies 
are carried out in this task in order to understand how the cost implications of the 
proposed design are compared with the other alternative design strategies. 
 To investigate the impact of EVs and HPs on distribution networks under active and 
passive network control philosophy 
As mentioned earlier, the transport and heat sectors are widely regarded as the key 
areas that have significant potential to help the UK achieve the new 80% GHG 
emission reductions commitment by 2050. Delivering these carbon reduction targets 
cost-effectively will need higher asset utilisation levels to be achieved, which could be 
delivered through a fundamental shift from a passive to an active philosophy of 
network operation. In this context, another main objective of this research work is to 
quantify the impact of electrified transport and heat sectors on the distribution network 
by two contrasting approaches. First, the ―Business as Usual (BaU)‖ approach, where 
the distribution network is designed to accommodate any reasonably expected demand; 
and second, the ―Smart‖ approach to optimise responsive demand at the local level in 
order to manage network constraints and avoid or postpone network reinforcements. 
The investigation is essential to assess the potential benefits of integrating smart meters, 
which can be used to establish a business case for advanced smart metering 
functionality.  
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1.4 Structure of the thesis 
The structure of the thesis is outlined in the following summary. 
Chapter 2: Advanced Fractal-based Multi-voltage Distribution Network Models. This 
chapter presents further development of fractal-based distribution network design 
models that have been developed in previous research in the field. The proposed multi-
voltage level network model consists of different radial network modules at different 
voltage levels. The investigation of various research issues are developed based on this 
fractal model using generic UK network data. 
Chapter 3: Statistical Appraisal of Economic Design Strategies of LV Distribution 
Networks. This chapter introduces the minimum life-cycle cost methodology used for 
selecting optimum ratings of circuits and transformers. Network design constraints such 
as fault level and voltage limit constraints are explained. The modelling of consumer 
load and electricity prices is also discussed. Finally, the proposed methodology is 
exemplified through numerical applications on a large sample of statistically similar 
LV urban and rural networks, created using the fractal model as discussed in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 4: Optimal Design of Low Voltage Distribution Networks with Environmental 
Consideration. This chapter first describes the mathematical formulation of an optimal 
environmentally-driven distribution circuit design and the relevant sensitivity analysis 
in order to assess the robustness of the results found. This is followed by a further 
analysis and discussion, which is presented in a network framework. The results found 
are also compared to alternative design strategies and the relevant environmental and 
cost implications are provided. 
Chapter 5: Assessment of Alternative Multi-level Distribution Network Design Options. 
This chapter quantifies the impact of alternative distribution network investment 
strategies on the overall network performance, which includes network investment cost, 
network losses, and reliability performance. The system performance of alternative 
design strategies, when supplying a typical urban and rural distribution network, is 
analysed. Amongst the evaluated alternative design strategies are three voltage levels 
design that adopts 132/11kV direct transformation versus conventional UK 
132/33/11/0.4kV four voltage levels design and a comparison between HV network 
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supplied by 11kV and 20kV system. The benefits and costs of implementing a 3-
transformers configuration against a 2-transformers configuration are also evaluated. 
Lastly, the validity of the network design tool is demonstrated via a real world case 
study application by examining the potential network replacement strategies on the 
ageing Coventry network. Various design options are considered and evaluated. 
Recommendations are then made through the results of the case study. 
Chapter 6: Investigation of the Impact of Electrifying Transport and Heat Sectors on 
the UK Distribution Networks. This chapter aims to investigate the impact of electric 
vehicles and heat pumps on the UK distribution networks under various future 
scenarios. Wide ranges of studies are presented that quantify the order of magnitude of 
the network reinforcement arising from the integration of electric vehicles and heat 
pumps following the ―Business as Usual‖ and ―Smart‖ operating regime. The 
associated benefits of shifting from a passive to an active philosophy of network 
control, that incorporates real time demand response facilitated by smart metering 
infrastructure, are also evaluated. 
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Further Work. This chapter summarises the main 
conclusions as well as achievements of the work undertaken in this research. It also 
discusses the limitation of the work and suggests possible areas for future work. 
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Chapter 2 Advanced Fractal-Based Multi-Voltage 
Distribution Network Models 
2.1 Introduction  
Traditionally, the design and optimisation of electricity distribution systems has 
involved the use of actual regions or idealised networks. Existing software packages 
[27-30] required detailed network topological information for the system under study. 
Software to generate consumer positions and network paths has been developed [31]; 
however, this has been carried out randomly without any attempt to generate realistic 
consumer settlement.  
The use of fractal techniques to model large telecommunication networks, distributed 
computing networks and transportation systems are reported extensively in the 
literature [32-35]. The advantage of fractal technique is the ability to characterise large-
scale networks in general terms, i.e. where there is no obvious pattern, as opposed to in 
detail. Moreover, building on this same principle, S.A Smith pioneered the work on 
generic network generation using fractal theory [36,37], the aim of which is to provide 
a tool that can be used to investigate network design policy by computer modelling on a 
reasonably large number of statistically networks that is able to resemble different area 
types.  
The developed generic distribution network model has the capability to generate areas 
representing rural, urban or mixed areas. Realistic consumer settlements are obtained 
by placing points randomly, but under the continued influence of economic interaction 
with other points [38]. The spatial characteristics of the consumers‘ layout are defined 
by a set of control parameters, which allow consumer sets similar to real consumer sets 
to be generated. Network path are generated by connecting these consumer points 
through a controllable branching rate. In addition, many statistical similar networks 
with some common topological parameters can be generated by implementing one set 
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of control parameters with different random number seeds. In addition, the number of 
supply points, together with the area size and the number of consumers are the input to 
the model. 
One of the key features of the proposed methodology here is its ability to reproduce 
realistic network topologies and lengths, as confirmed by practical collaboration with 
DNOs [39,40]. This feature is fundamentally vital as it serves as the main driver for the 
costs of network reinforcement. This is because the total distribution network costs, 
particularly at LV, are dominated by the cable installation costs, which are driven by 
network length. 
In the past, geometric models have been used to treat highly complex distribution 
network planning problems in a more generalised manner. This has resulted 
subsequently in general rules concerning the optimum network design strategy based 
on minimising investment and operational cost. The models assume equal spacing 
between consumers of uniform load and equally spaced substation of uniform size. 
Consequently, the required rating and length of feeders, as well as the estimate of 
equipment and installation costs may not be accurate.  
As a result, in contrast to geometric model or idealised networks [41,42], this chapter 
describes the development of a fractal-based network generation model which can be 
used for the fast and systematic evaluation of alternative distribution network design 
strategies. The optimal network design policy is determined by evaluating alternative 
design strategies based on many statistically similar networks. Then further evaluation 
of total network costs of each particular design over a number of statistically similar 
networks would allow statistically significant conclusions to be drawn. 
Similar research using the network model developed by S.A Smith has been carried out 
by J.P. Green and D. Melovic at UMIST, as well as by N. Silva at Imperial College 
London, and the main findings of which are given in [38,43,44]. The network model 
was based on two voltage levels, of which each of the levels was modelled in the exact 
same manner. Firstly, an LV distribution network is created using the fractal network 
creation algorithm, while the second voltage level was superimposed on the LV 
network generated utilising the same algorithm by treating the supply points of the LV 
network (11/0.4kV distribution substation) as load points. This procedure to generate 
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two voltage levels network is computationally expensive. Furthermore, the scope to 
extend the network model in order to generate four voltage levels of a distribution 
system has not been attempted thus far. This could allow the investigation of the effect 
of using different combinations of voltage levels. 
It is therefore one of the objectives of this research to improve and extend the existing 
model in order to explore alternative design strategies for multi-voltage level systems; 
for example, by omitting intermediate 33/11kV transformation level in four voltage 
levels design and comparing it with three voltage levels direct transformation of 11kV 
or 20kV system. The relevant simulation results of optimising number of voltage 
transformation levels are presented in Chapter 5.  
The newly proposed HV model is based on modular approach of which different 
desired sets of LV network can be populated in the grid-matrix in an attempt to create 
HV network (see Section 2.5 for details). As a further feature, if the information of the 
location of HV network load points (distribution substations and/or large customers) is 
available, it can also be used to populate the HV grid-matrix model. In this regard, a 
case study of application applying actual Coventry network load point data was carried 
out in order to demonstrate the validity of the model developed. 
The following sections summarise and discuss the methodology used for the 
development of fractal-based multi-voltage level distribution network model. The 
fractal model adopted by S.A. Smith in an attempt to generate realistic LV networks is 
described in Section 2.3. For validation purpose, an exercise has been carried out by the 
author in order to model the GB LV network using a set of statistically created 
representative networks, as presented in Section 2.4. In addition, the author‘s 
contribution to the extension of the existing LV network model to upper voltage levels 
is described in Section 2.5 and Section 2.6, respectively. 
2.2 Multi-voltage level distribution network model creation 
A multi-voltage level distribution network design methodology was developed. This 
section describes the relevant process of modelling a multi-voltage level distribution 
network. The methodology utilises a statistical network generation tool that relies on 
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fractal theory to model consumer settlement and network topologies realistically. More 
specifically, the tool developed comprises five major steps, namely: 
1) LV network topology creation; 
2) LV network design; 
3) High Voltage (HV) distribution network topology creation; 
4) HV network design; and 
5) Extra High Voltage (EHV) network modelling and design. 
The different voltage levels are analysed in a hierarchical bottom-up approach, starting 
from LV and proceeding up to EHV, as shown in Figure 2-1. The details of the steps 
are as follows: 
1) In the first step, at the LV level, different consumer settlements (e.g., urban, 
rural, semi-urban, etc.) based on the concept of fractal theory are created. Many 
statistically similar networks (in terms of network topological characteristics) 
can therefore be generated in order to resemble actual towns, cities, etc. 
Importantly, the location of supply points is determined to be located close to 
the load centres. 
2) Starting from the network topology from Step 1 as an input, AC load flow 
calculations are performed in the second step. These are aimed at calculating 
relevant entries, such as branch currents, losses, voltage drops, and so on. Such 
entries are then used to design the network circuits based on a minimum life-
cycle cost approach (as explained in Chapter 3), and satisfy ER P2/6. In 
addition, based on topology and life-cycle cost information, the optimal sizing 
of transformers and circuits is carried out.  
3) In the third step, an interconnection HV grid-matrix, also based on a fractal 
model, is created in order to populate an HV distribution network using LV 
networks generated in Step 1. Notably, different types of LV networks can be 
interconnected through the matrix, with different overall characteristics, such 
as rural or urban networks, different load densities, different consumer density, 
and so on. Hence, realistic HV distribution networks can be created, the 
characteristics of which can be modulated by tuning the HV grid-matrix 
parameters.  
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4) As in Step 2, but it is applied to HV distribution network. The relevant loading 
is taken from constituents LV sub-networks. 
5) The EHV network is addressed as a simplified model that connects different 
HV distribution networks generated in Step 3 and Step 4. The relevant EHV 
module loading comes from HV distribution modules, thereby completing the 
overall hierarchical model.  
Start
Fractal LV network creation
Consumer load 
characteristics (density 
and distribution)
LV analysis and network sizing
Technical and cost characteristics 
of LV circuits and transformers, 
and cost of electricity
Fractal HV distribution
network creation
Analysis and sizing of 
HV distribution network
Modelling, analysis and sizing of 
EHV network
Stop
Different types of LV 
networks
Technical and cost characteristics 
of HV distribution circuits and 
transformers, and cost of 
electricity
Technical and cost characteristics 
of EHV circuits and transformers, 
and cost of electricity
 
Figure 2-1: Flow chart of multi-voltage level distribution network model creation. 
The model also optimises the location of substations, transformer ratings, and cable 
ratings. The model will evaluate the maximum voltage drop and fault level and re-
optimised the selection, if necessary, to mitigate voltage problems and excessive fault 
level in any operating conditions across a 1- year time horizon. 
Using the proposed methodology, a number of network design strategies can be tested 
for different network characteristics at the different voltage levels. In addition, a 
different number of voltage levels, besides voltage level values, can be addressed.  
The details of the steps for network creation models at various voltage levels are 
presented in the following sections. The relevant methodology for life-cycle cost 
network design and network analysis is presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.2. 
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2.3 Fractal model for LV network creation 
2.3.1 Consumer point generation 
Consumers‘ locations and network branch connections play critical roles in network 
design, as these affect the length of the network as well as, together with the specific 
demand load patterns, the circuit sizing. Subsequently, simple geometric models [24] or 
network trees specifically generated for the lowest overall costs [25] may in general not 
be adequate to reproduce realistic network features and consumer distribution. It has 
also been shown that fractal models are more suitable to represent low load densities as 
compared to geometric models owing to their ability to generate realistic spatial 
consumer settlement with non-uniform load and supply points [45]. Building on these 
findings, the fractal network generation algorithm used in [38,46] is adopted in this 
research to generate large sets of statistically similar networks.  
Smith employs a consumer point generation algorithm based on economic attraction 
models and techniques drawn from fractal image science [47]. The consumer 
distributions are measured statistically with a number of simply connected graphs 
(Figure 2-2). The expected network length l of such graphs is found to obey the 
following law: 
nl         (2-1) 
where n is the number of connected consumer points. Then  


1
1
D
      
 (2-2) 
is the statistical parameter (fractal dimension) applied in order to measure consumer 
distribution. It can be observed that the fractal dimension of consumers locations placed 
uniformly on a two-dimensional surface is 2 (maximum value), while if all consumers 
are located on a line, fractal dimension would be equal to 1 (minimum value). Green 
calculates the dimension of some real consumer groups and accordingly suggests that 
the actual consumer distributions sampled from cities provide a value of approximately 
1.7-1.8 and for rural areas of about 1.6 or less [36]. The settlement algorithm can be 
controlled heuristically in order to produce consumer sets with the desired value of D in 
(2-2). 
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Figure 2-2: Simply connected graphs. 
The algorithm used to control value D, which combines fractal geometry with an 
economic model has both attractive and repulsive terms. The area‘s attractiveness (or 
repulsiveness) can be represented by a single variable k as 
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The dependence of k on t1, t2 as a function of l can be written as: 
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where k is a function of typical separation l between existing points. The graphical 
representation of (2-4) for values t1 = 5, t2 = 50 is as shown in Figure 2-3. 
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Figure 2-3: Example of function k = function (l) for values t1= 5 and t2=50. 
The variable k is built into the consumer settlement model using transformation 
equations. The role of k in the transformation is to alter scale by the factor k, giving a 
contraction mapping if k < 1, and expansion mapping if k > 1. With reference to Figure 
2-4, the transformation procedure is described as follows: 
1. Starting from two consumer points (i.e. Point 1 and Point 2) both of which are 
placed randomly and joined together by means of a primitive transparent 
network of straight line, then one more consumer is proposed into the existing 
network (Point 3).  
2. The nearest part of existing primitive network to the proposed consumer 
settlement is determined, with length l calculated. This length is regarded as 
being representative of the typical length in that area.  
3. The centre of the nearest part of the primitive network described above is 
calculated as vector (xc, yc). This vector will be used in the transformation 
equation (2-5) in order to shift the proposed consumer location to its final 
settlement. 
4. Subsequently, the corresponding value of k is calculated from (2-4) with the 
chosen values of t1 and t2.  
5. Following, affine transformation is applied in order to establish the final 
settlement of the randomly added consumer. The initial location of consumer 
(Point 3) is defined by a vector with coordinates (x, y). The final settlement of 
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the consumer, which can be determined following the application of the affine 
transformation, is given by the vector with coordinates (x’, y’). 
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6. The transformation begins with a rotation from the chart centre (xc, yc). The 
rotation angle (θ) is determined based on the orientation of the nearest part of 
existing primitive network, as shown in Figure 2-4. Subsequently, the scaling 
factor k (in this case, k < 1) corresponds to a contraction towards the centre of 
the chart. The proposed consumer point is then shifted according to vector (xc, 
yc) and finally settles at (x’, y’). 
7. The same process as described above is applied each time a new settlement is 
made. After a few hundred of consumers have been added, it is normally 
possible to observe some sort of emerging fractal pattern. 
Examples of the different network layouts created by tuning the input parameters t1 and 
t2 are shown in Figure 2-5 for different typical urban, semi-urban, semi-rural and rural 
area layouts with the same number of consumer points. The consumer points are placed 
in a given squared area, with the area itself being an input to the model. Table 2-1 
shows the typical t1 and t2 input parameters, as well as the associated range of fractal 
dimension for 30 sets of statistically similar networks (see Section 2.3.4). The 
respective representative urban, semi-urban, semi-rural and rural areas are shown in 
Figure 2-5. 
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Figure 2-4: Illustration of a new consumer settlement by applying affine transformation 
for values t1 = 5, t2 = 50, l = 15 and k = 0.58. 
It can be seen from Figure 2-5 that consumers in the urban area tend to be residing 
more evenly distributed, leading to typical relatively high load densities. On the other 
hand, consumers in rural areas tend to aggregate in a more clustered fashion (i.e. 
villages), with large open areas dedicated to farms, lakes, natural reservoir and etc. 
Table 2-1: Typical consumer layout input parameters and the associated fractal 
dimensions. 
Area type t1 t2 Fractal 
dimension 
Urban 0.01 5 1.81-1.98 
Semi-urban 0.01 20 1.61-1.85 
Semi-rural 0.01 50 1.44-1.67 
Rural 0.01 430 1.38-1.53 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 2-5: Examples for one generated consumer set with 1000 connection points: a) 
urban area; b) semi-urban area; c) semi-rural area; d) rural area. 
 
2.3.2 Network branch connections 
Once the consumer points are generated, they are connected with straight lines, thereby 
giving origin to a certain number of T-points. The number of connections can then be 
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accordingly identified using the concept of Branching Rate (BR); that is, the ratio of the 
number of (T-points) to the total number of consumer nodes of the generated network.  
Essentially, the network BR depends on how the next consumer will be connected to 
the existing network in a dynamic process. The developed tool combines two 
algorithms for connecting consumers to the network: 
 In the first algorithm, the next consumer to be connected dynamically to the 
network is chosen completely randomly. This algorithm leads to networks with 
higher BR. 
 In the second algorithm, the next consumer to be connected is always the 
nearest one to the previous one connected to the existing network. This 
approach produces a much lower BR than the previous algorithm. 
By combining these two approaches, it is possible to control the branching rate and 
generate networks with BR in the range of approximately 20%–60%. Examples of two 
networks with different BR for the same consumer set are shown in Figure 2-6, with 
BR = 60% (a) and BR = 20% (b), indicative of high and low branching rates, 
respectively. 
The network generated is weakly meshed. However, further adjustments are carried out 
(see the following section) in order to transform the network into a number of radial 
ones. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2-6: LV network with 1500 connection points for urban area with a) high 
branching rate (BR = 0.6) and b) low branching rate (BR = 0.2). 
 
2.3.3 Substation siting 
Computational methods in optimising the substation location have been widely 
reported in the literature. Most of these methods were either based on traditional 
mathematical programming approaches [48-50], such as employing linear or integer 
programming, or more recently, based on evolutionary techniques, such as genetic 
algorithms [51,52]. However, these advanced techniques are overly complex, and not 
necessarily required or necessary in a typical substation location study for the purpose 
of strategic network study. For this reason, this work adopts a heuristic approach with 
iterative search method. 
The number Ns of HV/LV distribution substation is an input to the model. In the 
methodology discussed here, substations are placed to be indicatively at the centre of 
load clusters, consistent with the general design procedures in order to minimise the 
amount of equipment installed, losses and voltage drops [26]. A major advantage of the 
approach illustrated below is that the number of substations can be changed in a 
relatively straightforward manner, without the need for network reconfiguration, which 
allows for a better understanding of the cost of equipment, installation, maintenance, 
and network losses as a function of the number of substations for a given network 
configuration. 
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More specifically, the substation siting algorithm is based on the following steps: 
 The total network area is divided into Ns regions with a radius heuristically defined 
as a function of the network area size and the number of substations. Such regions 
are defined as circular areas (discs). The preliminary location of a substation is 
placed at the estimated local load centre within each defined disc. An example of 
identical networks with one and six substations is shown in Figure 2-7.a and Figure 
2-7.b, respectively. 
 Starting from the consumers‘ average loads and the preliminary substation location 
in each disc, an AC load flow calculation is performed on the generated network to 
determine the locations of the normally open points (NOPs) that would minimise 
losses and voltage drops. Consequently, the entire weakly-meshed network is 
broken down into Ns radial networks (islands), with one substation serving each 
island.  
 Subsequently, the substation position is iteratively readjusted (heuristically) across 
the points available in the specific island taking into account the geometric 
characteristics of the feeders leaving the substation. More specifically, with 
reference to one island and one substation, the final location is selected so as to 
minimise the standard deviation   of the overall feeder lengths, defined as: 
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In (2-6), N is the number of feeders from the substation, B
f
 is the overall length of 
feeder f,   is the mean value of Bf over the N feeders, Mf is the number of branches 
along the f-th feeder, and L
fk
 is the length of branch k at feeder f.  
It is important to mention that the trade-off between feeder length and supplied power 
has been preliminarily considered at the relevant centre of load. In fact, it has been 
observed that readjustment of the final substation location within the radial networks by 
considering the ―balanced feeder‖ criterion gives satisfactory results. This is necessary 
to avoid small loads being located too far from the substation, which potentially leads 
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to voltage problems. In this regard, rather than co-optimising number and location of 
substations for a given specific network [52], the proposed approach aims to analyse 
the impact of different network design strategies. In particular, the overall costs of 
using different number of substations for a given area is analysed based on a large 
number of statistically similar networks. In light of this, while detailed substation 
optimisation can be performed for real networks, it is much more useful for network 
planners to have statistical information on alternative design policies. In reality, social, 
geographic and cost constraints would restrict the final selection of the substation 
location. 
  
 
(a)      (b)  
Figure 2-7: Examples of a network supplied by a) one substation and b) six substations. 
 
2.3.4 Statistical network creation algorithm 
The final network topology information is saved and exported as an output file that 
becomes the input data to the LV network design module. The complete network 
creation algorithm is shown in Figure 2-8. 
The statistically similar networks can be generated by manipulating the input parameter 
seed. With a different seed number, a completely new set of random numbers 
(representing consumer load points) can be generated. These random numbers, under 
the continued influence of fractal and economic interaction with other points generate a 
new set of realistic consumer positions, which have similar network characteristics 
(consumer distribution, load density, substation density and etc), as shown in Figure 
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2-9. The capability to generate many statistical similar network sets would allow a 
number of design policies to be tested on a network with the same statistical properties. 
Thus, the conclusion reached is applicable to all areas with similar characteristics and 
not only to a specific area studied. 
 
START
READ INPUT DATA:
number of customers, consumers 
density, consumers distribution, 
random seed, t1, t2, branching 
rate
CREATE SETTLEMENTS OF CONSUMERS BY 
USING PARAMETERS t1 AND t2
CONNECT CONSUMERS WITH DESIRABLE 
BRANCHING RATE
‘x’ and ‘y’ coordinates of 
each consumers
Line lengths, T-points, 
consumer connections, ...
FIND SUBSTATIONS SITE BASED ON LOCAL 
CONSUMER DENSITY
Number of substations
‘x’ and ‘y’ coordinates of 
each substations
PERFORM NETWORK LOAD FLOW 
CALCULATIONS
Circuit and transformer 
technical parameters
Currents, voltages, 
losses, … in the network
CREATE RADIAL NETWORK – FIND LOCATION 
OF NORMALLY OPEN POINTS
Lines that are normally 
open
DIVIDE CONSUMERS IN ‘ISLANDS’ AND FIND 
NEW POSITION OF SUBSTATION FOR EACH 
ISLAND WITH ‘BALANCE-FEEDER’
New coordinates of final 
substations site
END
CREATE OUTPUT FILE FOR NETWORK 
TOPOLOGY
 
Figure 2-8: LV network creation flow chart. 
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Figure 2-9: Four statistically similar LV networks connecting four different but 
statistically similar consumer patterns (characterised by the same fractal dimension). 
2.4 Representativeness of representative LV network 
An attempt has been made to model the GB LV network using a set of statistically 
created representative networks. Eight representative networks that characterise typical 
GB LV networks have been selected; their general parameters described in Table 2-2. 
As presented in the table, four typical area types are selected, namely urban, semi-urban, 
semi-rural and rural areas. Each area type has two different numbers of substations, 
simulating different design practices across DNOs. The representative networks are 
generated using the control parameters as shown in Table 2-1 and comprise a wide 
range of consumer densities. The ratio of the highest consumer density over lowest 
density is 135:1. 
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Table 2-2: LV representative networks parameters. 
Representative 
network Area (km
2
) 
Consumer 
density 
(per km
2
) 
LV network 
density 
(km/km
2
) 
Distribution 
substation density 
(per km
2
) 
Urban 1 0.40 13500 36.4 32.6 
Urban 2 0.40 13500 36.4 42.7 
Semi urban 1 1.24 3150 15.8 7.3 
Semi urban 2 1.24 3150 15.8 10.5 
Semi rural 1 6.97 350 6.9 5.3 
Semi rural 2 6.97 350 6.9 7.9 
Rural 1 19.65 100 2.5 10.2 
Rural 2 19.65 100 2.4 12.7 
 
The number and characteristics of representative networks are adjusted so as to match 
the number of GB‘s DNOs in terms of total number of ground mounted transformers 
(GMT), total number of Pole Mounted Transformers (PMT), total LV overhead 
network length and total LV underground network length. In order to achieve this, 
Table 2-3 highlights the breakdown of the number of respective LV representative 
networks that best represent GB LV distribution network. Based on the representative 
networks distribution detailed in Table 2-3, it is now possible to estimate the network 
length accurately, while the number of distribution substations will influence LV 
feeders‘ length.  
Table 2-4 shows the excellent results that compare total network length, network length 
per PMT and network length per ground mounted transformer between DNOs and 
representative networks model. Given that the length of network is of key importance 
for reinforcement cost estimation, the key requirement for any model is to estimate 
network length accurately. With this taken into consideration, at present, LV network 
data is rarely available in computational usable form, and so it can be suggested that, 
from the perspective of network length, representative networks discussed here can be 
used as a network model for network design and assessment study, as opposed to actual 
networks. 
The design of representative networks follows the principles of ER P2/6. In order to 
obtain the representative breakdown of network equipment ratings (transformers and 
lines), the designed networks comprises equipment from the set of standard ratings of 
transformers and underground/overhead lines, and satisfies fault level and voltage limit 
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constraints. As a result, network performance in terms of investment cost and losses of 
the representative networks can be better estimated. 
Table 2-3: Number and breakdown of LV representative networks in GB system. 
Representative 
network 
Number of network 
in GB system 
Breakdown 
(%) 
Total network length 
(km) 
Urban 1 137 1.4% 28,415  
Urban 2 15  0.1% 44,897 
Semi urban 1 276 2.8% 222,592 
Semi urban 2 3,085 30.8% 17,046 
Semi rural 1 360 3.6% 63,798 
Semi rural 2 4,620 46.1% 5,457 
Rural 1 950  9.5% 219  
Rural 2 570 5.7% 1,995 
Total  10,013 100.0% 384,417 
 
Table 2-4: Network length comparison between DNOs and representative networks. 
Length Comparison 
(km) 
Total OHL Total UGC Length per 
PMT 
Length per 
GMT 
DNOs 73,546 312,596 209 1,383 
RNs 73,312 311,105 209 1,385 
Diff (%) 0.32 0.48 0.30 0.16 
 
As illustrated in Figure 2-5, consumer layouts are determined by the corresponding 
fractal dimensions that are directly related to consumer density. For a given real 
consumer layout (consumer density), determined by the particular fractal dimension, 
many statistically similar networks can be generated (as shown in Figure 2-9). The 
corresponding network lengths for the four types of networks in Table 2-2 are 
subsequently calculated, with the results shown in Figure 2-10. It can be seen from 
these figures that there is a very strong correlation between consumer patterns, 
characterised by the appropriate fractal dimension and network length density. Given 
the observed correlation between fractal dimension and consumer density, the 
correlation between consumer density and network density (the error bars show the 
minimum and maximum values observed, correspond to network generated with 
different seeds) can also be established, as shown in Figure 2-11. 
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Figure 2-10: Relationship between average length of LV network per unit area and 
fractal dimension. The error bars are shown. 
 
 
Figure 2-11: Relationship between average length of LV network per unit area and 
number of consumers per unit area. The error bars are shown. 
 
2.5 Development of HV interconnection grid-matrix model 
HV network is generated by inputting various different sets of LV networks, which 
may have different load and substation density, into a grid-matrix [39]. The location of 
distribution transformers together with its associated number of customer, and their 
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annual loading profiles for each of the HV/LV transformers are recorded during the 
creation of LV networks and become the input parameter of the HV network. By doing 
so, the loading characteristics and the distances between the HV/LV transformers were 
kept on the HV network. Consequently, a large number of customers can be modelled. 
For example, if ten sets of LV networks are generated, each with two thousand 
customers and are placed randomly into a ten-by-ten matrix, the HV network would 
then represent two hundred thousand consumers. It would be unrealistic and 
computationally expensive to model every single load point for HV network with two 
hundred thousand customers. Figure 2-12 shows how different LV networks can be 
‗entered‘ into an HV network. 
 
Figure 2-12: Matrix model of HV networks from LV inputs. 
The HV ‗customer‘, corresponding to distribution substations, as well as, in this case, 
large customer loads are then connected with a controllable branching rate, therefore 
enabling to mimic real network characteristics, as in the LV network case. Figure 2-13 
shows a representative HV distribution network that supplies 65 representative LV 
networks. It is then connected with a 69 % branching rate. The input LV networks have 
load density ranging from 5–25 MVA/km2. The small ‗dots‘ are HV/LV transformers 
while the ‗red stars‘ are primary substations. 
Rural LV network
Urban LV network
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Figure 2-13: Representative HV distribution network (200,000 LV consumers, 
300MVA, 6 MVA/km
2
, 0.3 sub/km
2
) supplying 65 representative LV networks. 
 
Another important feature of this model is the capability to combine both LV rural 
networks and LV urban networks and supply them with OHL/UGC or indoor/outdoor 
substations according to LV network type. With this in consideration, Figure 2-14 
shows an example of HV network filled with 45 LV networks, with 29 sets of LV 
urban networks and 16 sets of rural LV networks. The HV (11kV) network is supplied 
by 6 indoor substations and 4 outdoor substations, with 58 km of UGC and 28 km of 
OHL. 
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Figure 2-14: Supply of 11kV network (OHL and UGC) by 33/11kV indoor and outdoor 
substations. 
 
In addition, the model is also able to take into account the presence of ‗empty spaces‘ 
for instance those corresponding to parks, green spaces, and so on, in the matrix model. 
The amount of ‗empty spaces‘ in the network is controllable via a so-called network 
filling factor F (comprised between 0 and 1); that is, the ratio of ‗filled‘ entries in the 
matrix with respect to the overall number of entries. Larger values of F represent fewer 
‗empty spaces‘, which corresponds to town/city areas, whereas lower F is used to 
resemble rural areas with large open spaces.  
Furthermore, the model allows the user (if required) to populate the grid-matrix by 
inputting manually the n sets of LV network. More specifically, the network sample 
control parameter Sn is used to repeat sequences of random selection of input LV 
networks to be filled in the HV grid-matrix, while Pn, the network position control 
parameter is used to control the location of LV networks to be placed in the HV grid-
matrix. By changing the value of Pn, the total number of input LV networks selected by 
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Sn will not change; however, the way in which the input LV networks are placed will 
change randomly as controlled by Pn. In this way, several statistically similar networks 
can be produced by manipulating Pn. The complete HV network creation flow chart is 
illustrated in Figure 2-15. 
START
Control 
parameters 
(F, Sn, Pn)
Populate HV grid-matrix
Fractal-based network 
path connection
Primary substation siting 
based on centre of load 
cluster
END
Read n-sets of LV 
input networks 
User 
override?
Branching 
rate
YES
NO
Number of 
primary subs.
User input
Perform network AC 
load flow calculations
Circuit and  
transformer 
technical 
parameters
Create radial networks 
with normally open 
points
Network topology:
Connectivity path, 
line lengths
‘x’ and ‘y’ 
coordinates of 
each substations 
Currents, 
voltages and 
losses
Lines that are 
normally open
 
Figure 2-15: HV grid-matrix network building. 
Figure 2-16 shows for example, the actual HV network from one of the UK DNOs near 
Surrey (South London area), and the network layout created by the proposed method. 
The area on the upper and lower right corresponds to the rural type area and the area on 
the lower left shows a higher load density urban area.  
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Figure 2-16: Comparison between typical real HV network [53] and generic HV 
network. 
2.6 EHV network model 
The EHV network is modelled with simple loads (EHV/HV transformers) assumed to 
be lumped at the end of the feeder. In order to satisfy the N-1 reliability requirement of 
ER P2/6, the double circuit radial and double transformers arrangement is used, as 
illustrated in Figure 2-17. The total EHV network length is modelled as a percentage of 
the total HV network length based on typical UK data [54], which can be adjusted 
accordingly. 
This approach is consistent with the fact that, when moving up to higher voltage levels, 
the number of ‗customers‘ (which are lower voltage substations) decreases significantly 
relative to the number of customers connected at lower voltage networks. The network 
path connection at EHV is rather driven by other factors, such as to satisfy contingency 
requirements, as set out by standard and geographical factors. In addition, EHV 
networks carry the power from transmission/sub-transmission in remote areas to feed 
loads closer to load centres, which is reflected by relatively simple connection paths. 
For these reasons, the fractal topology model may not be relevant to EHV networks. 
Therefore, a simplified model similar to that developed in [45] is used in order to 
capture the main network characteristics in terms of network length, circuit capacity 
and voltage drop. 
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Figure 2-17: EHV network model. 
 
2.7 Load flow studies 
Load flow studies are important to assess the capability of the system to serve 
consumers in a safe and reliable way, while simultaneously adhering to voltage and 
security constraints under different loading conditions. 
In this work, a previously developed AC load flow engine [55], which solves the non-
linear equations concerned with complex nodal voltage, power injections and power 
flows is integrated into the developed network model. Load flow routines that have 
been used to solve the power flow equations in normal steady state conditions are based 
on standard formulation such as that described in [56]. This model has considered all 
loads to be a three-phase balanced load with a constant power load model (load power 
does not varies with the voltage magnitude). Importantly, the tool has the capability to 
provide interconnection through which injected active and reactive components of load 
for each node can be changed. This enables a number of load flow calculations on the 
same network but with different consumers load in different time periods to be 
performed (for example, year-round analysis). In this research, the load is assumed 
balanced unless otherwise specified.  
HV
EHV
EHV
132kV
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The slack bus is conventionally used in order to provide a reference voltage angle for 
the angles of all other bus voltages and to take up the system losses, which can only be 
known after the power flow problem has been solved. In other words, it compensates 
for any difference between load and generation and, in this way is very like a generator 
with a governor control. In the case of LV distribution network supplied by one or 
more 11/0.4kV distribution substations, 11kV side of 11/0.4kV transformers is selected 
as slack bus. In addition, it assumed that the voltage on 11kV side of all transformers is 
equal and always has the same value of 11kV or any other selected values. The load 
flow for higher voltage levels network is modelled in the similar manner to the LV 
network. For example, the high voltage side of 33/11kV primary transformers in the 
11kV network is always equal to 33kV. In addition, coupling between voltage levels 
was not modelled in this research work. 
Distribution transformers (11/0.4 kV) are normally fitted with off-load tap changers. 
Therefore, it is modelled to operate at a given off-nominal turns ratio, which is usually 
between 0.95 and 1.05 (in steps of 2.5%), and remains fixed unless changed manually 
in an off-load state. On the other hand, primary transformers are often equipped with 
on-load tap changers, which have automatic voltage regulation capability. The 
transformer taps will be adjusted automatically in order to keep the voltage at the 
regulated bus within the predefined minimum and maximum voltage values. In practice, 
the 33/11kV primary transformer has a standard tap range of –10% to +10%, with 1.25% 
range per tap [57]. 
2.8 Summary 
This chapter has described the development of a multi-voltage level distribution 
network planning model which can be applied in order to assess the performance of 
alternative distribution network design strategies. These include for example, 
consideration of four versus three voltage levels network design in typical rural and 
urban areas, as well as the analysis of the impacts associated with integrating emerging 
technology, such as EVs and HPs into the electricity system under different future 
development scenarios. 
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The developed distribution network model is based on techniques drawn from fractal 
science. It has the ability to generate many statistically similar networks that can 
resemble different area types: for instance, rural areas, towns and urban cities. In 
addition, it has been shown that the key characteristics of the representative networks 
generated by the proposed models compared well with the DNOs network data, 
especially in terms of network length, which is the main driver for the cost of network 
investment. 
Furthermore, the newly proposed HV grid-matrix network model allows different sets 
of representative LV networks with different characteristics (urban/rural/mixed) to be 
populated into the grid-matrix. In this way, reasonably large HV networks representing 
a few hundred thousand consumers can be generated efficiently without the need for 
expensive computing power. On the other hand, the EHV network is modelled simply 
with loads (EHV/HV substations) assumed to be lumped at the end of the feeder with 
N-1 redundancy, similar to the generic distribution network model developed in [45]. 
The multi-voltage distribution network models discussed here were used in the 
subsequent chapters in an attempt to analyse the impact of changes in system 
performance owing to changes in network designs. The evaluation of alternative 
network design strategies is carried out on the relatively large and realistic networks 
sample, which thereby facilitates a more robust conclusion to be drawn. 
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Chapter 3 Statistical Appraisal of Economic Design 
Strategies of LV Distribution Networks 
3.1 Introduction  
One of the main challenges for distribution network planners and operators is to 
develop optimal network design strategies, which involves evaluation of a wide range 
of options such as cable types and rating selection, locations of substations, and types 
and ratings of transformers. Without general guidance as to how these choices should 
be made, network planners can only rely on their experience. This may lead to 
suboptimal decisions and to inconsistent strategies that eventually will increase the 
network cost. However, development of general network design guides is a complex 
task, especially for LV systems, which have millions of different samples. In addition, 
due to the sheer volume of network data, relevant information for LV systems is often 
unavailable or inadequate, and is generally insufficient for large-scale network design. 
Thus, several works have addressed network design of specific networks [22,23] or 
idealised networks [24-26], incorporating existing design policies or standards and with 
specified load point positions and available substation sites. More recently, a 
distribution network model has been developed for large-scale distribution planning, 
which divides the network zone into mini-zones that are optimised independently 
[58,59]. In addition to that, a reference network model which uses real location 
coordinates of final consumer to automatically generate the corresponding street map 
for simultaneous planning of high-, medium-, and low voltage networks in reported in 
[60]. Regarding circuit design, life-cycle cost analysis for circuits [22,24,61,62] and 
transformers [63-65] is a consolidated methodology adopted in several countries for 
network design. However, the adoption of life-cycle cost analysis for strategic design 
and assessment of different types of networks has not been widely explored. 
This chapter introduces a statistical approach intended to support the decision making 
process of network planners and operators in the identification of the best design 
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strategy for given LV network types. The approach is based on synthetic input 
information, but could potentially be applied to a large variety of networks, thus 
moving beyond the current state of the art. In particular, the work suggests an approach 
for strategic assessment of LV distribution networks using the life-cycle cost 
methodology of optimal network design. The life-cycle cost model illustrated here 
intrinsically highlights the prominent role of losses in circuit design, thus resulting into 
promotion of socially efficient investment policies and taking into account 
environmental concerns. The main outcomes from the analysis serve to indicate 
optimal network design strategies for given areas (for instance, rural or urban, 
depending on the specific topological features) with different load densities and 
characteristics, and identify the optimal number of substations, circuit cost breakdown 
(investment, maintenance and losses), and so forth.  
The methodology developed here is based on the generation and analysis of a large 
number of statistically similar networks, with some common topological parameters. 
This enables decision makers to draw much more robust conclusions than those 
reached through the study of specific case study networks. A key point of the proposed 
methodology is its ability to reproduce realistic network topologies and lengths, as 
confirmed by practical collaborations with DNOs [39,40], with no simplifications 
regarding the consumers‘ positions. Hence, network-related metrics such as losses and 
voltage drops can be estimated with higher accuracy than by adopting simplified 
geometric approaches [26]. In this respect, the generated networks can be better 
adjusted to resemble the synthetic features of given real regions with specific 
characteristics (load density and consumer breakdown, for instance), for which an 
optimal design strategy is sought. Typical network design criteria such as fault levels, 
voltage drops, and circuit thermal ratings have also been considered. The holistic 
approach to strategic network design and assessment illustrated here has not been seen 
previously in the literature.  
Numerical studies are presented to illustrate the applications of the proposed 
methodology to both LV urban and rural areas, highlighting the main features of each 
case and the differences between the two. In particular, the optimal number of 11/0.4 
kV substations to supply areas with different load densities and a breakdown of the 
average costs of these networks are presented and discussed in a typical UK context.  
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The life-cycle cost model described in this chapter can be conveniently applied to any 
other distribution voltage levels. For example, Chapter 5 adopts the similar life-cycle 
cost model for the evaluation of alternative distribution network design strategies based 
on a different number of voltage levels. 
3.2 Minimum life-cycle cost methodology 
Since the liberalisation of the UK electricity industry in 1990, network owners and 
operators have been under increasing pressure to satisfy a spectrum of conflicting 
objectives, such as to reduce investment and operating costs while simultaneously 
offering a better quality of service at a lower price. Consequently, these competition 
pressures could incentivise DNOs to adopt network design with the lowest initial 
capital cost, which may subsequently result in the installation of inefficient plants, 
which will continue to operate over the next few decades.  
Moreover, security of supply standard ER P2/6 only specifies the ability of the 
networks to meet peak load requirements under different group demands without given 
adequate consideration to the adoption of the life-cycle cost approach. Therefore, a 
network designed with minimum upfront capital costs, which satisfies the minimum 
planning standard (ER P2/6) may not be optimal in terms of life-cycle cost perspectives.  
As a result, in order to ensure network performance and costs are optimised in the long 
run, it is becoming increasingly important that DNOs adopt lifecycle costing practices 
when building, reinforcing or extending their networks. 
In light of this, a minimum life-cycle cost methodology for circuits and transformers is 
adopted here. More specifically, the annuitised investment cost of the plant is traded off 
against the relevant operational costs (mainly arising from losses) over the 
economic/technical lifetime of network assets. In addition, the selected plant is checked 
in order to meet the relevant network constraints, such as voltage limits [2] and fault 
level [66]. The overall algorithm flow chart for optimal economic network design is 
illustrated in Figure 3-1, and is detailed further on in this section. 
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Figure 3-1: Algorithm for optimal economic network design. 
 
3.2.1 Optimal circuit capacity 
The optimal capacity of cables and overhead lines for pure transport of electricity is 
determined by trading off the annual cost of losses against the annuitised cost of 
investment. In order to determine the optimal capacities of the circuits, the sum of the 
annual cost of losses and the annuitised investment cost for the entire network has to be 
minimised [67]. 
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For a specific circuit, once the relevant values of current )(tI  are known on an hourly 
basis (the time step considered in the analysis), the optimisation problem can be stated 
as 
    )(minmin tICLCMCCTC ccc
I
c
I cc
     (3-1) 
s.t.  cII ˆ  
where:  
 CC = Annuitised cost of capital [£/year] 
 CM = Annual maintenance cost [£/year] 
 CL = Total annual cost of losses [£/year] 
In (3-1) , the objective function to be minimised is the circuit annual total cost TCc, that 
is, the levelised annual cash flows [68] corresponding to the circuit life-cycle cost over 
the considered life span, and the optimisation variable is the circuit current-carrying 
capacity cI . 
The annual total cost TCc is composed of: 
 Annuitised cost of capital cCC  [£/year] 
 
cn
n
cc IC
d
dd
ICAFCC 



1)1(
)1(
     (3-2) 
where ICc is the circuit investment cost [£], AF is the annuity present worth factor 
[69], d is the discount rate, and n is the number of years of network 
technical/economic operation. 
 Annual maintenance cost CMc [£/year], in general expressed through models 
developed ad hoc, for instance in terms of specific cost per circuit length. 
 Total annual cost of losses CLc [£/year], which is a function of the average current 
)(tI  circulating in the circuit at the hour t (for three-phase circuits, a balanced 
system is assumed) according to 
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where l is a loss-related coefficient equal to 2 for single-phase circuits and to 3 for 
three-phase (balanced) circuits, Rc is the circuit resistance for each phase (an average 
value is assumed for all phases and over the time), and π is the estimated specific 
cost of losses [£/MWh] at the hour t. 
The constraint in (3-1) refers to the thermal condition whereby the peak current Iˆ  
must be lower than the derived optimal circuit capacity cI . 
Given a particular family of circuits (e.g., ―Wavecon‖ cables [70], widely adopted by 
distribution utilities in the UK) the total cost (3-1) can be rewritten as a function of the 
circuit characteristics. Then, a closed-form expression for the continuous optimal 
circuit capacity cI  can be derived, as illustrated in [67]. Table 3-1 shows the typical 
optimal peak utilisation of circuits for different voltage levels in the UK assuming an 
interest rate of 7% over a 20-year time horizon, and using domestic unrestricted load 
profiles [45]. The studies show that at LV, the optimal level of circuit utilisation during 
peak conditions, considering the trade off between the cost of losses and the investment 
cost, should be lower than the present minimum standard would suggest (between 10% 
and 30%). This is due to a combination of two effects: (i) relatively large cost of losses 
(also increased due to the coincidence of high electricity price with high demand), and 
(ii) significant fall in price of cables and overhead lines over the last three decades, due 
to the maturity of technology and the increase in competition in manufacturing these 
equipment. This demonstrates that losses should now be considered in network design. 
Table 3-1: Optimal peak utilisation of distribution cables and overhead lines in the UK 
[45]. 
Voltage level 
Optimal utilisation (%) 
Cable Overhead 
132 kV 75 – 100 30 – 50 
33 kV 30 – 50 17 – 25 
11 kV 20 – 40 13 – 20 
0.4 kV 15 – 30 10 – 15 
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Moreover, minimum life-cycle cost circuit designs, which consider losses, are likely to 
meet the ER P2/6 security criteria at no additional cost. For example, by exhibiting 
enough headroom to carry extra load in the case that an NOP needs to be closed in 
order to restore the supply from other feeding points after a contingency, particularly 
for 11kV circuits, which required N-1 security. 
3.2.2 Optimal network design 
When dealing with practical network sizing, only a discrete number of circuit capacities 
are available for selection. Hence, the continuous optimisation problem needs to be 
discretised in order to cope with the availability of finite capacities. 
While the model (3-1) is valid for the design of a specific circuit, for network 
assessments the life-cycle cost optimisation problem as stated above needs to be 
extended to the network under consideration and can be written as 
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1
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s.t. network constraints, C
i
cI . 
In (3-4), TCN is the annual total cost of all the circuits in the network. The sum is over 
the overall number of circuits NN in the network, and for each circuit i the optimal 
capacity 
i
cI  must be selected from the set C of available capacities for the considered 
circuit type. Typical network constraints include voltage and thermal limits and fault 
level requirements, as illustrated in the following section.  
In practice, the optimisation problem (3-4) can be approximated by solving problem (3-
1) separately for each individual circuit i, which corresponds to 
   
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i
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1
minmin      (3-5) 
s.t. network constraints, C
i
cI . 
In fact, once the load patterns are given, in radial networks the load flows are primarily 
driven by topology, and changes in the single circuit impedances would affect the 
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branch current distribution only marginally. Hence, solution of problem (3-5) would 
lead in practice to good results [67].  
Once the network topology and the relevant input data (set of cables, electricity prices, 
customers‘ demand load patterns) are given, the following procedure can be 
implemented for circuit selection for each i-th circuit out of the N branches composing 
the network: 
1. An initial cable guess is selected for all the network branches. 
2. From the network topology and given the load patterns and the load distribution 
throughout the network, an AC hourly load flow is run in order to estimate the 
branch currents, whose values are essentially driven by the radial structure of 
the network. 
3. On the basis of the estimated currents and of the other relevant inputs, the 
optimal cable capacity is calculated through the continuous formula [67]. 
4. A discrete capacity is picked out from the set C by checking the life-cycle costs 
(circuit investment cost and loss-related cost) for the upper and lower capacities 
adjacent to the optimal one. The capacity yielding the overall minimum cost is 
selected as the optimal one. In particular, there is no need to run load flows 
again, as the circuit currents have already been calculated in Step 2. These 
currents would not noticeably change while changing capacities, as discussed 
above. 
5. It is checked that the selected capacity is higher than the estimated peak current. 
The optimal discrete cable selection is illustrated in Figure 3-2. In addition, further 
checks such as voltage constraints or minimum capacity requirements for 
reliability/security reasons have also been implemented, although not explicitly shown 
in the flow chart. 
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Branch optimal capacity 
calculated from [67]
 Calculation of branch life 
cycle costs for upper and 
lower circuit capacities (taken 
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optimal one
End
Initial capacity guess
Hourly load flow 
calculation
Check if selected capacity > peak current
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NOSelect closest capacity 
higher than peak current
Loop all branches
Discrete circuit capacity 
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branch minimum life cycle 
costs 
Network topology
Set C of capacities
Hourly load pattern data
Circuit investment cost
Hourly cost of losses 
Branch hourly currents I(t)
Loop all branches
 
Figure 3-2: Flow chart of the algorithm for discrete cable selection for optimal 
economic design of radial networks. 
3.2.3 Optimal transformer design 
An equivalent problem (3-5) is also solved for substation transformers with the 
objective of minimising the annual total cost TCT for all network transformers, namely, 
   
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In (3-6), 
j
TS  is the optimal transformer capacity [kVA] selected for each substation j 
from a set of available capacities T, with the constraint that this capacity has to be 
higher than the power peak jTSˆ . The transformer capacities can refer to several units in 
parallel. The components (all expressed in [£/year]) of the total cost 
j
TTC  in (3-7) are as 
follows for a given transformer j: 
 Annuitised capital cost 
j
T
j
T ICAFCC  , with 
j
TIC  being the transformer 
investment cost. 
 Annual cost of maintenance jTCM  (again to be defined case by case given the specific 
problem). 
 Annual cost of losses jTCL , expressed as  
  
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In (3-7), the term 
j
TLCL  represents the cost of transformer load losses over one year, 
with 
j
TR  being the transformer phase resistance and )(tI
j
T  the hourly phase current. 
The term 
j
TNLCL  represents the annual cost for no-load losses, given by the core iron 
losses 
j
FeP  [W], assumed to be constant, weighted by the specific hourly cost of losses 
)(t . 
The optimisation problem in (3-6) is solved in discrete form by heuristically selecting, 
from the set T, the optimal transformer minimising 
j
TTC  (once the hourly currents )(tI
j
T  
are known from network load flow analysis) and with capacity greater than the annual 
peak demand. 
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3.3 Load model 
Realistic network design and assessment should start from the analysis of time-varying 
demand patterns. This is an important aspect in network design, owing to the fact that 
the correlations between peak loads and losses as well as voltage drops are generally 
very high. In addition, for network life-cycle cost analysis, it may be crucial to address 
the correlation between high network loading and the high cost of electricity. This is 
because the coincidence of high network loading with high electricity prices may result 
in a significant increase in cost of losses [7]. Therefore, in order to capture realistic load 
characteristics, typical distributions of consumer types commonly found in UK 
networks have been considered: domestic unrestricted (without electric heating), 
domestic economy 7 (with electric heating), commercial and industrial.  
Each consumer type is allocated randomly in the network consumer points in 
accordance to such distribution, as illustrated in Figure 3-3. More specifically, nominal 
daily load profiles for four types of consumers have been used. The consumers‘ load 
characteristics are modelled in terms of after-diversity hourly load patterns for active 
power demand. A constant power factor equal to 0.95 is assumed. Moreover, in order 
to speed-up the calculation for each user type, nine characteristic days (see number of 
season day breakdown on Table 3-2) have been considered, namely weekdays, 
Saturdays and Sundays for winter, spring/autumn, and summer seasons, as shown in 
Figure 3-4 to Figure 3-7 respectively. Notably, Figure 3-4 provides annual energy 
consumption of 3,100 kWh by assuming that domestic unrestricted consumer has an 
after-diversity peak demand of 1 kW. This value is close to the typical annual domestic 
energy consumption of 3,300 kWh, as recommended by the OFGEM [71]. In general, 
the characteristic day load pattern is adequate in terms of capturing all the major load 
features at a planning stage [72]. 
The ‗smooth‘ representation of the after-diversity profiles is obtained when a large 
sample of customers is considered. The undiversified load profile of a single domestic 
unrestricted customer is likely to have large sharp peaks with a very low load factor, 
owing to the fact that the major electrical appliances are switched on and off at 
different hours of the day. However, every customer has diverse personal habits, and 
their peak loads do not occur simultaneously. As a result, when a large sample of 
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undiversified load profile is aggregated, the ‗needle peaks‘ will smoothen, and the load 
factor will thereby increase. Importantly, the diversified demand profile can then be 
considered as statistically representative of a given consumer group, which is useful in 
network planning and engineering studies [68].  
In order to better model the demand of each consumer, for each consumer point and for 
each hour, a random variation of demand concerning the mean value of the after-
diversity profiles is applied according to typical statistical models estimated for UK 
loads [73]. Hence, it is possible to model ‗peaky‘ phenomena occurring in the network 
for a better appraisal of losses and voltage drops. In this regard, once the network 
topology is determined and locations of supply points are established, starting from the 
hourly load patterns generated, the AC load flow calculations are performed over a 
one-year time horizon starting from the characteristic daily load profiles; therefore, 
hourly currents and the associated losses are computed through each of the network 
circuits. 
 
Figure 3-3: Types of consumers and their percentage of distributions in typical urban 
and rural areas. 
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Table 3-2: Breakdown of number of days for each season types. 
Season Type Number of days 
Winter weekdays 81 
Winter Saturdays 19 
Winter Sundays 20 
Spring/Autumn weekdays 54 
Spring/Autumn Saturdays 10 
Spring/Autumn Sundays 13 
Summer weekdays 116 
Summer Saturdays 24 
Summer Sundays 28 
Total Days 365 
 
 
 
Figure 3-4: Nine characteristic days after-diversity load profiles for domestic 
unrestricted consumer type. 
 
 
Figure 3-5: Nine characteristic days after-diversity load profiles for domestic economy 
7 consumer type. 
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Figure 3-6: Nine characteristic days after-diversity load profiles for commercial 
consumer type. 
 
 
Figure 3-7: Nine characteristic days after-diversity load profiles for industrial consumer 
type. 
 
As explained earlier, it is imperative that the correlation between network peak loads 
and the time of high electricity cost in optimal design of distribution circuits be 
considered. In a similar manner to the characteristic day load profiles, characteristic 
electricity price patterns were derived from 2007 BETTA wholesale market [74], as 
shown in Figure 3-8. These profiles are being used in order to estimate the cost of 
losses incurred in the network. Moreover, as expected, it can be observed that the 
electricity price has a very strong correlation with the typical domestic unrestricted 
demand profile: for example, in high-demand winter evenings, the average hourly cost 
of electricity prices peak at approximately £80/MWh. 
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Figure 3-8: Nine characteristic days electricity price profile. 
 
3.4 Fault level assessment 
After determining the optimal circuit and transformer capacities throughout the 
network, fault studies are carried out to determine the maximum through-fault current 
for every circuit. These studies are necessary to check if the permitted short-circuit 
current for each single piece of equipment is higher than the expected Short-Circuit 
Current (SCC).  
The standard procedure in short-circuit currents calculation can be found in [66] for 
both balanced and unbalanced short circuits, and for both radial and meshed networks. 
In this study, all the networks are assumed to be radially operated and only maximum 
three-phase fault is considered which determines the capacity or rating of the electrical 
equipment. The three-phase fault current can be simply calculated from:  
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where:  
c – voltage factor for the calculation of maximum short-circuit current which 
value for LV system is 1.05; 
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Un – nominal system voltage; 
Zk – total short-circuit impedances at the short circuit location including the effect 
of impedances at the higher voltage levels, referred to Un. 
In the developed algorithm, the maximum SCC is calculated for each node starting 
from the in-feed node represented by the relevant HV-side busbar of each substation. 
The value of this current must be lower than the permitted SCC of any of the lines 
connected to that node. If this is not the case, the line is replaced by one with a larger 
cross-section, which also exhibits a higher permitted short-circuit current. Moving 
downstream through the network, the check is repeated using the equation below (3-9), 
until all the lines are examined and all fault current constraints are successfully met. 
LTXHV
n
k
n
f
ZZZ
cU
Z
cU
I

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3
     
(3-9) 
 
where:  
ZHV – impedances at the higher voltage levels, referred to Un; 
ZTX – impedances of the infeed transformer 11/0.4kV, referred to Un; 
ZL – the sum of line impedances between the LV-side of infeed transformer and 
the fault node. 
The permitted short-circuit ratings of cable as designed according to the British 
Standard BS 7870 are given in Table 3-3. Further details on the determination of 
maximum prospective short-circuit current of the low voltage distribution network in 
the UK can be obtained from ER P25/1 for single phase supplies and ER P26 for three 
phase supplies. 
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Table 3-3: Cable short-circuit current ratings. 
 
3.5 Voltage drop checking  
The UK distribution network shall be designed in accordance with the Electricity 
Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations 2002 [2] to keep the customers‘ voltage 
levels within the statutory limit. These limits are +10%/-6% at LV and ±6% at HV 
network. This ensures the maximum allowable voltage range of 16% for LV networks. 
The final stage of automatic voltage control in the UK distribution network is at the on-
load changers on 132/11kV, 66/11kV or 33/11kV transformers at Grid and Primary 
substations. As a result, maximum use is made of the allowable voltage range to design 
the 11kV and LV network. Generally, 9% of the LV allowable voltage range is 
allocated to variations in the 11 kV systems and the distribution transformer. The 
remaining 7% is then allocated to the LV main and service. In addition, line drop 
compensation is utilised at some rural substations to ensure that the extremities of long 
11kV feeders (over 15 km from Grid Supply Point (GSP) or primary substation) are 
maintained within limits. In addition, most of the 11/0.4kV transformers have tapped 
windings, whereby the tap position is set according to the voltage regulation at the 
position where the transformer is connected on the 11kV circuit [4]. 
Apart from the statutory minimum at the service cut-out point at the time of maximum 
load, it is also important to ensure that the busbar voltage level is not permitted to 
exceed values that will cause customers to receive voltage above the statutory 
maximum. The worst case scenario is an LV customer connected adjacent to the first 
secondary substation on an 11kV feeder at the time of minimum load.  
size 
(mm²)
1 second 
short circuit 
rating (kA)
1-core, 0.6/1.0kV, AL-XLPE, CNE Cu PVC BS 7870-3.11 35 3.3
95 8.9
185 17.4
300 28.3
95 8.9
185 17.4
300 28.3
BS 7870-4.10
3-core, 0.6/1.0kV, AL-XLPE, Waveform Cu PVC
1-core, 11kV, AL-XLPE, CWS MDPE
BS 7870-3.40
Conductor (90 - 250 C)
StandardCable
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In the developed model, it is assumed that voltage on 11kV busbar of 11/0.4kV 
transformer is fixed at 1.02 pu. For the simulation of HV network, the 33/11kV 
transformer is modelled with on-load tap changer. The permitted value of a maximum 
voltage drop from 33kV busbar of 33/11kV transformer to the 11kV busbar of 
11/0.4kV transformer, which includes voltage drop in 33/11kV transformers, is 6%.  
In order to check and identify the maximum/minimum voltages, the load flow 
calculations are performed in the designed network. These include the voltage drop on 
transformers and the feeders down to the consumer point. If the extreme voltage values 
are found to be failing to meet the requirements, that particular network configuration 
is then not considered. However, it is worth noting that the voltage drop checking is 
performed independently for each voltage levels. This can be seen as the limitation of 
the current approach, which means the voltage drop/raise in the upper voltage level 
cannot be ‗seen‘ on the lower voltage level. 
3.6 Methodology for the identification of the optimal number of 
substations 
In order to identify the optimal number of substations minimising the overall network 
cost for a given load configuration, parametric analyses are run by changing the 
number of substations Ns across a suitable range. For each specific number of 
substations considered, the design algorithm illustrated in Figure 3-1 is applied. The 
increment in Ns is set to approximately 10% of the heuristically estimated (based on 
experience and preliminary studies) optimal number of substations. For each of the 
identified candidate sets, 1000 statistically similar networks are simulated so as to build 
a statistical representation of the results. The statistically similar networks are 
generated with different seeds. At this stage, the maximum/minimum voltages up to the 
service cut-out point (consumer point) are checked to give an indication of the 
suitability of given configurations to operate within statutory limits (+10%/-6% of the 
nominal voltage [2]). Given the high-level nature of the strategic studies conducted 
here (voltage control mechanisms are not modelled), the impact of voltage constraints 
is considered from a statistical point of view. More specifically, for a given load 
density and number of substations, the alternative under examination is considered 
statistically strong enough in terms of voltage profiles based on a certain non-exceeding 
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probability of cases (corresponding to different seeds) for which the constraints are not 
met. A threshold of 10% has been selected, a figure that is generally accepted as 
reasonable for such strategic studies [29]. Hence, for a given load density, in order to 
consider a particular number of substations as a potential candidate for the optimal 
network design, no more than 10% of the simulated seeds should exhibit voltage 
violations. For instance, Figure 3-9 shows a typical voltage violation probability profile 
for a given load density (namely, 5 MVA/km
2
) in urban areas, as a function of the 
number of substations. The number of violations decreases as the number of substations 
rises, with the decrease becoming less evident when the substation number becomes 
large enough to avoid voltage problems. 
 
Figure 3-9: Percentage of voltage violations as a function of number of substations 
employed (for the 5 MVA/km
2
 case). 
 
Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 show the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the 
minimum voltage and of the total network cost for the case of 24 substations supplying 
a specific load of 5 MVA/km
2
. Here, only about 8.5% of the seeds generate a network 
with violation of the minimum voltage limit (0.94 p.u), making this configuration a 
candidate for optimality. 
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Figure 3-10: Distribution of minimum voltages for the case 5 MVA/km
2
, 24 substations, 
1000 seeds. 
 
Once the subset of potential numbers of substations meeting the network design 
constraints for given load characteristics is established, the configuration exhibiting the 
minimum life-cycle cost is chosen as optimal (the mean value of the network life-cycle 
cost is considered here as the metric to compare different alternatives).  
 
Figure 3-11: PDF of the total network cost for the case 5 MVA/km
2
, 24 substations, 
1000 seeds. 
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3.7 Case studies 
3.7.1 Description of the case studies 
In order to demonstrate some of the features of the model developed to address 
different design strategies, a number of case studies have been carried out with 
reference to typical UK urban and rural networks. Each case uses a settlement of 2000 
consumers have been considered and an increase in the value of load density has been 
achieved by decreasing the size of the relevant area. Then, for each load density case, 
the number of substations has been modified so as to identify the relevant impact on 
cost and other indicators. For each configuration analysed (load density and number of 
substations), simulations have been run for one thousand seeds, corresponding to one 
thousand statistically similar networks. Furthermore, the optimal number of substations 
for urban and rural areas with different load densities has been identified by using the 
methodology described in Section 3.6. A discount rate of 7% and network asset life-
time of 30 years have been assumed in order to calculate the annuity of equipment cost. 
Four characteristic consumer types and nine characteristic days have been used, as 
mentioned in Section 3.3. Table 3-4 shows the consumer types distribution breakdown 
and their relevant After Diversity Maximum Demand (ADMD). Urban networks are 
assumed to be supplied only by UGC and indoor substations, whereas rural networks 
use OHL and PMT.  
Table 3-4: Case study consumers‘ distribution breakdown and ADMD. 
Consumer types 
Distribution breakdown 
urban/rural (%) 
ADMD 
(kW) 
Load factor 
(%) 
Domestic unrestricted 80 / 90 1 35 
Domestic economy 7 12 / 8 5 60 
Commercial 5 / 1 10 40 
Industrial 3 / 1 30 31 
 
3.7.2 Results of case studies on urban networks  
The optimum number of substations per km
2
 for given load density values for urban 
areas is presented in Figure 3-12. The overall trend can be approximated well with a 
second order function. It should be noted that for the lower load densities (between 0.5 
and 1 MVA/km
2
) the optimal number of substations per km
2 
saturates and does not 
change significantly, owing to arising voltage drop constraints. For higher load 
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densities, voltage drop is not an issue as consumers are sited relatively close to the 
feeding substation, but an increasing number of substations per km
2
 is needed to 
economically meet the network demand.  
In addition, it is worth pointing out that for urban areas the optimal network 
configuration for a given load density is the one with the minimum number of 
substations meeting the voltage constraints. This is because the changes in the cost of 
losses and cost the UGC used in urban networks when increasing the number of 
substations does not decrease enough to reduce the overall cost. A summary of the 
main results for optimal configurations for the load densities considered in the analysis 
are given in Table 3-5. Typical load density in the UK urban area is about 3 MVA/km
2
 
[43]. Here, the load densities considered span a wide set of scenarios, from suburban 
areas (1 MVA/km
2
, with 0.5 being an extreme case closer to rural settlements) to city 
centre areas (20 MVA/km
2
).  
 
Figure 3-12: Optimal number of substations density as a function of load density for 
urban areas. 
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Table 3-5: Optimal number of substations, total costs, average transformer ratings and 
losses in urban areas. 
Load 
density 
(MVA/km²) 
Area 
supplied 
(km²) 
Optimal 
number of 
substations 
Optimal 
number of 
subst/km² 
Number of 
consumers 
per subst. 
Total cost of 
the network 
(£/kW/year) 
Average 
transformer 
rating used 
(kVA) 
Losses in 
the 
network 
(%) 
0.5 9.5 108 11.4 18 267 79 2.7 
1 4.7 55 11.6 36 184 140 2.5 
3 1.6 30 19.0 67 112 230 2.2 
5 0.9 24 25.3 83 91 281 2.2 
10 0.5 20 42.2 100 70 332 2.0 
20 0.2 14 59.1 143 54 465 2.0 
 
Figure 3-13 shows the breakdown of the average cost of equipment and losses, 
including UGC installation costs (in £/kVA/year), for the optimal number of 
substations identified for different load densities. The overall network cost is mainly 
determined by the extremely high UGC installation cost in UK urban areas, followed 
by the cost of indoor substations, while losses do not have a major influence. The 
difference in the cost per kVA increases with decreasing load density, mainly driven by 
longer network lengths, which brings about higher UGC installation costs, and to 
voltage drop issues, which on average call for the use of more substation per kVA 
served. 
From the more detailed equipment cost breakdown in Figure 3-14, it can be seen that 
substation cost dominates cable cost and rises exponentially with a decrease in the load 
density. This is because more substations are needed to supply the same amount of load 
when load density decreases. The overall cost of cables is relatively low compared to 
the other costs, so that investment in relatively losses-driven high cross-sectional area 
cables is even more justified. This is driven by the significant higher cable installation 
costs if compared with cable costs. 
A breakdown of the average losses (as a percentage of the overall energy demand) for 
different load densities in the case of the optimal number of substations used is shown 
in Figure 3-15. Overall, losses are relatively low owing to use of the life-cycle cost 
optimal design strategy. Transformer losses make up about 60% of the overall losses, 
with a substantial share due to core losses, higher for decreasing density (due to the 
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higher number of substations). This highlights the additional potential to decrease 
losses by adopting high-efficiency transformers.  
 
Figure 3-13: Breakdown of equipment and losses average costs, including cable 
installation costs, as a function of load density. 
 
 
Figure 3-14: Breakdown of the average equipment cost for different load densities. 
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Figure 3-15: Breakdown of the average losses for different load densities.  
 
With an increase in load density, voltage drop constraints are less binding, and this 
leads to an increase in the number of consumers supplied from a given substation 
(Table 3-5). However, at the same time, the average transformer rating increases as 
well. Indeed, it should be highlighted that the main constraint for high load densities in 
urban areas is the maximum available capacity of transformer. In addition, according to 
the UK security recommendations ER P2/6 [3], if a transformer with rated power of 
more than 1000 kVA is to be used, then the substation should be provided with a back-
up unit in order to achieve N-1 redundancy. This will increase the investment cost of 
the network.  
3.7.3 Results of case studies on rural networks  
The average load density for UK rural areas is approximately 0.17 MVA/km
2
 [43]. 
However, load densities vary depending on the type and geographic characteristics of 
the area considered, and so rural load densities ranging from 0.1–1 MVA/km2 have 
been analysed here. The summary of results for optimal configurations of various rural 
area load densities is presented in Table 3-6.  
From Figure 3-16, it can be observed that fewer substations per unit area are needed to 
supply the service area as the load density decreases. This is mainly due to the very 
sparsely connected consumers in the lower load density area for which the number of 
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consumers per km
2
 is very low. Consequently, it requires a lower number of 
transformer per unit area to supply them.  
 
Figure 3-16: Optimal number of substations density as a function of load density for 
rural areas. 
 
Table 3-6: Optimal number of substations, total costs, average transformer ratings and 
losses in rural areas. 
Load 
density 
(MVA/km²) 
Area 
supplied 
(km²) 
Optimal 
number of 
substations 
Optimal 
number of 
subst/km² 
Number of 
consumers 
per subst. 
Total cost of 
the network 
(£/kW/year) 
Average 
transformer 
rating used 
(kVA) 
Losses in 
the 
network 
(%) 
0.1 28.8 130 4.5 15 80 63 2.9 
0.3 9.6 70 7.3 29 49 89 2.4 
0.5 5.8 55 9.5 36 40 106 2.2 
1 2.9 38 13.2 53 31 151 2.1 
 
The overall network cost breakdown shown in Figure 3-17 indicates that the cost per 
kVA decreases steeply when the load density increases. This means, similar to urban 
areas, that it is more expensive to supply sparsely populated areas. This is mainly due 
to the use of longer OHL length, which incur higher installation costs and due to 
voltage drop problems, which requires more PMT and hence higher cost.  
On the other hand, the cost of losses only represents about 6–10% of the overall 
network cost. This is mainly driven by the minimum life-cycle cost approach adopted 
here, in which losses are the major driving factor for network design. Hence, as in the 
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urban case, it can be observed that the cost of losses tends to not have a major influence 
on the overall network cost. 
 
Figure 3-17: Breakdown of equipment and losses average costs, including OHL 
installation costs, as a function of load density for rural case. 
 
Figure 3-18 shows the detailed breakdown of average equipment cost for different 
optimised rural network load densities. The PMT cost still represents the major cost on 
overall equipment cost. It can be observed that the majority of OHL used in the rural 
area are of 35mm
2
, which is sufficient to supply the lightly loaded feeders. However, 
when the load density increases, higher proportion of larger capacity OHL is used as 
the feeders become more heavily loaded. 
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Figure 3-18: Breakdown of the average equipment cost for different load densities for 
rural case. 
 
Breakdown of average network losses for rural areas is as shown in Figure 3-19. It is 
interesting to observe that circuit losses only represent a relatively small proportion of 
the total network losses. Transformer no-load (iron) losses on the other hand, represent 
the majority share of network losses and their variable (Cu) losses increase slowly with 
an increase in load density. This is explained by a need for higher number of 
transformers in rural areas to satisfy voltage limits, which in turn leads to higher 
network losses driven by transformers‘ no-load losses. 
 
Figure 3-19: Breakdown of the average losses for different load densities for rural case. 
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3.7.4 Comparison: LV network design strategies for urban and rural areas  
The main network design constraint for highly populated city areas is the maximum 
available capacity of transformers. Besides this, urban networks generally do not 
exhibit voltage drop problems, owing to the fact that the consumer distance from 
transformers is relatively short. On the other hand, however, the binding network 
design constraint in rural areas appears to be voltage-related, as opposed to urban areas 
for which thermal constraints are generally more binding. In fact, the results suggest 
that, in rural areas, it is necessary for the number of transformers to be increased, which 
essentially reduces the length of the OHL feeders associated with each transformer so 
as to alleviate voltage drop issues. Hence, in order to supply a given number of 
consumers, rural areas will require many more transformers than urban areas. 
The cost of supplying consumers decreases substantially with an increase in the load 
density for both urban and rural areas. This means that it is much more expensive to 
serve consumers in the area with lower load densities as more equipment (lines and 
transformers) per consumer are required to supply the given service area. However, for 
a given load density (for instance 0.5 and 1 MVA/km
2
) the total network cost to supply 
urban areas is approximately six times higher than for rural areas, which is driven by 
higher costs of indoor substations and, above all, the extremely high UGC installation 
cost in urban areas. 
The presented studies also indicate that the overall network costs are dominated by 
UGC or OHL installation costs, followed by equipment costs. The cost of losses in 
comparison with the total network cost is found to be insignificant, generally less than 
10% for both rural and urban cases. However, it is important to note that the selection 
of optimal circuit capacity with the objective to minimise overall circuit cost 
(investment + losses) is independent of the expensive UGC or OHL installation costs 
[67]. In fact, the loss-inclusive network design methodology adopted here significantly 
influences the optimal selection of UGC or OHL capacities, with optimal peak circuit 
utilisation in the order of 10–30%, which suggests losses should be considered as a key 
driving factor for distribution network design. 
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3.8 Summary 
This chapter has introduced a methodology for the generic appraisal of different LV 
distribution network design strategies that is suitable for decision making on large-scale 
applications. In contrast to a traditional approach where the assessment is carried out 
based only on a small number of specific networks, the methodology developed here 
allows for the analysis of a large number of test networks generated through a fractal-
based algorithm.  
The circuit design methodology adopts a minimum life-cycle cost approach for 
selecting the optimal capacity of conductors and transformers, and implicitly takes into 
account losses as a key driving factor for distribution network design, particularly at 
LV where the great majority of losses occur. Numerical applications for urban and rural 
areas have been presented. These include investigation of the optimal number of 
substations for different load densities and topologies, and identification of typical cost 
breakdown trends for different network characteristics to highlight the key drivers of 
improved network economic performance. Thus, the proposed model represents a 
valuable tool for decision support in the development of LV network design strategies. 
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Chapter 4 Optimal design of low voltage distribution 
networks with environmental consideration 
4.1 Introduction  
The last years are witnessing an increasingly important role assumed by environmental 
issues in the power system sector. In particular, the need for coping with the climate 
change challenge is driving a number of regulatory actions in several countries, with 
the aim of promoting energy efficiency and increasing the share of renewable sources 
(see for instance [75] for the UK). In electricity distribution networks, a significant 
amount of GHG emissions are associated to circuit losses. In particular, the major 
amount of losses occurs at the lower voltage levels, above all at LV. For instance, the 
energy-related activities due to DNOs represent about 1.3% of the total UK GHG, with 
97% of such emissions being caused by electricity losses in distribution networks 
[76,77]. Therefore, reduction of such losses bears a consistent potential for cutting 
down DNOs‘ GHG emissions. Suitable policies to decrease distribution losses are also 
being proposed by OFGEM in the latest Distribution Price Control Review 5 (DPCR5, 
2010-2015) [78]. In this regards, it is crucial to properly address the environmental 
impact due to distribution infrastructures. Loss reduction for network efficiency 
increase is of course a primary issue in this sense, particularly at LV. However, losses 
are only one of the aspects involved in the analysis, as the overall carbon footprint of 
distribution networks entails also the emissions embodied in the asset material [79], and 
in particular, in circuits [80], which can be estimated through a Life-Cycle Assessment 
(LCA) approach [81]. Hence, a general methodology is needed to calculate the overall 
environmental burden due to distribution network operation. 
On these premises, this work introduces the formulation and solution of the optimal 
design problem of distribution networks for CO2 emission minimisation. The proposed 
methodology is based upon a trade-off between 
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• the circuit CO2 embodied emissions: this amount is estimated from the 
geometric characteristics of a given circuit (whereby the relevant weight of the 
individual materials making up the circuit is quantified) and from numerical figures on 
specific embodied emissions per kg of material from available inventories, such as [82]) 
and 
• the emissions associated with electrical losses over the operational life of the 
network asset (such losses-related emissions are estimated through a classical and well 
established emission factor approach that relates emissions to delivered energy, as 
defined, for instance, in [83-86]). 
In fact, it can be expected that larger conductor cross-sectional areas will bring lower 
energy losses (and then emissions) due to lower resistance. This would occur at the cost 
of higher embodied emissions, so that an optimal trade-off can be sought within an 
LCA framework. The optimisation problem is derived in continuous form and is solved 
analytically, so that straightforward indications on the factors affecting the optimal 
design (in terms of optimal continuous capacity) can be provided. In addition, the 
relevant circuit utilisation for different typical load patterns is analysed. This allows, in 
particular, a comparison with a peak-based design strategy aimed at minimising the 
initial investment costs. 
Numerical analyses for typical LV distribution circuits with UGC used in the UK 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the models introduced and highlight some implications 
of the environmentally oriented design. In evaluating loss-related emissions, an 
estimate for marginal plant emissions [87] is considered. Sensitivity analyses are also 
carried out, in order to evaluate the robustness of the numerical results found and to 
indicate how the optimal environmental design could change in the presence of 
different generation mixes.  
A case study application referred to a typical LV urban network in the UK illustrates 
how the continuous optimisation results are discretised and applied to radial networks 
optimally designed according to environmental criteria. Such network (―environmental 
design‖) is compared to two corresponding benchmark networks, namely, designed 
according to a minimum investment cost approach (―peak design‖) and to a minimum 
life-cycle cost approach [67] (―economic design‖). Then, the three design strategies are 
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quantified and compared in terms of economic and emission metrics, pointing out, in 
particular, the additional cost required to obtain minimum network carbon footprint and 
by evaluating the effects of a change in the cost of capital. Hence, it is possible to 
estimate the specific emission reduction cost due to installation of an environmentally-
driven network relative to an investment-driven network and an optimal economic 
network, providing precious insights to network planners and regulators when defining 
network design policies. 
It is worth noting that the work presented in this chapter was a result of joint work 
between the author and his colleague P. Mancarella. P. Mancarella has made a main 
contribution towards the derivation of the optimal current capacity for environmental 
circuit design (Section 4.3). He has also contributed to the idea for the relevant 
numerical applications as discussed in Section 4.4. The model has been subsequently 
applied by the author on the network level, which is presented in Section 4.5 and 
Section 4.6, respectively. 
4.2 Embodied carbon emissions 
The embodied energy of a given material can be viewed as the total primary energy 
consumed over its life-cycle. This would normally include extraction of raw materials 
(country specific), transportation, manufacturing, installation, maintenance, 
decommissioning and final disposal of the waste, generally known as ‗Cradle-to-Grave‘. 
An estimated conversion factor is subsequently applied to convert the embodied energy 
to embodied carbon emissions. However, uncertainty arises in the published data due to 
the boundary definitions, age of the data sources and rigour of the original LCA [79]. 
Another reason for the uncertainty in embodied carbon was a result of different fuel 
mixes and technologies used in the electricity generation [82]. Apart from this, the 
proportion of recycled materials (such as copper and aluminium) and the country of 
origin would also affect the final estimated embodied carbon emissions. In light of this, 
relevant sensitivity analysis of –50% and +50% of cable embodied emissions from the 
central value (base case) has been performed (Section 4.4.3). 
In the following analysis, the central embodied emissions value has been calculated 
based on the average figures provided in the University of Bath‘s embodied energy & 
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embodied carbon database [82]. Typical cable geometrical characteristics from 
manufacturers‘ catalogues and utilities‘ information have been considered. In this 
respect, Figure 4-1 gives more details on the breakdown of the emission content for 
different cable components and different relevant capacities. In particular, it can be 
noticed that the most significant role (increasing with the capacity) is played by the 
aluminium phase conductors and by the copper combined neutral-earth conductor, 
whereas the cable XLPE insulation plays a minor role, as does the bedding and the 
protective sheath. 
 
Figure 4-1: Percentage breakdown of the different embodied emission components for 
the different LV cable capacities considered. 
 
The analysis on LV cables shows that embodied emissions are mainly represented by 
conductors, with further contribution from insulation, bedding and protective sheath. In 
addition, it has been shown from the results in [80] that materials and cable production 
(extraction, transportation and manufacturing) has the dominant impact on the cables 
total embodied emissions. The other embodied emission components, such as 
maintenance or installation, are of minor impact with respect to the materials 
production. 
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4.3 Optimal environmental design of distribution circuits 
4.3.1 Modelling of CO2 emissions embodied in electrical circuits 
The specific product considered in the analysis illustrated in this work is represented by 
a given distribution circuit, in the typical form of UGC. However, OHL could be dealt 
with in the same fashion. In terms of pollutants, the focus is set on CO2 emissions due 
to their crucial role played in the current energy context because of their GHG effect. 
However, provided that suitable data is available, the model described below could be 
extended to any type of pollutant.  
In order to estimate the embodied emissions for different circuits, commercial 
catalogues have been used to define the geometric and electrical characteristics of 
typical distribution cables available in the market and adopted by a number of DNOs in 
the UK. On the basis of this data, volume and weight of the different materials making 
up the different circuit components (conductor, insulation, and so on) have been 
quantified, whereby the emissions embodied in each circuit type have been estimated 
by using numerical figures on specific embodied emissions per kg of material as from 
available inventories such as [82].  
Furthermore, this work is aimed at assessing the optimal environmental capacity by 
focusing on the role of losses, which may vary significantly by changing the circuit 
rating. On the other hand, within a same circuit type (namely, UGC) the carbon 
footprint components of maintenance and installations are in practice independent of 
the circuit rating and would thus not impact on the optimal capacity discussed in 
Section 4.3.4 Therefore, for the sake of simplicity the emission embodied in the 
installation and maintenance stages are not considered. 
For a given set C of available nominal current-carrying capacities for a specific circuit 
type, generic laws have been derived with the aim of correlating the main 
characteristics of interest in the study. This has been done by running correlation 
analyses to link the nominal current-carrying capacity to the cross-sectional area and 
the overall CO2 embodied emissions to the current-carrying capacity. Both correlation 
functions can be approximated very well through a same power-type general model, 
yielding, respectively, 
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b
c
AaI          (4-1)  
and 


cCO
I
2
        (4-2) 
where: Ic  - circuit nominal current-carrying capacity [A] 
a   - coefficient for current-carrying capacity/cross-sectional area correlation for 
a given circuit type [A/mm
2b
] 
A  - conductor cross-sectional area [mm
2
] 
b  - exponent for current-carrying capacity/cross-sectional area correlation for a 
given circuit type 
εCO2 – embodied CO2 emission content per circuit length [kg/km] 
  - coefficient for embodied emissions/current-carrying capacity correlation for 
a given circuit type [kg/km/A
β
] 
β  - exponent for embodied emissions/current-carrying capacity correlation for a 
given circuit type 
The correlation coefficients a, b,  , and   are found through a standard least-square 
estimation technique. 
An example of embodied emission correlation analysis is shown in Figure 4-2 for 
typical LV (0.4kV) cables used by distribution utilities in the UK. More specifically, 
cables that follow the British Standard 7870-3.40:2001 [70] are considered. The so-
called ―Wavecon‖ cables are characterised by the following layered elements: three 
sector-shaped solid aluminium conductors with XLPE insulation, a rubber bedding, a 
concentric neutral-earth copper conductor composed of waveform wires, and a PVC 
protective sheath. Considering the typical characteristics of these cables, Figure 4-2a 
plots the correlation trend line for the current-carrying capacity against the cross-
sectional area, and Figure 4-2b the correlation trend line for embodied emissions 
against the current-carrying capacity. The correlation coefficients found, relevant to the 
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expressions (4-1) and (4-2), are also shown, respectively, in Figure 4-2. In addition, the 
correlation trend line considering ±50% embodied emissions from base case central 
value is given in Figure 4-2b. 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 4-2: Correlations for environmental analysis of typical LV (0.4 kV) distribution 
cables: (a) current–carrying capacity vs. cross-sectional area; (b) specific embodied 
emissions vs. current-carrying capacity. 
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4.3.2 Emission factor model and application to distribution circuit energy losses 
The CO2 emissions associated to electricity generation can be characterized through an 
energy output-related emission factor model [84-86]. According to this approach, the 
CO2 mass 
2CO
m  emitted while producing the electrical energy W is expressed as 
Wm
COCO

22
        (4-3) 
where 
2CO
 is the emission factor, that is, the specific emissions per unit of energy 
output [kg/kWh]. 
The numerical value of the emission factor depends on the generation characteristics of 
the specific power plant considered, and can be in general time-varying. In particular, 
for aggregated country-wide analyses the emission factor depends on the power system 
mix and the operating characteristics of the specific units being dispatching time by 
time [85]. Recently, a need for evaluating emission factors through an LCA approach, 
above all for increasing shares of renewable sources, is also arising [81]. In this work, 
which focuses on methodological aspects, emission factors are considered an input to 
the problem. Typical emission factor numerical values for system level studies can 
normally be found in the statistics available from system operators or documents from 
governments (see for instance [84,85]). Within the analytical scope of this work, 
though, parametric analyses have been performed in Section 4.4 to show the impact of 
different emission factors on circuit design. 
Considering the electrical losses occurring in distribution circuits due to Joule effect, 
the relation (4-3) allows association of such losses to CO2 emissions. In other words, 
energy losses, besides requiring additional energy production and additional generation 
and transport plant capacity, also bring about additional emissions from the bulk 
electricity generation system. The direct proportion between energy losses and 
additional emissions is given by the emission factor numerical value. Hence, for a 
given circuit it is possible to express the emissions 
2CO
 associated to distribution losses 
per unit of length [kg/km] at the time t as 
  tI
A
t
tnt
COCO
2)()()(
22






      (4-4) 
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where: 
- I  is the hourly average current [A] circulating in each phase (for three-phase 
circuits, a balanced sinusoidal system is assumed); 
- n is a characteristic coefficient for the circuit type, equal to 3 for three-phase 
circuits and to 2 for single-phase ones; 
-   is the average conductor resistivity [(kΩ∙mm2)/km] 
In the expression (4-4), it is highlighted how in general all the relevant entries may 
change in dependence on the considered hour t. In particular, the resistivity  could 
change in dependence of the temperature reached by the conductor, in turn dependent 
on the relevant current. However, for the sake of simplicity in the sequel an average 
value will be considered for  . In particular, for aluminium it is assumed an average 
resistivity of 0.029 (kΩ∙mm2)/km. Further ohmic losses occurring in metallic protective 
screens (however rarely present if we focus on LV networks), as well as voltage 
dependent losses such as charging current losses and dielectric losses, are of minor 
importance in distribution cables and can be neglected in the analysis [88]. 
4.3.3 Minimisation of the circuit overall environmental burden: optimisation 
problem formulation 
In order to find the optimal circuit capacity that minimise the overall life-cycle CO2 
emissions for given distribution circuit types and load configurations, let us consider 
the emission content 
2CO
  [kg] embodied in a given circuit type (namely, UGC) of 
length L [km]. For a three-phase circuit, the phase conductors and in case insulation, 
neutral and earth conductors, bedding, protective sheath, and so on, are considered in 
the calculation. For single-phase circuits, the components relevant to both phase and 
neutral conductors are to be included. In addition, let us consider the emission content 
2CO
  [kg] associated with energy losses occurring during the circuit operation over its 
technical or economic useful lifespan T [years]. Therefore, the overall life-cycle 
emissions 
2CO
  for a given distribution circuit can be expressed as 
 
222 COCOCO
        (4-5) 
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and the environmental optimisation problem for CO2 emission minimisation of the 
given distribution circuit can be formulated in terms of minimisation of (4-5). More 
specifically, if CO2 emission effects are deemed equivalently regardless of their 
occurrence now or in the future, the circuit life-cycle emission minimisation problem 
can be written with respect to a reference year as 
  






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
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8760
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L
c
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
     (4-6) 
Carbon dioxide effects are generally assessed based on a 100-year permanence time in 
the atmosphere [81]. Hence, in this paper it is assumed that emission effects are equally 
assessed regardless of their timing, although discounting factors could arguably be 
applied to emissions [89]. The same approach is also implicitly followed in [80]. In (4-
6), for the sake of simplicity it is assumed that a same hourly load pattern, expressed 
through the hourly average current )(tI  in (4-4), occurs over each year in the lifespan T. 
Extension of the model to consider different annual load patterns (for instance 
including load growth trends) could be carried out. However, without loss of generality 
the model (4-6) enables us to focus on the trade-off between embodied and operational 
emissions and on the comparison with a peak design approach, which is the primary 
aim of this work. Detailed analyses and generalizations accounting for further design 
parameters will be object of future investigations.  
4.3.4 Continuous optimal circuit design: analytical expression of the optimal 
environmental capacity 
For the specific circuit type considered, the optimisation problem (4-6) can be solved 
analytically by posing 
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     (4-7) 
From (4-1), (4-2) and (4-4), the expression (4-7) can be rewritten by highlighting the 
role of cI  as  
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From (4-8), the optimal current capacity cI  can be derived in closed form as: 
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     (4-9) 
The relation (4-9) yields the optimal current capacity minimising the overall life-cycle 
carbon footprint due to operation of a given circuit type carrying the hourly current 
 tI  over T years. As expected, the optimal capacity is independent of the circuit length 
and depends on the asset intrinsic characteristics and on the time-variable load patterns 
and emission factors. This expression can be used to determine the optimal 
environmental design capacity of cables for given voltage levels (from which the set of 
specific circuits to be selected is determined), given hourly loading patterns and power 
system emission characteristics. The asset lifetime is a further parameter of interest in 
the analysis that is discussed in Section 4.4.3. 
In addition to the absolute value of the optimal circuit capacity, it is interesting to 
investigate the optimal utilisation of distribution circuits for given load patterns. Indeed, 
this parameter can provide comparative indications relative to other design approaches 
such as, in particular, circuit sizing on the basis of the peak current. In this respect, the 
optimal utilisation u  is defined as the ratio of the annual maximum current circulating 
in the circuit Iˆ  to the optimal capacity cI  determined from (4-9): 
  
cI
I
u
ˆ
        (4-10) 
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4.4 Numerical applications to typical LV distribution cables 
4.4.1 Optimal utilisation for different load patterns 
In order to identify how different load profiles would impact on the optimal 
environmental design, relevant parametric analyses have been run with schematic load 
models with different characteristics, namely, three sets of different load patterns 
characterized by different loading level durations: 
1. “Flat load”: current equal to the peak value ( ItI ˆ)(  ) for 8760 hours (100%) 
per year, with load factor, defined as ratio of the average current to the peak 
current, LF = 1. 
2. “Aggregated load”: hourly current patterns shaped as given from aggregation 
of typical after-diversity loads in urban distribution networks. For the sake of 
simplicity, nine characteristic days have been selected as representative of the 
yearly load patterns. The aggregated after-diversity hourly load patterns used 
for the analysis are shown in Figure 4-3, in per unit of the overall ADMD. 
The corresponding LF is equal to 0.51. 
3. “Domestic load”: hourly current patterns shaped as for typical after-diversity 
loads for domestic unrestricted consumers, in per unit of the estimated 
ADMD. As above, nine characteristics days have been considered, with 
overall LF = 0.35. Details on the load patterns are provided in Chapter 3, 
Section 3.3. 
In terms of emission factor numerical value to consider in the analysis, a “marginal” 
emission factor approach has been considered. More specifically, the emission factor is 
estimated in terms of a fossil fuel mix from ―marginal thermal power plants‖ (
2CO
 = 
0.57kg/kWh [87]). In fact, losses can be considered as a marginal unwilled contribution 
on top of the useful energy generated, which is then allocated to marginal plant 
operation, while cleaner carbon sources such as nuclear or hydro are assumed to 
generate constantly for base load conditions.  
The optimal environmental utilisation (4-10) for a range of peak currents Iˆ  from 5 to 
100 A is shown in Figure 4-4, where the different load pattern sets are assumed to have 
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the same peak current. The calculations refer to the considered Wavecon cables, by 
assuming a circuit technical/economic life of T = 30 years.  
 
 
Figure 4-3: Characteristic load patterns for aggregation of typical users in urban 
networks. 
 
 
Figure 4-4: Optimal environmental utilisation for different peak currents and load 
patterns (LV cables). 
 
If the circuit design were carried out by using a minimum investment cost method, the 
major constraint would be not to overheat the conductor dangerously, and the 
theoretical optimal utilisation value from such design would be equal to 100% (peak-
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based design). Indeed, in practical applications discrete availability of commercial 
cables would lead to select the cable with immediately higher capacity. Further 
constraints/requirements (such as maximum voltage drops) might also drive the cable 
selection in specific networks design. Under an optimal environmental design strategy, 
instead, which explicitly takes into account the weight of losses and the relevant 
emissions through (4-4), it can be appreciated how utilisation values are much lower. In 
other words, the optimal environmental capacity (and thus the commercial circuit 
capacity to be selected under an environmentally-driven design) is much higher than 
the circuit annual maximum current. In particular, for the values of current in Figure 
4-4, optimal environmental utilisation values in LV cables range between about 3% and 
13%, and increase with the peak current. Equivalently, it can also be said that the 
environmental design proposed lead to relatively high margin of not used capacity with 
respect to a classical peak-based design as consequence of the prominent impact of 
losses. 
It is interesting to show that the trends in Figure 4-4 for the optimal utilisation with 
respect to peak currents can be explained by inspection of the expressions (4-9) and (4-
10), from which it is possible to work out that 
b
b
b
c IuII
1
21
1
2
ˆˆ 






     (4-11) 
Typical numerical values found for the root exponent 
b
1  in (4-9) are around 3, so 
that from (4-11) the characteristic nonlinear shape of the optimal utilisation u  against 
the peak current Iˆ , as from Figure 4-4, can be derived. 
The optimal environmental utilisation decreases with increasing LF. In fact, flatter 
characteristics (with higher LF) also correspond to longer durations of peaks and then 
higher losses (and higher relevant emissions), which are proportional to the square of 
current. Hence, for the maximum load factor (“flat load”, LF = 1) the weight of losses 
is of foremost significance. Accordingly, the minimisation model yields a relatively 
larger optimal current capacity, which minimise more loss-related emissions as 
opposed to the amount of embodied emissions. While the LF decreases (“aggregated 
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load”, with LF = 0.51, and “domestic load”, with LF = 0.35) the impact of losses 
decreases, and so does the optimal capacity, which leads to higher utilisation figures.  
The analyses in Figure 4-4 refer to theoretical continuous optimisation. However, in 
this light it is interesting to analyse the optimal environmental utilisation for the given 
finite capacities of cables considered in Figure 4-2. The results are shown in Figure 4-5, 
and can be interpreted according to the same concepts discussed with respect to Figure 
4-4. In particular, cables with larger current capacities exhibit higher utilisations, which 
decrease with increasing impact of losses (namely, passing from domestic load profiles 
to flat profiles). In any case, the optimal utilisations are quite low even for the 300 mm
2
 
cable, for which the higher figure, obtained for domestic load patterns, is equal to about 
9%. Considering a relevant rated capacity of 420 A, this results in a peak current that 
should circulate in the circuit of about 40 A. Therefore, it can be expected that 
networks optimally design according to the methodology discussed will generally 
exhibit feeders with capacities far larger than the peak loads, with much higher 
investment costs. The implications of these results, also in comparison with an optimal 
economic design strategy, are discussed in Section 4.6. 
 
Figure 4-5: Optimal environmental utilisation of typical LV cables for different load 
patterns. 
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4.4.2 Life-cycle comparison and weight of losses for different cable sets 
The examples in Section 4.4 have shown how embodied emissions increase in 
nonlinear manner and with a positive slope with the current carrying capacity of given 
cables. Hence, looking for instance at Figure 4-2b it can be appreciated that from an 
embodied emission perspective it would be more effective to adopt two 95 mm
2
 cables 
in parallel rather than one 300 mm
2
 cable in order to carry a peak current of Iˆ  = 400 A 
(neglecting a de-rating factor for parallel cables, for the sake of simplicity). On the 
other hand, the studies in Section 4.4.1 have highlighted how the circuit optimal 
utilisation (4-10) is relatively low and increases with the cable capacity, hinting the 
prominent role played by losses for optimal environmental design and that such a role 
is of foremost importance for smaller cables. Therefore, an interesting exercise to gain 
more insights into the studies being performed here can be carried out by running a full 
emission comparison for these two cable types with a same 400 A peak load.  
The results are shown in Figure 4-6, where an LF = 0.35 as from the domestic load 
discussed above has been used. It is interesting to observe how, although embodied 
emissions for the 300 mm
2
 cable are higher, their relative weight is actually of minor 
importance with respect to losses, as expected from the above optimal utilisation 
studies. Hence, the overall losses are much higher for the 2x95 mm
2
 cable set, due to 
the larger losses arising for smaller cable set. These findings are in line with the results 
from the optimal utilisation studies performed above, and suggest again that from an 
environmental outlook cables should be designed by paying key attention to the role of 
losses. 
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Figure 4-6: Life-cycle emission comparison for two cable sets carrying the same peak 
load of Iˆ  = 400 A with LF = 0.35. 
 
4.4.3 Optimal utilisation: sensitivity analyses 
4.4.3.1 Sensitivity to lifetime and embodied emissions 
When running LCA-based analyses, often the data available is subject to an intrinsic 
degree of uncertainty relevant to the complexity and difficulty to gather adequate 
information. In addition, establishing suitable analysis boundaries may be often 
arguable (e.g., if some material can be recycled – which would decrease the LCA 
embodied emissions –, or if it requires specific treatment before disposal – in which 
case additional LCA embodied emissions arise). In addition, rarely are these boundaries 
clearly stated in the available inventories, thus increasing the uncertainty and the 
inconsistency of the data that may be found even further. Hence, added value can be 
provided to the analysis by testing the sensitivity of the results to even relatively large 
variation of input data. In this outlook, Figure 4-7 shows how the optimal 
environmental utilisation (4-10) changes with the embodied emission content 
(considering the base case analysed so far and ±50% variations for the overall 
2CO
 ) for 
a peak current equal to Iˆ  = 50 A. In addition, sensitivity to the lifetime T, varying from 
20 to 40 years (the central value of 30 years represents the base case) is shown. For the 
sake of simplicity, the circuit current is considered constant (flat load) throughout the 
reference years. However, analysis of different current values or load patterns would 
not generally lead to different trends in the outcomes found. 
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From the results, it can be appreciated how optimal utilisation values are relatively 
robust even to large variations of the input parameters object of the analysis. More 
specifically, u  varies from 10.5% to 8% and 11.5% if 
2CO
  decreases or increases by 
50%, respectively, with T = 30 years. The optimal utilisation figures are also relatively 
stable with respect to large variations in the circuit lifetime. For instance, for base 
embodied emissions passing from 20 years to 40 years of lifetime the optimal 
utilisation varies from 11.5% to 9.5%. Hence, the relatively low optimal utilisation 
values found in the study represent typical characteristics of the LV circuits analysed, 
as a consequence of their physical properties and of the considered power system 
emission factor. Further relevant results are discussed in the following section. 
 
Figure 4-7: Sensitivity of the optimal environmental utilisation to lifetime and 
embodied emissions for typical LV cables (I = 50 A). 
 
4.4.3.2 Sensitivity to emission factor and embodied emissions 
For more comprehensive analyses, the role of the emission factor defined in (4-3) in the 
optimal circuit design can be investigated further, for instance to address the fact that 
different countries are characterized by different power plant mix, yielding different 
overall emission factors [85]. In addition, actual marginal emissions may typically 
change on an hourly, daily, and seasonal basis due to different power plants being 
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input in (4-9) if such detailed information is available. As a further point, emission 
factors might change over the years due to power system evolution. Therefore, it is 
useful to study how the circuit environmental optimal design might change under 
different conditions. In this respect, Figure 4-8 shows the changes in u  for different 
values of 
2CO
  in (4-9) (averagely assumed to be the same hour by hour) and for the 
three embodied emission values already considered in Figure 4-7. Again, II ˆ  = 50 A 
throughout the reference year, with T = 30 years. In addition, sensitivity analyses with 
respect to embodied emissions are also useful to take into account that for different 
countries the emission ―cost‖ to make a certain product (electric circuit, in this case) 
can change in dependence of the specific country-wide emissions. Hence, Figure 4-8 
gives a full picture of how the circuit environmental optimal design might change in 
different contexts, namely, in different power system scenarios. 
 
Figure 4-8: Sensitivity of the optimal environmental utilisation to emission factor and 
embodied emission variations for typical LV cables, with I = 50 A. 
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values the optimal utilisation does not change significantly, for instance in the range 
0.5–0.9 kgCO2/kWh, where most of current marginal thermal plants (gas-fired, oil-fired, 
or coal-fired) would position. The increasing utilisation trend is instead more visible for 
the lower emission factor figures (0.1–0.3). This is again because the role of losses 
becomes less significant due to lower associated emissions. Very low emission factor 
figures correspond to marginal mixes more dominated by renewable energy sources 
rather than thermal power plants (often relatively old and less efficient), as it currently 
occurs. In this respect, a further key issue in the studies is to work out if and to which 
extent circuits designed today would still represent adequate solutions for future 
generation scenarios, with higher efficiency and greener plants taking over. Indicatively, 
the optimal environmental design outcomes would not change significantly, and the 
very low utilisation values found prove to be a robust optimal environmental solution, 
confirming the crucial role played by losses. On the other hand, it could be argued that 
the system marginal operation would be largely driven by thermal power plants even in 
the presence of large shares of renewable, so that the marginal emission factor would 
be higher than 0.1–0.3 kgCO2/kWh, which again would lead back to the order of results 
found in the base case. However, further analyses would be required to evaluate this 
issue in detail, also addressing possible load change scenarios, besides emission pattern 
evolution. 
4.5 Optimal environmental network design and discrete optimisation 
The work carried out so far has been focusing on the optimal environmental design of 
LV distribution circuits. More specifically, a continuous optimisation problem has been 
developed and analysed for a given generic circuit. The aim is to minimising the overall 
CO2 emissions from a LCA standpoint. The problem has been solved in closed form, 
yielding as the main output a continuous optimal environmental capacity, so that the 
key parameters involved in the analysis could be highlighted. 
The following section presents the implementation of the optimal environmental design 
methodology for radial networks, which represent the great majority of LV distribution 
systems. When dealing with practical network sizing, only a discrete number of circuit 
capacities are available for selection. Hence, the continuous optimisation problem 
needs to be discretised in order to cope with the availability of finite capacities. 
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In light of this, in analogy to the model used in [67], the radial topology of the network 
is approximated by optimising each branch separately. Thus, if we indicated with the 
superscript i the i-th circuit out of N circuits composed the network, the objective 
function to minimise is now 
 

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In (4-12), 
2CO
  is the overall life-cycle emissions for the whole network, broken down 
in overall embodied emissions 
2CO
  and overall loss-related emissions 
2CO
 , and 
expressed as sum of the relevant terms in (4-13) for the N circuits. 
From (4-9), the formulation of the continuous optimal capacity for the i-th circuit is 
given by 
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However, only a discrete number of finite capacities are available for practical network 
design. Hence, the continuous solution (4-14) of the CO2 minimisation problem 
proposed must be somehow adapted in order to obtain a discrete optimum, and this 
must be calculated for all the N network branches. In this light, the optimal 
environmental capacity problem can be written for all the N circuits in the network as: 
 
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2
min
C
         (4-15) 
s.t. network constraints 
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The optimal environmental capacity 
i
cI  obtained from solution of (4-15) for each 
circuit i is now discrete and is selected from the set C of available capacities. Typical 
network constraints may refer to maximum allowed voltage limits, as well as the 
thermal constraint 
i
c
i II ˆ . However, considering the extremely low values of utilisation 
found for continuous optimisation, it is expected thermal constraints to be always non-
active. 
In analogy to the approach undertaken in [67] for economic analyses, for distribution 
networks (particularly at LV) that are typically operated radially, the problem (4-15) 
can be suitably simplified. More specifically, the overall network optimisation problem 
(4-15) can be approximated through single circuit optimisation problems solved 
separately, which corresponds to the new problem 
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In (4-16), the environmental optimisation problem is now solved independently for all 
the N circuits composing the network, and the result thus obtained represents a practical 
proxy of the overall optimum that would be yielded by solving (4-15). The 
approximation is excellent for radial distribution networks in which power flows are 
mainly topology-driven, and therefore changes in circuit impedances affect the branch 
current flows only marginally [67]. 
4.6 Case study application  
4.6.1 Case study description 
In order to illustrate the implementation of the optimal environmental design 
methodology for radial network application, a typical radial LV urban network is 
considered. The generic test network used in the case study is generated through the 
fractal model described in Chapter 2 and is shown in Figure 4-9 with its main 
characteristics reported in Table 4-1. In addition, four characteristic user types are used 
to populate the network loads. The relevant consumer distribution breakdown, ADMD, 
and Load Factor (LF) are given in Table 4-2. In order to speed up the calculations, nine 
characteristic days (weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays for winter, spring/autumn and 
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summer seasons) have been selected as representative of the yearly load patterns. In 
addition, a representation through characteristic days is generally sufficient to capture 
the main load features for planning purposes [72]. The after-diversity hourly load 
patterns, given in per unit of the respective ADMD, for the nine characteristic days can 
be found in Chapter 3, Section 3.3 for the four considered consumer types. The power 
factor is assumed constant and equal to 0.95. 
 
Figure 4-9: LV urban network (2000 consumer points, 10 substations, 1 km
2
) used in 
the case study. 
 
Table 4-1: Main characteristics of the LV urban network analysed in the case study. 
Overall spanning area [km
2
] 1 
After-diversity peak load density [MVA/km
2
] 4.75 
Active power peak demand [MW] 4.27 
Number of 11/0.4 kV substations 10 
Number of consumer points 2000 
Overall network length [km] 25 
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Table 4-2: Consumers‘ distribution breakdown and characteristics in the case study 
network. 
Consumer types 
Consumer distribution 
breakdown 
[%] 
ADMD 
[kW] 
LF 
[%] 
Domestic unrestricted 80 1 35 
Domestic economy 7 12 5 60 
Industrial 3 30 31 
Commercial 5 10 40 
Aggregated --- 10 51 
 
4.6.2 Network design approaches 
A specific family of circuit types has been considered for network design analysis, 
namely, ―Wavecon‖ cables as described in Section 4.4. The main characteristics of the 
specific cables used in the analyses are reported in Table 4-3, including investment cost 
and embodied emission data. In particular, the second column contains the cable 
capacities composing the discrete set C for network sizing. It can be noticed that in 
order to obtain the larger capacities needed, cables can in case be put in parallel. In this 
respect, the capacity values of parallel circuits take into account thermal de-rating due 
to proximity effect, as estimated based on information provided by distribution utilities. 
Table 4-3: Data used in the case study application for the considered LV ―Wavecon‖ 
cables. 
Cross-sectional area 
[mm
2
] 
Capacity 
[A] 
Total embodied emissions 
[tonCO2/km] 
Investment cost 
[£/km] 
35 110 3.8 3,000 
95 220 9.5 4,200 
185 320 18.1 7,200 
300 420 26.6 10,200 
2x185 575 36.1 14,400 
2x300 755 53.2 20,400 
3x300 1070 79.8 30,600 
 
Based on the network topology and load information as described in Section 4.6.1, all 
branch circuits have been sized according to three different strategies: 
 Peak (or minimum investment) design: the circuit design is driven by the peak 
current (as calculated from load flow analysis), and each cable is selected from 
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Table 4-3 according to the minimum capacity that can carry the relevant peak 
load, that is 
NiII
i
c
i ...1,ˆ          (4-17) 
s.t. network constraints 
 Optimal environmental design: for each circuit, the optimal capacity solution to 
the problem (4-16) is selected from Table 4-3 following the same principle of 
discrete cable selection algorithm described in Section 3.2.2. Now, the branch 
optimal continuous capacity is calculated from (4-9), and then selecting the 
discrete cable capacity by checking the life-cycle emissions (embodied 
emissions and loss-related emissions) for the upper and lower capacities 
adjacent to the optimal one. As before, an average marginal plant emission 
factor equal to 
2CO
 = 0.57 kg/kWh is considered. 
 Optimal economic design: the optimal capacity is selected from Table 4-3 
according to a minimum life-cycle cost approach that trades off the annualised 
investment cost against the annual cost of losses. The same economic network 
design model in (3.5) is used here by expressing each component of the total 
cost formula into an annual levelised cost (in £/year). The relevant procedure for 
discrete cable selection is as described in Section 3.2.2 and in Figure 3-2. 
For all the design strategies, the cost of losses is estimated on an hourly basis. For 
illustrative purposes, a constant average specific cost equal to )(t = 48 £/MWh is 
considered, corresponding to the losses reward/penalty estimated by OFGEM in its 
losses incentive mechanism [90]. Regarding network constraints, for the three design 
strategies it is checked that all the voltage requirements are satisfied (thermal 
requirements are in practice intrinsically satisfied in all cases). 
The network is supposed to be in operation for T = 30 years. This figure is adopted for 
both environmental and economic calculations (see Section 4.6.4). 
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4.6.3 Analysis of cable selection and utilisation results 
A first view on the main characteristics for environmentally designed networks with 
respect to alternative design strategies can be provided by plotting the circuit actual 
utilisation values and the breakdown of the circuit type length. 
The histogram of the percentage frequencies of the network circuit utilisation values for 
the three considered design strategies (peak design, optimal environmental design and 
optimal economic design) are shown in Figure 4-10a. A zoom-out for the optimal 
environmental design only is shown in Figure 4-10b. As expanded below, the results in 
Figure 4-10a are directly related to the ones in Figure 4-11, plotting the breakdown of 
circuit length for the different cable capacities installed in all the design alternatives.  
 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 4-10: Frequency histogram of (a) the circuit utilisation values in the different 
design strategies; (b) with zoom-out for the optimal environmental design strategy. 
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Figure 4-11: Breakdown of circuit length for different design strategies. 
 
Figure 4-10a shows the utilisation histogram for the three considered design strategies. 
It can be observed that for the optimal environmental strategy, the distribution of 
utilisation values cluster below the 30% threshold. For the optimal economic design, 
utilisation figures are spread in the range 0–50%, whereas for the peak design about 60% 
of the utilisation values range within the 0–30% interval, with the remaining utilisations 
spread over up to the 80% value. The zoom-out in Figure 4-10b for the optimal 
environmental design strategy further highlights the utilisation values are for the great 
majority below 20% (about 97% of the overall utilisations), with about 60% of the 
values being below 10%. Overall, the average utilisations from the frequency 
distributions in Figure 4-10 are about 28%, 9% and 16% for peak design, optimal 
environmental design and optimal economic design, respectively. It is interesting to 
notice that also with peak design the average utilisation is relatively low, owing to 
availability of discrete capacities only. 
With reference to Figure 4-11, in the environmental optimal design strategy the circuit 
cross-sectional areas are clearly shifted towards the upper areas with respect to the 
optimal economic design and even more with respect to the peak design, with the major 
part being 300mm
2
 circuits. Such shift towards larger capacities brings about a 
consequent shift towards lower utilisations, as illustrated in Figure 4-10. In addition, 
from Figure 4-11 it is interesting to notice that the overall circuit length in the optimal 
environmental design strategy is higher than the network length. In fact, the capacity 
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values in the set C also include the ones corresponding to parallel circuits, as from 
Table 4-3. The additional length due to parallel circuits is accounted for in Figure 4-11. 
The result comparisons discussed in this section clearly show how losses and their 
related emissions are the main driver for circuit design with environmental criteria. As 
an additional general comment, it must be considered that the results refer to 
―minimum‖ capacities for circuit design, and further issues such as for security reasons 
or short circuit capabilities might lead to increase the minimum capacity found. This 
applies in particular for peak design. Nevertheless, it is worth highlighting that network 
designs carried out with environmental objectives as well as economic ones are likely 
to comply with such further requirements. In addition, in general relatively higher 
cables‘ ratings would lead to set up a stronger network, which is capable of better cope 
with the uncertainties related to types, sizes and locations of future (distributed) 
generation [6]. However, these issues require analyses that are more detailed and will 
be dealt with in future investigations. 
4.6.4 Emission and economic balances 
For the three design strategies considered above (peak-based, optimal environmental, 
and optimal economic), the following outputs are analysed for the overall network: 
- annuatised cost of equipment, with a discount rate of 7%; 
- annual cost of losses, considering )(t = 48 £/MWh as mentioned above; 
- emissions embodied in the circuits 
2CO
 , as from (4-13); 
- annual emissions due to losses 
2CO
 , as from (4-13). 
For the sake of clarity, both emission and economic metrics are normalised with respect 
to the network peak load. 
The comparative results for peak design, optimal environmental design and optimal 
economic design for the emission metrics and the economic metrics are shown in 
Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13, respectively. 
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Figure 4-12: Annual emission balances for the case study network for different design 
strategies. 
 
 
Figure 4-13: Annual cost balances for the case study network for different design 
strategies. 
 
Regarding the CO2 emission balances with peak design and optimal design strategies 
(Figure 4-12), as expected the peak design yields lower embodied emissions, that is 
about one fourth of the optimal environmental design strategy and about half of the 
optimal economic one. However, due to the crucial role of losses, the difference in 
operational loss-related emissions is dramatic. More specifically, the optimal economic 
design and the optimal environmental design yield an operational emission reduction 
with respect to the peak design of more than twice and six times, respectively. All in all, 
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the cumulative results in Figure 4-12 show that the optimal environmental design can 
decrease the network total (embodied plus loss-related) emission footprint to less than 
one third of the peak design approach. On the other hand, the optimal economic design 
lead to less than half emissions relative to peak design, while the overall carbon burden 
is about one third higher than for the optimal environmental case.  
Considering the network life of 30 years, the above figures lead to an overall CO2 
emission reduction of about 5745 ton (optimal environmental design with respect to 
peak design) and 4470 ton (optimal economic design with respect to peak design). The 
emission reduction from the optimal environmental strategy relative to the optimal 
economic one is thus about 1280 ton. From these results, it is possible to summarize the 
specific emission reduction (normalised with respect to the network peak power 
demand) and the specific emission reduction cost reported in Table 4-4. 
Table 4-4: Summary of the specific emission reduction and relevant emission reduction 
cost for the considered design strategies. 
 
 
4.6.5 Discussion on the emission reduction costs 
From the above analyses, it can be quantified how emission reduction comes at the cost 
of additional investment cost. This can be seen in particular from Figure 4-13, showing 
that the investment cost in the optimal environmental design is about three times as 
much as the minimum investment cost design and double than the optimal economic 
design. More specifically, the additional investment cost with respect to peak design is 
about 18,800 £/year for the optimal environmental strategy and 4,800 £/year for the 
optimal economic one. Hence, looking at the circuit investment cost, it is possible to 
Design strategy 
Losses 
Overall emission 
reduction with 
respect to 
peak\economic 
design 
[ton/kWp] 
Emission 
reduction cost with respect to 
peak\economic design 
[£/ton] 
[MWh/year] [%] circuit only circuit + losses 
Peak 453 2.3 --- --- --- 
Optimal 
environmental 
79 0.4 1.35                  0.30 98              330 4.5               213 
Optimal 
economic 
182 0.95 1.05                   --- 32                --- -55                 --- 
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estimate a CO2 emission reduction cost equal to 98 £/ton (emission reduction of 1.35 
ton/kWp) and 32 £/ton (emission reduction of 1.05 ton/kWp) passing from a peak-
designed network to a network designed according to environmental and economic 
criteria, respectively, as shown in Table 4-4. However, if both tinvestment and 
operational costs are accounted for, the specific emission reduction cost turns to be 
only 4.5 £/ton for the optimal environmental network and even negative (–55 £/ton) for 
the optimal economic network. The latter negative figure reflects the foremost role of 
losses for emission reduction and economic optimisation, in which emission reduction 
is actually achieved with cost saving. Indeed, the optimal economic network 
intrinsically leads to decrease the amount of losses (and its relevant cost on a life-cycle 
cost basis) substantially with respect to the minimum investment benchmark. On the 
other hand, the weight of losses in the optimal environmental design is even higher than 
in the optimal economic case, so that although higher emission reduction can be 
achieved (0.30 ton/kWp passing from optimal economic to optimal environmental), this 
reduction comes at a relatively high incremental cost (213 £/ton passing from optimal 
economic to optimal environmental). 
Summing up the results, it can be appreciated how the environmental design strategy 
can bring dramatic overall emission reduction relative to a peak design strategy, while 
the overall additional cost would be marginal. On the other hand, the optimal economic 
strategy could lead as well to substantial emission reduction with respect to peak design; 
such emission reduction is of course less than for the optimal environmental one, but 
with better economic balances. In any case, it can be concluded that to large extent 
environmental and economic objectives are not conflicting, as in both cases losses play 
a major role and thus both the optimal strategies tend to minimise them. Sensitivity 
analyses with respect to the discount rate, so far considered equal to 7%, are discussed 
in the following Section 4.6.6. 
4.6.6 Impact of the cost of capital and of DNO’s attitude towards upfront 
investment 
The analyses discussed in the previous section refer to a discount rate equal to d = 7%, 
close to the value of 6.9% indicated in [91] for cost of capital calculation. The optimal 
environmental and the peak design strategies are not influenced by economic 
parameters, so that changes in the discount rate affect only the economic balances post-
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processed from the design outcomes. In particular, the economic model illustrated in 
Chapter 3 is such that for the peak design and the optimal environmental design (that is, 
keeping invariant the other inputs) changes in d impact only on the cost of capital, 
while the cost associated to losses does not change and is the same as in Figure 4-13. 
On the other hand, changes in the cost of capital affect the optimal economic design, 
which seeks the best trade-off between investment and operational cost. Subsequently, 
the relevant embodied and losses-related emissions change as well. The results from the 
sensitivity analyses with respect to d are shown in Figure 4-14, Figure 4-15 and Figure 
4-16. 
Figure 4-14 shows the annual total cost for the different design strategies when the 
discount rate is varied from 3% to 15%. As mentioned above, higher discount rates 
correspond to an attitude towards weighting more the upfront costs rather than future 
operational costs. This can be clearly appreciated from Figure 4-14. In fact, when the 
discount rate is lowest the optimal environmental and the optimal economic design 
strategies exhibit total costs lower than for the peak design strategy, owing to the loss-
related savings that can be achieved over the network lifetime. While increasing the 
discount rate, the optimal environmental strategy leads to overall costs much higher 
than for the peak design strategy, as the upfront investment cost is weighted much more 
than for lower discount rates. As a result, the loss-related cost savings due to larger 
circuits play subsequently a minor role. In particular, with a discount rate of 15% the 
total cost in the optimal environmental strategies is about 45% higher than for peak 
design, due to the far higher cost of capital relative to the baseline discount rate of 7% 
considered above. On the other hand, the network designed according to the optimal 
economic strategy leads by definition to the minimum overall cost, as for each discount 
rate the design algorithm optimally trades off cost of capital and cost of losses. 
However, it can be appreciated how the cost distance between optimal economic 
network and peak-designed network decreases with increasing discount rates, since the 
impact of losses now drives the design to a lesser extent. 
The environmental implications of the change in discount rate for the different design 
strategies is shown in Figure 4-15, showing the annual overall emission reduction 
between (i) optimal environmental and optimal economic design, (ii) optimal economic 
and peak design, and (iii) optimal environmental and peak design. In particular, in this 
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latter case the emission reduction is insensitive to changes in the cost of capital, as 
neither strategy is driven by economic parameters. Differently, when the optimal 
economic network is involved, also the relevant emission balances change with the cost 
of capital, as the optimal economic design (and thus the emissions embodied in circuits 
and related to losses) is now a function of d. It is therefore interesting to notice how the 
emission reduction that can be obtained from the optimal economic design relative to 
peak design decreases while the discount rate increases. In fact, for higher cost of 
capital losses play a less important role when optimising economically the network. On 
the other hand, losses are the key factor in terms of emission reduction, as seen, and 
thus optimal economic networks exhibit worse environmental performance when 
designed with relatively higher discount rates. For the same reason, the emission 
benefits that can be obtained from the optimal environmental design with respect to the 
optimal economic design increase with the discount rate. 
A synthesis of the economic and environmental outcomes illustrated in Figure 4-14 and 
Figure 4-15 is provided in Figure 4-16, showing how the specific emission reduction 
cost for the different strategies changes with the discount rate. It can be appreciated 
how the emission reduction cost for the optimal economic design with respect to peak 
design is always negative, that is, emission reduction can be obtained along with 
economic savings, for the reasons discussed in Section 4.6.5. However, the emission 
reduction cost becomes ―less negative‖ with increasing discount rate, while also the 
emission reduction itself decreases (Figure 4-15), owing to the increasing role of cost 
of capital. Similarly, the emission reduction cost is negative for the optimal 
environmental design with respect to peak design for the lowest discount rate, and 
becomes positive while d increases, owing to the lower role played by losses in the 
economic balances whereas the emission balances do not change, as discussed above 
and as shown in Figure 4-15. Finally, the emission reduction cost from optimal 
environmental design with respect to optimal economic design increases with discount 
rate. This is a consequence of the fact that the overall cost of the optimal environmental 
network is affected considerably by changes in the cost of capital, owing to the 
substantial ―amount of circuits‖ present in the network to minimise the LCA emissions. 
On the other hand, as mentioned above the optimal economic network is optimised for 
a given discount rate, and so the algorithm minimises the impact of increase in the cost 
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of capital with respect to the cost of losses. In this sense, the optimal economic design 
is relatively more insensitive to discount factor change. 
 
 
Figure 4-14: Total annual specific cost for different design strategies and discount rates. 
 
 
Figure 4-15: Annual overall emission reduction for the different design strategies. 
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Figure 4-16: Overall emission reduction cost for the different design strategies. 
4.7 Summary 
This chapter has presented the formulation and solution of the optimal design problem 
of LV distribution networks according to environmental criteria, namely, for CO2 
emission minimisation of the LCA-based network footprint. In particular, the 
optimisation problem has been solved in closed form, thus providing clear indications 
on the factors affecting the circuit design. The resulting formula allows straightforward 
implementation for circuit sizing, comparison with other design approaches, and 
sensitivity and parametric analyses relative to the design parameters.  
Numerical applications have been carried out for typical commercial LV cables. The 
results have shown that the optimal design of LV distribution circuits for CO2 emission 
minimisation is primarily driven by losses. In particular, the circuit theoretical optimal 
utilisations have shown to be relatively low (typically below 15% in the presented case 
study). This indicates that in optimal environmental circuit design embodied emissions 
are of minor impact with respect to losses-related emissions. 
A case study carried out for a typical UK LV urban network has illustrated the 
implementation of the proposed design methodology, and compare it with a peak-based 
(minimum investment cost) design and an optimal economic design approaches. The 
results confirm how the weight of losses drives towards selection of circuits with far 
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higher current-carrying capacity than with a minimum investment design approach. 
Therefore, the economic implications of the environmental design proposed have been 
quantified and discussed with reference to overall network cost and emission reduction 
cost for a typical discount rate of 7%. The presented results show that when considering 
both cost of losses and investment cost, the emission reduction cost from the 
environmental design with respect to the peak design is relatively low. Hence, although 
optimal environmental designs prompt towards low utilisation and thus high upfront 
costs, the lower cost of losses could balance out the LCA-based economic assessment. 
On the other hand, substantial emission reduction can be achieved also from the 
optimal economic design with respect to peak design, with an emission reduction cost 
even negative (with saving). This result is driven by the foremost important role of 
losses for the optimal economic design as well as for the emission balances. However, 
economic outcomes have been shown to be crucially sensitive to the cost of capital, 
modelled through changes in the discount rate that indicates the attitude of the DNOs to 
weight more or less the upfront investment costs against the operational cost of losses. 
In general, networks optimally designed according to environmental criteria may also 
lead towards the direction of overall less expensive and economically sustainability 
energy delivery, although to an extent linked to the DNO‘s attitude towards investment 
cost payback period. Accordingly, the cost of emission reduction through optimal 
environmental network design with respect to a benchmark peak-designed network 
might become even negative for discount rates of the order of 7% or lower. At the same 
time, a network optimally designed according to economic criteria proves to be 
relatively more robust relative to the cost of capital and be able to bring substantial 
environmental benefits owing to the intrinsic minimisation of energy losses, which also 
drives emission reduction.  
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Chapter 5 Assessment of alternative multi-level distribution 
network design options 
5.1 Introduction  
As mentioned before, the distribution network in the developed countries was 
significantly expanded during the late 1950s and early 1960s and has adopted a variety 
of network design philosophies [92-94]. The assets installed then are now approaching 
the end of their useful life and need to be replaced eventually [95]. This opens up the 
opportunity to reconsider the fundamentals of distribution system design policies which 
will drive the effectiveness and performances of future distribution networks, 
particularly as the UK is making considerable efforts to meet its obligations for CO2 
reduction as proposed by the UK Government Committee on Climate Change which 
aims at GHG emission reductions of at least 80 percent in 2050 [96]. This stimulates 
interest in developing analysis capability and tools that can support quantitative 
assessments of long-term alternative distribution network investment plans in terms of 
costs and benefits involved. This is critical for justifying expenditure associated with 
improvements in a number of key network performance indicators such as (i) network 
reliability/security, (ii) network efficiency (i.e. level of losses) and (iii) ability to 
facilitate the development of a low carbon sustainable electricity supply system. 
Previous research works on alternative distribution network design options reported in 
[97-100] have examined the technical and economic feasibility of voltage up rating as 
well as on the number of voltage levels used in the system. However, the system level 
studies were carried out either based on the idealized network or specifically dealt with 
certain existing distribution system [97,98]. Consequently, the conclusions obtained 
from such studies will be network specifics and may not be directly applicable to a 
different network. 
In this chapter, a comprehensive study for assessing the performance of alternative 
design strategies for multi-voltage level distribution networks using statistical networks 
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instead of a specific network is presented. The network in the relevant voltage levels is 
generated automatically as described in Chapter 2 and optimised taking into account a 
given design strategy (for example loss-inclusive design). Then the cost and other 
network performance metrics are computed and evaluated. This allows large-scale and 
system-wise analysis to be more effective than if based on specific case study network. 
In order to perform a comparative assessment, an optimal network design is carried out, 
based on a minimum life-cycle cost methodology as presented in Chapter 3, that by 
explicitly taking into account the prominent economic role of energy losses, also 
implicitly leads to an environmentally efficient network [101,102]. 
The objective is to solve at a strategic level the problem of multi-voltage distribution 
system design that includes the selection of optimal number of voltage levels and 
voltage values and optimal selection (types and ratings) of lines and transformers for a 
system under investigation. The assessment is carried out from an economic point of 
view while respecting relevant network constraints. Basic network reliability indices 
are also calculated in order to provide a more comprehensive picture of the techno-
economic network performance of the system under investigation. This work was 
carried out in collaboration with Central Networks [103]. 
5.2 Optimising number of distribution network voltage levels 
Network design practices are an evolving process. The design practices are greatly 
influenced by customer distribution, geographical layout and load density at the time 
the system is developed. Moreover, different regions adopted different network design 
and planning philosophies, such as 11kV voltage level versus 20kV, four versus three 
voltage levels design etc. However, all these design philosophies meet the ER P2/6, 
which defines the minimum security of supply for various demand-groups that the 
system must met [3]. The question arises as to what the optimal voltages and number of 
voltage transformation levels are for given network characteristics. Apart from that, the 
optimal number of substations, the types and ratings of the circuits and transformers 
used, network losses and reliability performance are amongst the important 
considerations in designing cost effective and sustainable electrical networks.  
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It is also important to note that the network planning and design structure will normally 
undergo upgrades in the event of technological changes or/and to cater for new 
development needs. Finland for example introduced a 20kV system to replace the other 
two HV levels during the 1970s and more recently to consider the utilisation of 1000V 
LV distribution that has the potential to improve network reliability performance 
[98,104]. In France, a single standard medium voltage of 20kV was decided throughout 
the country in 1961 to phase out the older 15kV [105]. Table 5-1 shows the typical 
voltage levels used in different European countries. Clearly, three voltage levels 
distribution networks are the preferred option amongst those countries. 
Table 5-1: Typical distribution network voltage levels used by some of the European 
countries. 
Countries Typical voltage levels used 
UK 132 / 33 / 11 / 0.4 (kV) 
Germany 110 / 20 / 0.4 (kV) 
France 225 / 20 / 0.4 (kV) 
Finland 110 / 20 / 0.4 (kV) 
Greece 150 / 20 / 0.4 (kV) 
 
The UK electricity distribution system has typically four voltage levels 
(132/33/11/0.4kV) design. However, it is interesting to explore the possibilities of three 
voltage levels distribution design (phasing out 33kV level) as practised by other 
European countries. Avoidance of one voltage level has the potential to reduce network 
investment cost, as fewer primary substations are needed. Network losses could also be 
reduced as a result of the lower transformer fixed losses. Nevertheless, the transformer 
fixed loss reduction might be offset by the increase in circuit losses due to the fact that 
longer feeders are needed to supply customers with fewer substations.  
The three voltage level design was approached by replacing the 132/33kV substations 
with 132/11kV substations and transformers in 33/11kV substations are removed to 
become switchyards. By doing so, the 11kV feeders will be longer and the 132/11kV 
substation capacity will be of equivalent to 132/33kV. In any case, if the design 
violates thermal or voltage limit, more substation(s) will have to be added. The primary 
substation‘s transformers are modelled with on-load-tap-changer (OLTC) capability, 
whereas 11/0.4kV transformers operate on fixed tap. 
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In this study, two different network cases have been considered to assess the impact of 
network performance in terms of cost, losses and reliability for a four voltage level 
design versus a three voltage level design. This is done by phasing out the 33kV 
network for a three voltage level design with the 11kV and 20kV networks. In other 
words, for a three voltage level design, the HV network is supplied with a 132/11kV or 
132/20kV primary substation (direct transformation) instead of a 132/33kV followed 
by 33/11kV primary substation of a four voltage level design. 
The first network case, which considers the typical load density for both urban and 
rural areas has been analysed for a four versus three voltage level design strategy. 
Network models at the second network case try to resemble key network characteristics 
of some of the Central Networks GSP (for example, Bustleholme and Bishops Wood) 
in terms of peak demand, load density and annual power consumption in order to arrive 
at more robust conclusions. 
5.2.1 Four versus three voltage levels distribution network design 
Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2 show the test system for the rural and urban cases. Load 
density and substation density for rural case is 0.28 MVA/km
2 
and 6 sub/km
2
, for the 
urban case, 5 MVA/km
2
 and 16sub/km
2
 respectively. Table 5-2 below summarises the 
key network characteristics for typical rural and urban cases.  
 
Figure 5-1: LV rural test case. 
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Figure 5-2: LV urban test case. 
 
Table 5-2: Rural and urban network characteristic. 
Network characteristic  Rural Urban 
Total energy consumption (GWh/year) 355 2,284 
Peak demand (MVA) 74 472 
Total area (km
2
) 264 61 
Load density (MVA/km
2
) 0.28 5 
Total number of consumers 26,500 134,400 
 
5.2.1.1 Rural Case Analysis: 132/33/11/0.4kV versus 132/11/0.4kV configurations 
Different numbers of substations were used to supply the studied network for different 
voltage levels. The optimal number of substation density was selected as the one with a 
minimum overall network cost (investment cost + operational cost) while respecting the 
network thermal and voltage limit constraints. Figure 5-3 shows that 132/11kV 
substation supplying 11kV rural network reached an optimal point at 0.03 sub/km
2
, on 
the other hand, 33/11kV substation has optimal substation density of 0.06 sub/km
2
 for 
supplying 11kV rural network as shown in Figure 5-4. At the 33kV level, as the 
primary substation cost becomes more dominant over the total network cost, the 
optimal substation density is the one with the fewest substations that meet network 
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thermal and voltage drop constraints as shown in Figure 5-5. The details of cost 
breakdown are shown in Figure 5-13 to Figure 5-15. 
 
Figure 5-3: Optimal number of 132/11kV substations supplying 11kV rural network is 
0.03 sub/km
2
. 
 
 
Figure 5-4: Optimal number of 33/11kV substations supplying 11kV rural network is 
0.06 sub/km
2
. 
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Figure 5-5: Optimal number of 132/33kV substations supplying 33kV rural network is 
0.01 sub/km
2
. 
 
By phasing out the 33kV network, fewer but larger capacity 132/11kV (compared to 
33/11kV) substations and longer 11kV feeders are needed to supply the same number 
of 11/0.4kV substations as in the case of the application of 33kV level. For the rural 
case, extending the existing long 11kV feeders to cover 33kV feeders resulted in 
significant increase in I
2
R losses in the OHL, especially with low 132/11kV substation 
density. Figure 5-6 shows that for 0.01 sub/km
2
, the proportion of overhead line losses 
are about 80% of total system losses. Optimal network losses are for 0.03 sub/km
2
. 
The four voltage level design, on the other hand, has lower OHL losses, but due to the 
higher number of 33/11kV transformers installed, the transformers no-load losses 
become more significant, as shown in Figure 5-7. As expected, losses become lower as 
the voltage level increases. Figure 5-8 shows the breakdown of losses for 132/33kV 
transformers and 33kV OHL. 
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Figure 5-6: Breakdown of network losses of 3 voltage level design (132/11kV 
transformer and 11kV OHL). 
 
 
Figure 5-7: Breakdown of network losses of 4 voltage level design (33/11kV 
transformer and 11kV OHL). 
 
 
Figure 5-8: Breakdown of network losses of 4 voltage level design (132/33kV 
transformer and 33kV OHL). 
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The other potential problem of replacing 33kV with 11kV networks in a rural area is 
the excessive voltage drop at long 11kV feeders. Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 compare 
the distribution of the feeder length for 11kV feeders emanating from 132/11kV 
substations and 33/11kV substations respectively. The feeder length for the 11kV 
network with direct 132/11kV transformations is apparently much longer than the one 
with a 33kV level. The longest 11kV feeder for a 3 voltage level design will be almost 
2.5 times longer than the 11kV feeders in 4 voltage level design. Thus, this voltage 
drop issue is expected to emerge for a three voltage level design in the rural case. 
 
Figure 5-9: Rural 11kV feeder length for 132/11kV direct transformation (0.03sub/km
2
). 
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Figure 5-10: Rural11kV feeder length for 132/33/11kV transformation (0.06sub/km
2
). 
 
The four plots in Figure 5-11 show the distribution of the voltage profile at 11kV 
network for a three voltage level design. In order to satisfy voltage constraints, more 
132/11kV substations will be needed, which incur higher network costs and potentially 
higher transformer no-load losses. Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12 compare the voltage 
drop profile for both design strategies, for the rural case. It can be observed that for a 
three voltage level design in the rural case, increasing the substation density has a 
major influence on the voltage drop profile. The three voltage level design needs to 
have a considerably higher number of 132/11kV substations (0.03 sub/km
2
) to meet the 
voltage drop problem, which is equivalent to the number of four voltage level design of 
33/11kV substations (0.03 sub/km
2
). This implies a dominant cost of 132/11kV 
substations in the rural case for a three voltage level design, which may not be counter-
balanced by avoiding the 33kV network. A more detailed cost comparison for both 
design strategies follows. 
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Figure 5-11: Plots of voltage drop profile for rural 11kV network (3 voltage level 
design). 
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Figure 5-12: Plots of voltage drop profile for rural 11kV network (4 voltage level 
design). 
 
The total annuitized network cost, which minimises the cost of investment, 
maintenance cost and cost of losses were found and compared for both design strategies. 
Figure 5-13 shows the total network cost breakdown for rural three voltage level design, 
where the total network cost comprises of the 132/11kV substation cost (include 
maintenance cost), the installation cost for 11kV OHL, the cost of 11kV circuits and 
the cost of losses. Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15 show the total cost breakdown of the 
four voltage level design, which has a 33kV network supplied by 132/33kV substations 
and an 11kV network supplied by 33/11kV substations. 
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Figure 5-13: Total network cost breakdown for rural 11kV network supplied by 
132/11kV substation. 
 
Figure 5-14: Total network cost breakdown for rural 11kV network supplied by 
33/11kV substation. 
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Figure 5-15: Total network cost breakdown for rural 33kV network supplied by 
132/33kV substation. 
 
Table 5-3 shows the total cost comparison in both design strategies for the different 
voltage levels. To do so, the network design (as a function of substation density), which 
exhibits the lowest total network cost is selected independently in the respective 
voltage levels. This approximation is deemed acceptable for strategic level network 
appraisals. However, for more accurate overall network cost estimation for 132/33kV 
followed by 33/11kV design, the network cost inter-dependency between 33kV and 
11kV network should also be considered. It can be seen from Table 5-3 that by 
avoiding the 33kV network, a cost saving can be made in 33kV OHL and 33/11kV 
substations. However, the cost to supply 11kV network by direct 132/11kV 
transformation is about 40% more expensive than using 33/11kV substations. The total 
network cost shows no clear benefit of using a direct 132/11kV transformation for the 
rural case. 
Table 5-3: Total network cost comparison for 3 versus 4 voltage level design for rural 
case. 
Voltage level 
(kV) 
132/11kV direct 
transformation 
(£/kVA/year) 
132/33/11kV (£/kVA/year) 
132 - - 
33 - 11.9 
11 34.4 24.1 
Total network cost 34.4 36.0 
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From the analyses, it is observed that the total network costs of the three voltage level 
design (by using 132/11kV direct transformation) are similar to the four voltage level 
design. In addition, the 11kV feeder lengths in the three voltage level network are much 
longer than the four voltage level network, which creates potential voltage drop 
problems. The reliability performance of this design is explained in Section 5.2.2. 
5.2.1.2 Urban Case Analysis: 132/33/11/0.4kV versus 132/11/0.4kV 
configurations 
Similar analyses comparing three versus four voltage level designs were carried out to 
assess the cost, losses and voltage drop issue for the urban case. Figure 5-16 to Figure 
5-18 show that the selected optimal number of substations was the one with the fewest 
number of substations that respect both network thermal and voltage limit constraints. 
This is primarily driven by the cost of expensive primary substations in urban networks. 
 
Figure 5-16: Optimal number of 132/11kV substations supplying 11kV urban network 
is 0.2 sub/km
2
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Figure 5-17: Optimal number of 33/11kV substations supplying 11kV urban network is 
0.5 sub/km
2
. 
 
Figure 5-18: Optimal number of 132/33kV substations supplying 33kV urban network 
is 0.25 sub/km
2
. 
 
By phasing out the 33kV network, larger capacity 132/11kV (compared to 33/11kV) 
substations and longer 11kV feeders will be needed to supply the same number of 
customers (11/0.4kV substations). Figure 5-19 to Figure 5-21 show the number of 
substations used for each capacity rating used, for 132/11kV, 132/33kV and 33/11kV 
transformation ratio respectively. As expected, as the substation density increases the 
respective substations ratings decreases. This can be observed for example in the last 
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two (sub/km
2
) in Figure 5-19 that only 30 MVA transformers are used compared to the 
use of both 45 MVA and 60 MVA transformers for substation density of 0.2 sub/km
2
. 
 
Figure 5-19: Transformer capacity (132/11kV) used to supply 11kV urban network. 
 
 
Figure 5-20: Transformer capacity (132/33kV) used to supply 33kV urban network. 
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Figure 5-21: Transformer capacity (33/11kV) used to supply 11kV urban network. 
 
Consequently, the 11kV network with fewer substations will be more heavily loaded, 
which in turn requires cables with higher capacity. Figure 5-22 shows that the 11kV 
network with a three voltage level design will require far longer 300mm
2
 cables to 
supply connected customers. For the system considered here, even though phasing out 
the 33kV network causes 11kV feeders to become longer and more heavily loaded, the 
voltage profiles are still well-regulated and maintained within the limits, due to the 
generally shorter feeders in urban areas. 
 
Figure 5-22: Breakdown of 11kV cable cross-sectional area. 
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Urban areas generally have shorter and more heavily loaded feeders. In the presented 
studies, the proportion of cable losses over the total system losses is lower (about 20% 
for 0.5sub/km
2
 of 3 voltage level design) as shown in Figure 5-23. In addition, the use 
of double transformers arrangement per substation in order to satisfy ER P2/6 
requirement introduces a high transformer iron losses especially in higher substation 
density scenarios. It is also interesting to note how the network losses change with 
different substation density. A higher density of substations would lead to shorter 
feeders. Consequently, the proportion of circuit losses become lower with the expense 
of higher transformer no-load losses as also shown in Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-25, 
respectively. 
 
Figure 5-23: Breakdown of network losses of 3 voltage level design (132/11kV 
transformer and 11kV cable). 
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Figure 5-24: Breakdown of network losses of 4 voltage level design (33/11kV 
transformer and 11kV cable). 
 
 
Figure 5-25: Breakdown of network losses of 4 voltage level design (132/33kV 
transformer and 33kV cable). 
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to this, for all the considered scenarios, the cost of losses plays no significant role in the 
overall urban network cost. 
 
Figure 5-26: Total network cost breakdown for urban 11kV network supplied by 
132/11kV substation. 
 
 
Figure 5-27: Total network cost breakdown for 11kV urban network supplied by 
33/11kV substation. 
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Figure 5-28: Total network cost breakdown for 33kV urban network supplied by 
132/33kV substation. 
 
As discussed before, the substation cost dominates the total network cost in an urban 
area. Thus, phasing out of the 33kV level can provide an opportunity to design a more 
cost-effective urban network. In the presented studies, the use of fewer primary 
substations in the three voltage levels design for typical urban areas has resulted in 
more cost effective network investment which has a cost saving of about £9/kWpeak a 
year over the next 30 years. Table 5-4 shows that the use of 132/11kV substations is 
only slightly more costly than using 33/11kV substations. Taking into account the 
33kV network cost in a four voltage level design, a three voltage level design adopting 
132/11kV direct transformation provides a clear cost benefit over the four voltage level 
design in the urban case. In addition, owing to the removed 33kV network, the 
transformer losses for three voltage levels design are lower compared to four voltage 
levels design. However, due to longer 11kV feeders in the three voltage levels design, 
the 11kV circuit losses are approximately 2.5 times higher. Due to the savings in 
33/11kV transformer losses, the total network losses are still lower for the three voltage 
levels design strategy as shown in Table 5-4. The reliability performance of this design 
is explained in Section 5.2.2. 
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Table 5-4: Overall result summary for urban network adopting two different design 
strategies. 
  Three voltage levels 
design 
Four voltage 
levels design 
Transformers Number of substations used 
11/0.4kV 1024 1024 
33/11kV 0 31 
132/33kV 0 8 
132/11kV 13 0 
Losses Network losses (%) 
11kV circuits 0.25 0.10 
33kV circuits 0 0.08 
33/11kV (Fixed + variable) 
0 0.49 
132/33kV (Fixed + variable) 
0 0.34 
132/11kV (Fixed + variable) 
0.45 0.00 
Total 0.70 1.01 
Network cost Annualised network cost (£/kWpeak) 
11kV 13.2 12.8 
33kV 0 9.3 
Total  13.2 22.1 
 
5.2.2 Resembling Central Networks GSPs – phasing out 33kV with 11kV and 
20kV system 
Section 5.2.1 presents the case study for a three voltage level versus a four voltage level 
design strategy for a typical rural and urban area with 132/33/11/0.4kV versus 
132/11/0.4kV configurations. The assessment of both design strategies was mainly to 
focus on the network cost and network losses by supplying the networks (11kV and 
33kV) with different substation densities. The optimal network case is then found, with 
the minimum total network cost (cost of investment + cost of losses) for a given 
substation density supplying the network that meets the thermal and voltage limit 
constraints. 
In this section, three different design scenarios were analysed, namely the base case 
that has four voltage levels, the 132/33/11/0.4kV configuration, whereas the DT 
132/11kV and DT 132/20kV have a three voltage level design which phases out 33kV 
network with 11kV and 20kV network respectively. The total network cost was 
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compared before and after, taking into account regulatory incentives that includes 
electricity losses, Customer Interruptions (CI) and Customer Minutes Lost (CML) with 
respect to the base case scenario. A losses incentive of £48/MWh, a CI benefit of 
£0.073/CI.customer and a CML benefit of £0.096/CML.customer were used in this case 
study [20]. Reliability calculations were done at HV level to evaluate the reliability 
performance of those design scenarios. In addition, the base case was modelled to 
resemble the key network characteristic for Central Networks GSPs in terms of 
estimated load density, peak demand and annual energy consumption. 
5.2.2.1 Reliability calculations 
One of the most important features of a well-designed distribution system is its 
reliability performance. A distribution network design solution would not be considered 
as sound without taking into consideration reliability performance. Publications [106-
108] reported a number of ways to evaluate network reliability for both meshed and 
radial networks. Furthermore, selection of optimal number and location of switches in 
radial distribution systems were also reported in [109-111]. However, it is not the 
intention of this research to evaluate the distribution system reliability performance in a 
great detail but rather to provide a high level indication of reliability performance as a 
measure of comparative analysis for various alternative design strategies. 
In this respect, in order to include reliability performance for indicative comparison of 
alternative design strategies, a simplified approach based on the failure event oriented 
technique [112], with network components assumed to have fixed failure rate, has been 
implemented. In this respect, it has to be highlighted that the overall distribution 
network reliability performance is particularly dominated by the HV network, followed 
by the LV network, accounting for about 80–90% of the total CI and CML, as shown in 
Figure 5-29. As this work is centred on assessing alternative design strategies for 
different number of voltage transformation levels and of different voltage values, the 
LV networks considered in the studies all have the same topology and characteristics, 
and are thus not considered in the comparative reliability performance analysis. 
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Figure 5-29: Average proportion of (a) CI and (b) CML by voltage level in GB 
2005/2006 [20]. 
 
In the developed representative network model, all feeders are assumed to have two 
circuit breakers installed. The main breaker is installed at the beginning of the feeder 
connected to the low voltage busbar of the substation. The location of a second breaker 
is chosen to maximise the reliability performance improvement based on the rule of 
thumb described in [113].  
Figure 5-30 shows a simple feeder with two breakers and an NOP installed. L1 and L2 
represent branch lengths and Ca and Cb represent loads. In order to maximise the 
reliability improvement by the placement of the second breaker, the product of L2·Ca 
must be maximised. This means that if there is high load density at one point along the 
feeder, the breaker should be installed immediately afterwards (downstream) this load 
cluster. 
 
 
Figure 5-30: Placement of main breaker and mid-point breaker. 
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As an example, Figure 5-31 shows the CI improvement depending on the number of 
circuit breakers installed along a main feeder with uniformly distributed load. The 
relationship is highly nonlinear. The CI is reduced as the number of breakers installed 
increases. It can be observed that the maximum percentage of CI reduction (25%) is 
achieved for the first installed mid-point breaker, and the benefits of installing more 
breakers decreases exponentially. The maximum level of CI and CML improvement for 
a simple uniformly distributed feeder installed with one mid-point breaker with 
normally open point is 25% and 50%, respectively. 
 
Figure 5-31: CI reduction as the function of number breakers installed (Note: The curve 
can be described by y^-1 = a(1+ 1/x), where a = 0.0198). 
 
In order to calculate the network reliability indices, CI and CML are evaluated for each 
feeder separately and aggregated for a HV network using the following equations [114]: 
).../()...( 111 rrr nnCInCInIC   
).../()...( 111 rrr nnCMLnCMLnLMC   
where 
 ni is the number of customers per feeder  
 CIi and CMLi are the reliability indices of r-th feeder in the network 
 r    is the total number of feeders of the network  
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5.2.2.2 Resembling Bustleholme network (urban area) 
A load density of 3.88 MVA/km
2
 and peak demand of 485 MVA was used to resemble 
Bustleholme. As discussed before, substation cost is very dominant in the total network 
cost in an urban area. As shown in Figure 5-32, the optimal network design case (base 
case) is the one with fewest substations whilst meeting the design constraints, which is 
0.35 sub/km
2
. 
 
Figure 5-32: Total network cost for 11kV network supplied by 33/11kV substations. 
 
In terms of reliability performance when serving a network with different number of 
substations, the network can be expected to perform better with a greater number of 
substations. As the total network length remains unchanged for a given test network, 
supplying the network with a greater number of substations would lead to a shorter 
network feeder length which has a fewer customers connected to it. This means that for 
a given fault condition at a particular feeder, the number of interrupted customers that 
exhibit higher network reliability performance will be lower. Figure 5-33 shows the 
improvement of CI and CML indexes with the increasing substation density. 
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Figure 5-33: Reliability performance as a function of 33/11kV substation density. 
 
Figure 5-34 shows reliability performances for the Bustleholme 11kV network, which 
utilise direct transformation at 132/11kV and the use of present 33/11kV substations 
(base case). The different percentage of 132/11kV substation density in the figure is 
defined in terms of substation number with respect to base case. It can be observed that 
the reliability performance improves almost linearly with the increase in number of 
substations. In light of this, a balance can be sought not only by minimising the cost of 
investment against the cost of losses, but also taking into account the reward or penalty 
derived from performance incentives. As shown in Figure 5-35, if the performance 
incentive was not taken into account in the total network cost, case (43%) would be 
optimal. However, when considering losses, CI and CML incentives, the optimal case 
become the case (50%). 
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Figure 5-34: Reliability performance comparing base case with different 132/11kV 
substation densities. 
 
 
Figure 5-35: Total network cost (with performance incentive) for 132/11kV direct 
transformation of various 132/11kV substation densities. 
 
Phasing out of the 33kV network in an urban area has the potential to reduce total 
network losses, as shown in Figure 5-36. Despite the increase in 11kV circuit losses for 
the DT 132/11kV case, the transformer losses incurred in the 33/11kV transformer were 
much higher and outweigh the increase of 11kV circuit losses. 
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Figure 5-36: Losses performance comparing base case with DT 132/11kV. 
 
Similar analyses were carried out to the DT 132/11kV case, but for the DT 132/20kV 
case, 33kV were replaced with 20kV (132/20kV direct transformation). Three output 
metrics were then compared amongst the base case, DT 132/11kV and DT 132/20kV 
cases, namely the total network cost (cost of investment + cost of losses + 
reward/penalty of performance incentives), total network losses and reliability 
performance. In Figure 5-37, without taking into account the performance incentive, 
the minimum total network cost of utilising DT 132/20kV transformation (cost of 
investment + cost of losses) can be achieved by only using about one-third of the 
number of 33/11kV substations (case 30%) while the remaining 33/11kV substations 
became switchyards. However, the minimum total network cost became case 57% 
when the performance incentives were taken into account.  
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Figure 5-37: Total network cost (with performance incentive) for 132/20kV direct 
transformation of various 132/20kV substation densities. 
 
In addition, Figure 5-38 and Figure 5-39 show the HV network reliability performance 
for the three scenarios with and without taking into account the reward/penalty 
performance incentive in total network cost calculations. Generally, three voltage level 
design exhibits poorer reliability performance as compared to four voltage level design. 
Nevertheless, reliability performance of such designs can be greatly improved by some 
means of feeder automation and control. The cost of installing feeder automation 
schemes can be regarded as relatively low if compared to primary network assets.  
 
Figure 5-38: HV network reliability performance with minimum total network cost 
(optimal case without reward/penalty of performance incentive). 
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Figure 5-39: HV network reliability performance (optimal case with reward/penalty of 
performance incentive). 
 
On the other hand, Figure 5-40 shows the losses breakdown comparing the 
aforementioned three design scenarios. For a typical urban case (Bustleholme), the case 
study results show that phasing out 33kV with a 11kV or 20kV system has the potential 
to reduce network losses. It is obvious that by adopting a 20kV system instead of an 
11kV system in three voltage level design can reduce HV circuit losses significantly. 
The study also suggests that the total network cost for a 20kV system (DT 132/20kV) is 
only slightly higher than the 11kV system (DT 132/11kV), as depicted in Figure 5-41. 
 
Figure 5-40: Urban case total network losses comparing three different design 
scenarios. 
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Figure 5-41: Urban case total network cost comparing three different design scenarios. 
 
5.2.2.3 Resembling Bishops Wood network (rural area) 
Load density of 0.17 MVA/km
2
 and peak demand of 95 MVA was used to resemble 
Bishops Wood. As opposed to the urban case where the major HV network cost is the 
cost of substations, the total HV network cost in the rural case is dominated by the costs 
of OHL installation as shown in Figure 5-42. This can be explained by relatively long 
HV networks in rural areas to reach far customers and relatively smaller rating 
transformers used to supply the network. As a result, one can expect that the total 
network cost saving that can be made by avoiding 33/11kV substation is not likely to 
be the main driver for phasing out the 33kV network as in the urban case. Besides that, 
the study also shows that three voltage levels design in the rural case can achieve 
network losses reduction as in the urban case as shown in Figure 5-43. 
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Figure 5-42: Breakdown of equipment cost for 11kV network supplied by 33/11kV 
substations. 
 
 
Figure 5-43: Rural case total network losses comparing three different design scenarios. 
 
The evaluation of reliability performance at HV network for the three design scenarios 
shows the extremely poor performance of a three voltage level design in a rural area as 
shown in Figure 5-44. Again, this is due to the fact that rural network has long HV 
feeders supplying sparsely located customers. Phasing out of the 33kV network with 
11kV will expose more customers to interruption should line failure occur. 
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Figure 5-44: Rural case HV network reliability performance. 
 
As explained before, phasing out of 33kV network with 11kV will potentially create a 
voltage drop issue in rural areas. In order to respect the voltage drop constraint, more 
132/11(20) kV substations will be needed to supply the far end customers. This in turn 
significantly increases the HV network cost as illustrated in Figure 5-45. In 
consequence, the HV network cost for a three voltage level design becomes even more 
expensive than the base case which uses both 33kV and 11kV systems. The total 
network cost distance between four voltage levels (base) and three voltage levels 
design (DT 132/11kV and DT 132/20kV) fall even further apart if the reward/penalty of 
network performance were taken into account. As a result, the study showed again that 
the phasing out 33kV network is not economical for rural networks. 
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Figure 5-45: Rural case total network cost comparing three different design scenarios. 
 
5.3 Benefits and costs of implementing 3-transformers configuration 
vs. 2-transformer configuration 
The case study carried out in this section aims to evaluate the benefits and costs of 
implementing a 3-transformers versus 2-transformers configuration. In practice, such a 
transformer configuration is commonly used at the primary substations in order to 
provide one level (N-1) or two levels (N-2) of network redundancy, depending on the 
demand group requirement as specified by Table 1 of ER P2/6. In light of this, three 
general transformer circuit arrangements have been considered, as shown in Figure 
5-46. In the first case (i) two transformers are installed in parallel with either able to 
pick up the peak demand (D) should one of the transformer fail. In the second case (ii), 
three transformers are installed in parallel and each transformer can supply all of the 
demand. For the third case (iii), three transformers are installed in parallel but two out 
of three transformers will be needed to supply the demand (each transformer to supply 
0.5xD). The first case (i) and third case (iii) arrangement provide N-1 redundancy while 
case (ii) provides N-2 redundancy. Formulas used in this case study for reliability 
indices calculation are as shown in Table 5-5. 
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Figure 5-46: Transformer circuit configurations. 
 
Table 5-5: The expected values of reliability parameters due to transformers outages 
without transfer capability [20]. 
Installed 
capacity 
Demand EENS (%) CI CML 
2xD D (1-A)
2 
100x8760x2(1-A)
2
/MTTR 60x8760(1-A)
2 
3xD D (1-A)
3 
100x8760x2(1-A)
3
/MTTR 60x8760(1-A)
3
 
3x0.5D D ≈0.75(1-A)2 ≈1.3x100x8760(1-
A)
2
/MTTR 
≈0.67x60x8760(1-
A)
2 
Where: 
D – peak demand 
A – transformer availability, 0 ≤ A ≤  1 
MTTR – mean time to repair in hours  
EENS – expected energy not supplied 
CI – expected number of interruptions per year and per 100 customers 
CML – expected duration in minutes of outages per year and per customer 
Table 5-6 shows the numerical results with a transformer failure rate of 0.02/year (with 
corresponding to one failure in 50 years) with different values of repair times 
(decreasing from 12 months to 44 hours). Given the transformer failure rate, the MTTR 
of different transformers can be calculated as 
ratefailure
A
_
)1(8760
  MTTR

  
It can be observed that for a 3 month transformer repair time (99.5% availability), N-2 
redundancy (case 3xD) reduces the CML value dramatically from 13.14 (case 2xD) and 
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8.80 (case 3x0.5D) to 0.066. This means that by moving from N-1 redundancy to N-2 
redundancy, the CML performance could be improved by a factor of about 130 to 200. 
It is also interesting to note that CI value is rather insignificant to the different 
transformer configurations if compared with the CML value. As expected, CML 
improves with a decreasing value in repair time. 
Table 5-6: A numerical results of Table 5-5 if transformer failure rate is 0.02 per year. 
Availability 
MTTR 
Installed capacity CI CML 
98% 
12 months 
2xD 
3xD 
3x0.5D 
0.08 
0.0024 
0.052 
210.24 
4.20 
140.86 
99% 
6 months 
2xD 
3xD 
3x0.5D 
0.04  
0.0006  
0.026  
52.56 
0.53 
35.22 
99.5% 
3 months 
2xD 
3xD 
3x0.5D 
0.02  
0.00015  
0.013  
13.14 
0.0657 
8.8038 
99.90% 
18 days 
2xD 
3xD 
3x0.5D 
0.004  
6E-06  
0.0026  
0.53 
0.00053 
0.35 
99.98% 
88 hours 
2xD 
3xD 
3x0.5D 
0.0008  
2.4E-07  
0.00052  
0.021024 
4.2E-06 
0.014 
99.99% 
44 hours 
2xD 
3xD 
3x0.5D 
0.0004  
6E-08  
0.00026  
0.005256 
5.2E-07 
0.0035 
 
The study on the network levels suggests that a 3-transformer configuration on primary 
substations (33/11kV), with each transformer supplying the peak demand (case 3xD, N-
2 security) is unlikely to be cost effective in both urban and rural cases under the 
current CI and CML incentive rates, as shown in Figure 5-47. However, for the extreme 
case where 12 months (98% availability) are required to repair or replace a transformer, 
a substation with N-2 redundancy would become a feasible configuration. This is 
mainly driven by the large CML reduction provided by N-2 security (case 3xD, 98% 
availability), as shown in Table 5-6, which in turn resulted in significant CML benefit 
cost saving. 
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In the urban case, as shown in Figure 5-47(a), the study also shows that a 3-transformer 
configuration (case 3x0.5D) provides no clear benefit compared to a 2-transfomer 
configuration (case 2xD). On the other hand, results suggest that a 3-transformer 
configuration, with 2 transformers to supply peak demand (case 3x0.5D), which 
benefits from overall higher transformer utilisation and lower total installed capacity, is 
economically feasible for the rural case as shown in Figure 5-47(b). However, should 
the CI and CML incentives increase in the future, configuration (3T, 2T=D) might also 
become cost effective in the urban case.  
 
(a) Urban 
 
(b) Rural 
Figure 5-47 Total annual cost (substation cost + cost of losses – CI, CML benefits). 
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5.4 Coventry network replacement study 
Coventry is one of the urban locations in Central Networks East that has 
132/33/6.6/0.4kV network arrangements. In this section, the validity of the multi-level 
distribution network design model was demonstrated through a range of studies 
investigating the potential alternative design options on a hypothetical but realistic test 
system mimicking a distribution network in Coventry, UK. Part of the Coventry 
network arrangement consists of legacy 6.6kV network and was regarded as non-
standard voltage level because of the way the system was developed. Furthermore, 
DNOs strive to phase out 6.6kV on their future design strategies [5,115]. In light of this, 
various design options to replace the aging 6.6kV network were considered. In these 
studies, the performance of possible future three voltage levels direct transformations, 
i.e. 132/11/0.4kV and 132/20/0.4kV transformation are compared with the performance 
of the current four voltage levels design constituted by 132/33/6.6/0.4kV. Further 
investigation includes comparing peak demand network design practice with network 
design adopting loss-inclusive life-cycle cost methodology. 
5.4.1 Methodology and assumptions 
5.4.1.1 Network creation and connectivity 
Real distribution substation locations were extracted from the Reference Networks 
project database [116,117] and the distribution substation coordinates were converted 
to a format suitable for HV network model. In this way, the geographical distribution of 
Coventry‘s distribution substations can be modelled accurately. For HV network 
connectivity, the network path connection was created based on the fractal model for 
which the network branching rate can be controlled. The HV network is created by 
connecting the load points (distribution substations) based on fractal model. By doing 
so, LV network and distribution substations will remain unchanged for different 
network design scenarios. On the other hand, primary substations were placed 
heuristically by searching for load centre as discussed in Section 2.3.3. Furthermore, 
the HV network is assumed to be radial. 
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5.4.1.2 Demand modelling 
The Coventry area under investigation is comprised of both urban and rural networks. 
In order to better resemble the load point characteristic, entire Coventry area was 
further divided into 24 regions. The average number of customers connected per 
distribution substation within a region is calculated based on the available database. It 
is also assumed that each customer has an average peak of 2kW. Annual hourly interval 
AC load flow calculations were performed throughout the year to determine the 
network loading information. The load points characteristic load profile was derived by 
simulating different number of LV networks with different load density. From the LV 
analysis of different load densities, a characteristic load profile of different distribution 
transformer rating can be derived and used in analysis. 
5.4.2 Mimic HV Coventry network 
As mentioned in previous section, the entire Coventry area was divided into 24 regions 
(4x6 regions), and real distribution substation coordinates were rescaled to fit into the 
HV network design tool as discussed in Section 2.5. Figure 5-48 shows the load points 
plotted by the design tool. The small dot represents the load points (distribution 
substations) whereas red squares are the primary substations. Looking at real Coventry 
network (Figure 5-49), the distribution of load points (blue dots in Figure 5-48 and 
green squares in Figure 5-49) of both diagrams agree well. As mentioned before, the 
load points are then connected up according to the fractal model and the created 
Coventry HV network is as shown in Figure 5-50. 
 
Figure 5-48: Load points (distribution substations) of Coventry area. 
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Figure 5-49: Real Coventry HV networks. 
 
 
Figure 5-50: Created HV network by the design tool. 
 
The number of customers in each region is also calculated and as shown in Figure 5-51. 
Each region has the area of about 5.6 km
2
. It can be seen from the figure below, that the 
highest customer density was concentrated in the centre bottom of the diagram, while 
the upper left corner of the diagram would be characteristic of a rural area with low 
load density.  
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Figure 5-51: Number of customer in HV grid-matrix (4x6 regions, HV customer counts 
as zero). 
 
5.4.3 Case study 
Table 5-7 shows the key network characteristics used in the case study. It has an 
average load density of about 3 MVA/km
2
 and an average customer density of about 
900 customers per km
2
. Furthermore, the modified Coventry HV network is assumed to 
be operated radially and designed with N-1 redundancy. The power factor is assumed 
constant and equal to 0.95. For reliability analysis, HV underground cables are assumed 
to have fixed failure rates of 0.05f./km and fixed repair times of 10 hours across all the 
case studies considered. It is also worth mentioning that the LV networks and the 
location of associated distribution substations remain unchanged in order to allow 
comparative assessment of different network design scenarios. For network economic 
analyses, the annuitized capital investment cost of the lines and transformers is 
calculated using typical price data provided by the utility, and assuming a 7% of 
discount rate over a 30-year time horizon. The cost of losses was calculated based on 
the characteristic days electricity price profile, which was derived from the UK 
wholesale market price as discussed in Section 3.3. 
 
910
7 8603 11725 13353 8274 670
37 395 102 5971 2787 2470
49 316 3714 8851 4896 393
456 4626 12231 17234 15511
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Table 5-7: Key network characteristic. 
Key network information Quantity 
Peak demand [MVA] 400 
Annual electricity consumption [TWh] 1.8 
Total number of customers 123,481 
Area [km
2
] 134 
 
Three different design options have been considered in this study, namely number of 
voltage transformation levels, value of voltage level and different circuits design 
criteria. Potential techno-economic network performance of converting existing four 
voltage levels design to three voltage levels by omitting 33kV is carried out. In addition, 
the 20kV system was chosen as one of the design options to compare with the 11kV 
level. Lastly, the role of losses in network design is illustrated through peak demand 
design (circuits designed purely to meet network peak while respecting network 
constraints) versus loss-inclusive optimal economic design. The alternative network 
design options that have been considered in this study are summarised as below: 
• Four versus three voltage levels network design 
This is done by phasing out the 33kV level in the existing four voltage level 
132/33/6.6/0.4kV network design. The three voltage levels direct transformation 
(DT) design is approached by replacing the 6.6kV level with higher value voltage 
level (11kV or 20kV). Both networks are designed according to optimal economic 
criteria. 
• 20kV versus 11kV system 
The feasibility of the 20kV system (132/20/0.4kV) which benefits from higher 
network capacity is examined with respect to the 11kV system (132/11/0.4kV). Both 
networks are designed according to optimal economic criteria. 
• Peak demand versus optimal economic design 
The 6.6kV network is designed according to both peak demand and loss-inclusive 
optimal design criteria. By doing so, the current level of losses of a 6.6kV network 
can be approximated to lay between the peak and optimal economic design. 
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The effectiveness of the considered design options are evaluated in terms of costs, 
losses and reliability performance. Breakdown of the total network cost (investment 
and operational); network losses (fixed and variable) as well as reliability indices (CI 
and CML) were computed in order to allow holistic comparison between the 
considered design options. 
5.4.4 Results and discussions 
Table 5-8 shows the number of primary and distribution substations for different design 
scenarios. For DT design scenario, the number of primary substations is about one-
fourth of the cases opted for 33/6.6kV intermediate transformation. Upgrading the 
6.6kV network to 11kV and 20kV DT with fewer but larger capacity transformers 
provides an opportunity to reduce substations cost. In addition, direct 132/11(20) kV 
transformation has a potential benefit of reducing transformer fixed losses when 
compared with 132/33kV followed by 33/6.6kV transformation. However, the use of 
fewer primary substations would result in an increased circuit flow, which in turn 
increases circuit losses. The use of fewer primary substations would also translate into 
higher number of customer (distribution substations) per HV feeder that will affect the 
network reliability performance. Hence, the relevant network performance metrics for 
the considered network design scenarios are summarized and discussed as follow. 
Table 5-8: Number of primary and distribution substations. 
Substations 
Design scenarios 
6.6kV Peak 6.6kV Optimal 11kV (DT optimal) 20kV (DT optimal) 
132/33kV 7 7 0 0 
132/20kV 0 0 0 5 
132/11kV 0 0 5 0 
33/6.6kV 19 19 0 0 
HV/LV 1094 1094 1094 1094 
 
1) Discussions on network losses and the associated emissions 
Figure 5-52 shows the HV losses breakdown for different design scenarios. The 
scenario with 6.6kV network designed according to peak demand has the highest losses. 
This is mainly due to higher circuit losses as the circuit capacity was designed only to 
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meet the peak demand. On the other hand, 11kV and 20kV DT scenarios optimally 
designed has lower losses compared to both 6.6kV scenarios. It is worth noting that the 
scenario with 20kV DT provides a significant circuit losses saving. The use of fewer 
primary substations and higher voltage levels contribute to a greater losses reduction 
compared to the scenario with a 6.6kV network.  
In addition, Table 5-9 presents the total HV and EHV losses for different design 
scenarios. It shows that optimally designed 11kV and 20kV DT cases have significant 
reduction in losses of about 40% and 58%, respectively, compared with the 33/6.6kV 
case designed with peak demand criteria. Assuming CO2 emission factor of 
0.57kg/kWh [87], the associated emissions saving by opting for the 20kV DT design is 
approximately 14 kgCO2/kW/year with respect to the 6.6kV peak demand designed 
network. 
 
Figure 5-52: HV losses breakdown. 
 
Table 5-9: Network losses and emissions. 
Design scenarios 
Total HV and 
EHV losses [%] 
Total emissions due to 
losses [kgCO₂/kW/year] 
Losses 
reduction 
[%] 
6.6kV Peak 1.69 32.7 - 
6.6kV Optimal 1.46 27.2 14 
11kV(DT optimal) 1.02 26.5 40 
20kV (DT optimal) 0.71 18.4 58 
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2) Discussions on network costs 
Table 5-10 shows the summary of total HV and EHV network cost for the considered 
optimal design scenarios. The presented studies suggest that the use of fewer primary 
substations in the three voltage levels design (11kV and 20kV DT) has resulted in more 
cost effective network investment which has a cost saving of about 10 £/kVA per year 
over the next 30 years. The overall saving is mainly made by the avoidance of 
33/6.6kV substation cost. It is also interesting to observe that network cost for 20kV 
DT system is similar with 11kV DT system mainly owing to the use of the same 
number of primary substations but less 300 mm
2
 cable in 20kV system. The more detail 
breakdown of the network costs is as given in Figure 5-53. 
Table 5-10: Summary of HV and EHV total network cost. 
Voltage level 
Design scenarios 
6.6kV optimal 11kV (DT optimal) 20kV (DT optimal) 
132 - - - 
33 9.36 0 0 
HV 16.93 15.83 15.67 
Total 
(£/kVA/year) 
26.29 15.83 15.67 
 
 
Figure 5-53: Breakdown of total network cost. 
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Figure 5-54 shows the breakdown of HV cable cost and the associated HV cable 
lengths for the considered design scenarios. As discussed earlier, the use of fewer 
substations in 11kV DT will increase the circuit loading. This can be observed in 
Figure 5-54 whereby the use of a 300mm
2
 circuit is considerably higher than 6.6kV 
design scenarios. When the voltage level moved from 11kV to 20kV, the 20kV circuit 
can be expected to be about 50% less loaded than the 11kV circuit. This phenomenon 
was also shown in the figure of which the use of 300mm
2
 circuit was almost halved 
compared to 11kV DT case. 
 
Figure 5-54: Breakdown of HV cable cost and the associated HV cable lengths. 
 
3) Discussions on reliability performance 
The use of fewer numbers of primary substations has resulted in the increase of average 
feeder length. The longer feeder would generally led the poorer reliability performance 
as more customer will be affected should fault occurs on the feeder. This is shown in 
Figure 5-55 whereby CI and CML performance for 33/6.6kV transformation is far 
better than the case with 11kV and 20kV DT, which use only about one-fourth of the 
primary substations than 33/6.6kV case. Nevertheless, the reliability performance at 
11kV and 20kV DT cases can be improved via some means of feeder control and 
automation. In addition, the costs of installing feeder automation schemes are expected 
to be lower if compared with the costs of primary network assets [6]. 
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Figure 5-55: Reliability performance at HV network. 
5.5 Summary 
From the presented studies, it can be concluded that replacing 33kV with 11kV or 
20kV networks is not worthwhile especially in typical rural areas since it will cause 
voltage regulation issues, poor reliability performance and significant reinforcement 
might be required (resizing conductors and installing VAr compensators) in the system. 
In fact, in the work conducted by Lohjala [98,104] for the Finnish system, it is shown 
that for low load density area, it is more cost effective to replace the low-power 20kV 
lines with 1kV line, which introduce an extra voltage level. The main benefits of the 
new 20/1/0.4kV system compared to traditional 20/0.4kV system are achieved in both 
investment cost and outage costs, which outweigh the increase in total network losses.  
Furthermore, the case studies results suggest a three voltage level design by phasing out 
33kV for typical urban areas is likely to be more cost effective and has the potential to 
reduce network losses. The cost benefits of a three voltage level design (132/20/0.4kV 
and 132/11/0.4kV) is driven by a smaller number of primary substations required to 
meet all technical and statutory constraints compared to conventional 132/33/11/0.4kV 
four voltage levels design. However, the reliability performance for such design must 
be improved. This is consistent with the network design strategies widely adopted by 
other European countries. 
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In addition, for optimal urban three voltage level network design that takes into account 
the cost of investment, cost of losses and performance reward/penalty, the study 
suggests that the use of a 20kV system has the potential to reduce HV circuit losses by 
about 20% than the 11kV system. It is also found that the associated investment cost of 
the 20kV system is very similar (1% difference) with the 11kV system. Another benefit 
of implementing the 20kV system is that it can alleviate the voltage drop problem, 
particularly in rural areas. However, as mentioned before, the reliability performance of 
three voltage level design should be improved by some means of feeder control and 
automation. 
In the simplified substation redundancy study, the results suggest that a 3-transformers 
configuration on primary substation (33/11kV) which provides N-2 security is unlikely 
to be cost effective in both urban and rural cases under the current CI and CML 
incentive rate. The presented study also indicates that a 3-transformer configuration, 
with 2 transformers to supply peak demand (3T, 2T=D) and which benefits from 
overall higher transformer utilisation and lower total installed capacity is likely to be 
economically feasible for the rural case. However, should the CI and CML incentives 
increase in the future, a 3T, 2T=D configuration might also become cost effective in 
urban cases. 
The presented Coventry network replacement case study suggests that network 
investment into a three voltage level network design is likely to be more cost-effective 
than adopting the traditional four voltage level network arrangement. This is consistent 
with the earlier findings that suggest phasing out of the intermediate 33kV level is 
economically attractive in typical urban areas. In addition, avoiding one voltage 
transformation level has a potential saving in transformer fixed losses, at the expense of 
higher circuit losses resulting from higher feeder loading. The analyses also suggest 
that, as Coventry has generally short feeders, the increase in circuit losses is not 
significant (also considering if the 6.6kV network were replaced with higher 11kV and 
20kV level). Consequently, an overall saving in network losses of about 40-60% can be 
made by using a 132/11/0.4kV or a 132/20/0.4kV network arrangement. 
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Chapter 6 Investigation of the impact of electrifying 
transport and heat sectors on the UK distribution networks 
6.1 Introduction  
The work presented in this chapter has been conducted in collaboration with the Energy 
Networks Association to inform the current debate on the smart metering roll-out 
programme in relation to the appropriate functionality of smart meters and 
corresponding requirements on communication infrastructure [40]. The overall 
objective of the investigations carried out is to assess the potential benefits of 
integrating smart meters, with appropriate functionality and communication systems, 
into real-time distribution network control. This is aimed at reducing the need for 
network reinforcement through optimising, at the local level, demand response of smart 
appliances and electrified transport and heat sectors. Although the scope of the benefits 
evaluated is limited to distribution networks and excludes substantial benefits that may 
be associated with transmission and generation infrastructure, this analysis should 
contribute to establishing a business case for advanced metering functionality.  
This work is conducted in the context of the challenges associated with the future GB 
electricity system and, in particular, related to the electrification of the heat and 
transport sectors in the light of the need to meet the Government‘s 2050 carbon 
emissions target. Given the significant penetration of low capacity-value wind 
generation, combined with a potential increase in peak demand that is 
disproportionately higher than the increase in energy, driven by the incorporation of the 
heat and transport sectors, the future electricity system could be characterised by much 
lower generation and network asset utilisation (in other words very costly provision, 
and inefficient use of capacity). This raises a concern for a future GB low carbon 
electricity system, which may be characterised by much lower generation and network 
asset utilisations. However, the transport and heat sectors are characterised by 
significant inherent storage capabilities and this opens up unprecedented opportunities 
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for utilising demand-side response to enhance the efficient of the entire end-to-end 
electricity supply chain, including electricity generation, transmission and distribution.  
Delivering these carbon reduction targets cost-effectively will need higher asset 
utilisation levels to be achieved, which could be delivered through a fundamental shift 
from a passive to an active philosophy of network operation. This shift can be enabled 
by the incorporation of demand into system operation and design, facilitated by the 
application of smart metering supported by an appropriate information, communication 
and control infrastructure. 
Given that future costs of distribution network reinforcement will be driven by the 
network control paradigm, this work contrasts two approaches. First, the ―Business as 
Usual‖ approach where the distribution network is designed to accommodate any 
reasonably expected demand; and second, the ―Smart‖ approach to optimise responsive 
demand at the local level in order to manage network constraints and avoid or postpone 
network reinforcements. 
In this work, a number of possible future development scenarios over the next 20 years 
have been analysed. This is related to different rates of uptake of electric vehicles and 
heat pumps in the period under consideration. In choosing development scenarios, this 
work have not attempted to predict the most likely future developments; rather the 
boundaries of possible outcomes over a full range of scenarios have been investigated. 
Furthermore, a spectrum of sensitivity studies has been conducted to investigate the 
potential impact of a number of key influencing factors. 
6.2 Demand modelling 
This section describes the EV and HP demand modelling work that was undertaken by 
M. Aunedi and V. Stanojevic [118,119] in the analysis of the role of responsive 
demand in improving the efficiency of system operation and planning. These models 
are used to incorporate flexible demand within the optimisation of the generation 
system at the national level and/or to optimise operation of responsive load at the level 
of a local distribution network. This was also used to compare the conflict that might 
arise from optimising the supply side, i.e. operating the generation system without 
consideration being given to the limitations of the local distribution network. 
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It is important to note that in the network operation and reinforcement studies (Section 
6.4) for the quantification of the impact of EV and HP on distribution network, the 
optimised demand profiles (Smart approach) at local distribution network were 
obtained from M. Aunedi‘s demand optimisation model, and become input to the 
fractal distribution network design tool. 
6.2.1 Modelling of demand of electric vehicles 
Electric vehicles are widely seen as one of the key policy instruments to enable shifting 
of transport demand from fossil fuels to the electricity sector that relies on renewable 
and low-carbon electricity generators. For the purpose of this study, a detailed National 
Transport Survey (NTS) database is used [120]. On the basis of the records, 
approximately 67.4 million journeys are undertaken daily on average, by around 34.2 
million vehicles [121] (i.e. on average, each car undertakes approximately 2 journeys 
per day). Average daily distance travelled by all vehicles is approximately 1 billion 
kilometres, which equates to slightly less than 30 kilometres per vehicle. Based on the 
literature available on EVs, an average energy consumption of 0.15 kWh/km (value 
between 0.11 kWh/km and 0.2 kWh/km are reported in the literature [122,123]) is used 
in this work. Assuming that the entire population of light/medium size vehicles is 
converted to electricity, the total daily energy requirement would amount to around 
150 GWh, or about 4.4 kWh per vehicle. Based on the available literature, in this 
exercise the central case model adopts 6kW as the maximum power for charging EV 
batteries and does not include ‗rapid‘ charging applications.  
EV loads are particularly well placed to support network operation: given their 
relatively modest amount of energy required; the short driving times generally 
associated with small passenger vehicles (vehicles are stationary on average for 90% of 
the time); and given that the batteries have relatively high power ratings. Clearly, there 
is considerable flexibility regarding the time when the vehicles can be charged 
(providing the availability of charging infrastructure) and this can provide significant 
benefits both to the operation of distribution and transmission networks and to the 
efficient dispatch and utilisation of generation. A more detail analysis of the driving 
patterns of car drivers in the UK that derived from the NTS database can be found in 
[123]. 
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6.2.2 Modelling of domestic electric heat pumps 
Heat sector is another area that has significant potential for decarbonisation, both 
through replacing older gas-fired, and especially oil-fired or LPG-based (more than 8.2% 
of domestic space and water heating is based on oil or solid fuel) [124], domestic 
heating with electricity-based heating provided by electric HPs and using heat pumps 
as a low carbon space heating option for new housing (including for example, in the 
proposed construction of ‗Zero Carbon Homes‘ from 2016 [125]). This concept relies 
on the assumption that future electricity systems will be largely carbon-neutral as a 
result of adopting renewable, nuclear and other low-carbon generation technologies.  
An HP can be either an air-source or a closed-loop ground-source type. The key 
parameter of the heat pump performance is its Coefficient of Performance (COP). 
When the heat pump is used for heating, COP is defined as the ratio of the heat 
supplied to the energy carrier medium to the electric input into the compressor. 
Although ground source heat pumps generally provide better energy performance (as 
the ground or underground water provides a more stable temperature source than air) 
installation costs are higher and this potentially represents a barrier to wide application 
(notwithstanding the anticipated fiscal support arising from the Renewable Heat 
Incentive [126]).  
The UK residential heating market consists of approximately 26 million dwellings, 
with annual thermal demands typically in the range 10,000-30,000 kWh (thermal) that 
corresponds to the thermal energy required for space heating and domestic hot water 
needs [71]. The data associated with the operation of heat pumps used in this work is 
derived from empirical studies and field trials of micro-CHP and boiler systems 
conducted by the Carbon Trust [87].  
In Figure 6-1 below, an electricity demand profile of an individual heat pump, 
mimicking the operation of a boiler or a micro CHP, is presented (the corresponding 
distribution of ratings of the heat pumps is presented in Table 6-1). The figure also 
presents aggregate demand of the operation of 21 HPs with hourly time resolution. A 
single dwelling heat pump profile represents a typical operation pattern with distinct on 
and off operation of the heating system with time-driven control. The analysis is carried 
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out under the assumption of achieving Grade A insulation levels in dwelling heated by 
HPs. 
Table 6-1: Distribution of ratings of heat pumps ratings. 
 HP rating (kW) 
Ranges (kW) 2 – 3 3 – 4 4 – 6 
% 14% 76% 10% 
 
 
Figure 6-1: Demand profile of a heat pump following the operating pattern of a boiler 
and aggregate profile of HPs of 21 dwellings in hourly resolution.  
 
This work considered heat pump-based systems accompanied with thermal storage. The 
analysis shows that heat storage of the capacity of less than 25% of daily heat demand 
would be sufficient for flattening the national daily demand profile in the case of full 
penetration of EVs and HPs while taking into account efficiency losses that might 
accompany the process of storing heat. 
6.2.3 Optimisation of responsive demand 
The objective of the optimisation of EV charging and HP operation under ‗Smart‘ was 
to minimise the aggregate peak load. Figure 6-2 shows a typical cold winter demand 
profile at the national level with (Smart) and without (BaU) the combined optimisation 
of EV and HP. Coordinated management of responsive demand makes it possible to 
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significantly reduce system peaks. In the BaU case, the energy input requirement of 
EVs and HPs would increase the energy demand by 52% compared with the original 
demand. At the same time, the system peak would almost double, experiencing a 92% 
increase (out of which 36% can be attributed to EVs, and 56% to HPs). In a jointly 
optimised case, the peak increase is only 29%. This clearly has a very profound impact 
on the utilisation of generation and network capacity in the electricity system. 
 
 
Figure 6-2: EV charging and HP operation in BaU (upper) and Smart (lower) cases. 
6.3 Network operation and reinforcement modelling 
Representative HV and LV radial distribution networks have been created using fractal 
distribution network design tools [36,39] as described in Chapter 2. Figure 6-3 shows 
the three LV representative networks used in the study representing a city/town area 
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with a load density of 8 MVA/km
2
, a semi-urban/rural network with a 2 MVA/km
2
 load 
density and a rural network with a load density of 0.5 MVA/km
2
. The key design 
characteristics of the representative networks are comparable with those of real 
distribution networks of similar topologies, particularly in terms of ratings of feeders 
and transformers used and associated network lengths. Sensitivity assessments carried 
out confirmed that these parameters are relevant for determining the benefits of 
incorporating smart metering based demand response into real time distribution 
network control. 
 
Figure 6-3: Generic representative LV distribution networks 
(left to right): city/town area, semi-urban/rural network and a rural network 
(blue dots and red stars represent LV consumer and distribution transformers 
respectively). 
 
Locations of distribution transformers, as sources of supply to LV networks, are at the 
centre of load clusters, following general design principles aimed at minimising the 
cost of installed equipment, losses and voltage drops [26]. 
Lengths of the representative LV networks are relatively similar to the networks 
supplied via ground mounted distribution transformers across a number of DNOs (for 
which relevant data was available). The average network length associated with a 
distribution transformer in the GB system is about 1,450 m, while the aggregate 
average network length of the modelled system is about 1,300 m as shown in Figure 
6-4. In practice, variations arise due to the numbers of low voltage cables associated 
with a transformer and also due to load density (i.e. the ADMD supplied). 
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Figure 6-4: DNOs average LV network length per ground mounted distribution 
transformer. 
 
The HV network model used in this investigation, shown in Figure 6-5 is derived from 
a modified network topology of Coventry as describe in Chapter 5. This network then 
is populated with the three representative LV networks (Figure 6-3), with an assumed 
proportion of 10% of high load density urban network, 70% of medium load density 
semi-urban/rural network and 20% of low load density rural network.  
 
Figure 6-5: HV network model (blue dots and red squares represent distribution 
transformers and primary substations respectively). 
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The design of the representative LV and HV network follows the principles of ER P2/6 
[3]. Networks are designed as meshed but operated as radial, with an appropriate 
number of normally open points. The designed network comprised the equipment taken 
from the set of standard ratings of transformers and UGC / OHL, satisfying at the same 
time fault level [66] and voltage limit [2] constraints. AC load flow studies have been 
based on hourly winter and summer workday load profiles for the domestic sector.  
Case studies were then performed considering a number of future development 
scenarios involving penetration of EVs and HPs under the two network operation 
paradigms: (i) one following the present ―unconstrained‖ network design philosophy 
with the network control requirements resolved at the planning stage (BaU), and (ii) a 
second involving active network management in real time facilitated by appropriate 
smart meter functionality (Smart), optimising response of flexible demand.  
It is important to mention that the analysis carried out in this work is based on 
diversified household load profiles and (historical) average national driving patterns 
applied to all local networks. However, significant deviations could be expected in 
specific circumstances, such as when vehicle driving patterns significantly deviate from 
the average. Furthermore, these load patterns would vary significantly in magnitude, 
location and across time, which could have very considerable effects on the load and 
voltage profile of local LV networks in particular. In this context, the benefits identified 
will be conservative as optimisation in relation to constraints at the individual feeder 
section level would increase the value of active network control. 
From the analysis carried out, it can be observed that a very significant proportion of 
the total reinforcement cost is driven by loads either exceeding LV feeder thermal 
ratings or giving rise to voltage variations outside statutory limits. Therefore, two 
alternative reinforcement strategies are considered: (i) reinforcing overloaded feeder 
sections while maintaining the number of distribution substations constant and (ii) 
inserting additional distribution substations in order to reduce the lengths of LV feeders 
and hence eliminate overloads and inadequate voltages, while reducing the need to 
reinforce LV feeder sections. It is generally considered that these two reinforcement 
policies would provide the boundaries on network reinforcement costs likely to be 
incurred in practice.  
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6.3.1 Methodology for transformer reinforcement criteria 
The level of network reinforcement required under different levels of penetration of 
new loads will be driven by both thermal ratings of equipment and network voltage 
constraints imposed by network design standards. In the case of distribution and 
primary transformers, relevant British Standards are applied that specify appropriate 
levels of cyclic rating [127]. It should be noted that the benefits of cyclic rating reduce 
with flattening of the demand profile. 
Table 6-2 shows the current limits applicable to loading beyond nameplate rating for 
three different types of loading, namely normal cyclic loading, long-time emergency 
loading and short-time emergency loading. For example, it can be noted that the 
loading values of distribution transformers and medium rating power transformers (up 
to 100MVA) should not exceed 1.5 p.u of nameplate rating at any one time under 
normal transformer loss of life condition. This means transformers will need 
reinforcement if the peak load exceeds 1.5 p.u of the transformer nameplate rating. 
However, depending on the load cycles and peaks duration, the permissible peak load 
will change accordingly under normal cyclic loading condition. An example of ‗Oil 
natural Air natural - ONAN‘ distribution transformers permissible duties curve for 
normal loss of life of different ambient temperatures is shown in Figure 6-6. As shown 
in Figure 6-7, K1 and K2 are the load steps, where K2 is the peak load and K1 
corresponds to the average of the remaining load, with t the duration of peak load in 
hours. For the sake of simplicity, normal cyclic loading under constant ambient 
temperature of 20 C has been assumed and used in the study. 
Table 6-2: Current limits applicable to loading beyond nameplate rating [127]. 
Types of loading 
Distribution 
transformers  
(up to 2500kVA) 
Medium power 
transformers  
(up to 100MVA) 
Large power 
transformers  
(> 100MVA) 
Normal cyclic loading 
1.5 1.5 1.3 
Current (p.u) 
Long-time emergency 
loading 1.8 1.5 1.3 
Current (p.u) 
Short-time emergency 
loading 2.0 1.8 1.5 
Current (p.u) 
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Figure 6-6: Permissible loading of distribution transformers at different ambient 
temperatures [128]. 
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Figure 6-7: Representing an actual load by an equivalent two-step load duty cycle 
[128]. 
 
Table 6-3 shows an example of distribution transformer overload capacity for a given 
peak load duration assuming K1 = 0.5. As expected, the maximum current allowed 
beyond the transformer nameplate rating decreases as the peak load duration increases 
and shall not exceed 1.5 p.u at any instances.  
Table 6-3: Distribution transformer overload capacity for a given peak load duration. 
Peak load duration 
(hour) 
Maximum Current limit 
(p.u) 
1 1.50 
2 1.50 
4 1.34 
8 1.18 
16 1.10 
24 1.00 
 
In order to establish a systematic approach for transformer reinforcement criteria, 
moving average of transformer loading profile for Δt = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 24 hours is 
calculated. The transformer will need reinforcement if the calculated moving average 
value for any given Δt hours exceeds the maximum limit allowed, for example as 
shown in Table 6-3. Figure 6-8 shows an example of the moving average of a 
transformer loading pattern, indicating moving average of Δt = 1, 2, 4, 8 exceed the 
limits (any Δt which exceeds the limit will trigger transformer reinforcement). The 
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same approach is being applied to different types of transformers with different 
nameplate rating. 
 
Figure 6-8: Example of moving average for transformer loading pattern.  
6.3.2 Methodology for lines reinforcement criteria 
Lines will need reinforcement if branch thermal capacity or node minimum voltages 
are violated. Network path representation used in this work is based on [129] of which 
the radial network topology of the entire network can be conveniently presented in 
specific gamma matrices  (one such matrix per feeder). The dimension of the gamma 
matrix corresponds to the number of branches on a feeder. 
Figure 6-9 shows a radial feeder structure with nine branches. The matrix  can be 
derived by inverting L the incidence matrix. In the absence of mutual coupling between 
branches, it is also possible to construct the gamma matrix  directly by visual 
inspection, without inverting the matrix L. The generic component 
ijl of the matrix L is 
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While the generic component
ij of the matrix  is 


 

otherwise     0   
 )( if     1 ipathj
ij
       
(6-2)
 
The rows in the  matrix with non-zero terms correspond to every possible radial 
connection paths in a feeder. Detailed information on the network structure and 
definition for building the matrix  can be found in [129]. 
It is assumed that the nodes are numbered sequentially in ascending order starting from 
upper layer to lower layer as shown in Figure 6-9. This numbering procedure will 
ensure any path from the root node to a terminal node encounters nodes numbered in 
ascending order.  
  
Figure 6-9: Radial feeder structure. 
The two square matrices, namely incidence matrix L and gamma matrix  for the nine 
branches feeder structure in Figure 6-9 can be conveniently written as follows (zeros 
are omitted for simplicity) by referring to (6-1) and (6-2). 
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(6-4) 
From each feeder‘s  matrix, every radial path is traced from the end node (main 
diagonal elements of  matrix) up to the source node (first column of matrix as in 6-4). 
It can be observed from (6-4) that each of the possible feeder paths are being 
represented by j-th rows of  matrix. In this way, the branches belonging to each 
voltage-violated path are easily identified with the elements in the matrix being updated 
(by resetting the corresponding element associated with a constraints violated branch 
from -1 to zero) to represent the branches already reinforced (because of thermal limits 
or because, in part, it belongs to a common path previously reinforced for voltage 
limits). 
The algorithm allows straightforward mapping of all the reinforced branches, ensuring 
no double counting is performed. In addition, the algorithm is computationally efficient 
for large-scale network study. The developed reinforcement algorithm flow chart for 
UGC/OHL is shown in Figure 6-10 and is described as follow. 
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Figure 6-10: Lines reinforcement algorithm flow chart. 
First, the lines thermal rating was checked against the new required capacity incurred 
due to the additional loads (EVs or HPs). Then, the thermally violated branches that 
triggered reinforcement are upgraded to the new required capacity. This process is 
Check cable 
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repeated for all the branches across the network. The total thermally violated branches 
length is then recorded.  
Subsequently, the network topology  matrix is updated to represent the branches that 
have already been reinforced due to thermal limit constraints. The updated  matrix is 
then used in the voltage constraint-checking algorithm to allow direct mapping of the 
reinforced branches to prevent possible double counting. 
Next, network load flow calculation is performed based on the upgraded network 
capacity. At this stage, the network has been thermally reinforced. However, 
reinforcing lines according to thermal constraints does not necessarily overcome the 
potential voltage drop problem. As a result, a further check is carried out on the 
network to identify nodes with voltage drop issue. For the sake of simplicity, it is 
assumed that for the node that is identified with voltage problem, the whole path 
starting from the voltage violated node, up to the source node (transformer) is to be 
reinforced. This assumption is realistic considering the utility would normally take 
opportunity to upgrade a larger part of the network should a given feeder section trigger 
reinforcement [14]. The process is repeated for all the nodes where voltage limit is 
violated and the total reinforced path length Lvt is recorded. More specifically, each of 
the voltage reinforced paths are updated in the  matrix which have already been 
updated due to thermal requirement. In this way, the common path or branches that 
already have been reinforced are clearly identified. This can avoid the possible double 
counting at the implementation stage. Finally, the total network length that needs 
thermal and voltage reinforcement is calculated. 
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6.4 Quantifying the impact of EVs and HPs on distribution network 
under passive and active network control 
Extensive studies have been carried to quantify the order of magnitude of the impact on 
the GB electricity distribution network arising from the integration of transport and 
heat sectors under a variety of conditions. The following driving factors are considered: 
 Four different levels of penetration of EVs and HPs (25%, 50%, 75% and 100%) 
(a sensitivity study was carried out for a 10% penetration level); regarding EVs, 
average national driving patterns are applied to all local distribution networks; 
regarding HPs, Grade A insulation levels in dwellings heated by HPs with 
storage;  
 Three representative distribution networks (urban, semi urban/rural and rural);  
 Two network operation paradigms, passive network operation (BaU) and active 
network management facilitated with smart metering (Smart);  
 The impact of EV commuting patterns on reinforcement of networks supplying 
business parks/towns and residential areas; 
 Two alternative network reinforcement strategies (like-for-like reinforcement and 
reinforcement based on inserting new distribution substations); and  
 Two voltage limit constraints (–6% and –10%) or implicitly, two voltage control 
strategies;  
 Potential conflict between supply and network-driven optimisation of demand 
side response. 
6.4.1 Evaluating the impact on LV network 
The three figures below (Figure 6-11 to Figure 6-13) present the percentage of 
overloaded distribution transformers in the three representative networks under a 
passive and active network control philosophy, for four different levels of penetration 
of EVs and HPs.  
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Figure 6-11: Percentage of overloaded distribution transformers (8 MVA/km
2
 case). 
 
 
Figure 6-12: Percentage of overloaded distribution transformers (2 MVA/km
2
 case). 
 
 
Figure 6-13: Percentage of overloaded distribution transformers (0.5 MVA/km
2
 case). 
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As expected, with increasing demand (i.e. increasing penetration of EVs and HPs) the 
percentage of overloaded distribution transformers also increases. Furthermore, it can 
be observed that for smaller levels of penetration the impact of the network control 
philosophy is more significant. In other words, the difference in percentage of 
overloaded distribution transformers between BaU and Smart is larger for 25% and 50% 
penetration levels than for higher levels as the increase in demand for higher levels of 
penetration is so significant that the scope for avoiding reinforcements is reduced. 
However, although reinforcement of distribution transformers will be required for 
higher levels of penetrations of EVs and HPs for both BaU and Smart options, the 
ratings of the transformers will be significantly lower for the Smart than for the BaU 
control regime. 
Similarly, the three figures (Figure 6-14 to Figure 6-16) below present the percentage 
of feeder length that would need to be replaced to eliminate thermal and/or voltage 
drop violations for the three representative networks under passive and active network 
operation philosophy. The figures clearly show that passive distribution network 
operation regime (BaU) will require significantly higher proportion of LV feeder 
section reinforcement than active (Smart). The analysis shows that in urban areas, the 
reinforcement is primarily driven by thermal overloads while for semi-urban/rural and 
rural networks this is mostly due to excessive voltage drops.  
 
Figure 6-14: Percentage of overloaded LV feeder length (8 MVA/km
2
 case). 
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Figure 6-15: Percentage of reinforced LV feeder length (2 MVA/km
2
 case). 
 
 
Figure 6-16: Percentage of reinforced LV feeder length (0.5 MVA/km
2
 case). 
 
6.4.2 Analysing the impact of EV and HP separately  
EVs and HPs have also been considered separately to analyse their individual impacts 
on network loading and hence the need for network reinforcement. The sensitivity 
analysis was carried out on a dominant semi-urban/rural LV network with a load 
density of 2 MVA/km
2
. The results are shown in Figure 6-17 and Figure 6-18. The 
results show similar trends to the combined penetrations of EVs and HPs, with Smart 
operation resulting in a significant reduction in overloads over the BaU paradigm. 
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Figure 6-17: Percentage of overloaded LV feeder length and distribution transformers 
for different penetrations of EVs assuming average driving patterns (no HPs). 
 
From Figure 6-17, it can be observed that the benefits of Smart operation are very 
significant even for very large levels of penetration, given the flexibility of transport 
demand (relatively low energy requirements, relatively high power ratings of batteries 
combined with a very significant proportion of time available for charging). In the case 
of HPs, the benefits are more significant for modest penetration levels, and saturate for 
high levels of uptake (Figure 6-18). This is expected as the energy requirements of the 
heat sector are more significant and accommodating considerable increases in energy 
delivered will lead to overloads.  
 
Figure 6-18: Percentage of overloaded LV feeder length and distribution transformers 
for different penetrations of HPs (no EVs). 
 
It follows from the above that under a scenario wherein EV penetration levels initially 
exceed HP penetration levels (or vice versa to a lesser extent) there will still be a 
significant benefit in adopting a Smart approach over a BaU approach. 
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6.4.3 Evaluating the impact on HV network  
The three LV representative networks were used to populate the HV network model 
presented in Figure 6-5. The figures below (Figure 6-19 and Figure 6-20) present 
percentages of overloaded primary transformers (33/11kV) and the percentages of 
length of HV feeders that would need to be replaced to eliminate thermal and/or 
voltage drop violations under a passive and an active network control philosophy. The 
results show similar trends to those observed in the case of LV networks. For smaller 
levels of penetration the impact of the network control philosophy is more significant. 
Note that the difference in percentage of overloaded primary transformers between 
BaU and Smart is quite larger for lower levels of penetration, while for larger 
penetrations the two operation philosophies converge (however, significantly larger 
ratings will be needed for a passive compared with an active network management 
approach). 
 
Figure 6-19: Percentage of overloaded primary transformers. 
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Figure 6-20: Percentage of overloaded HV feeder length. 
 
6.4.4 Impact of commuting driving patterns  
In the above analysis, it was assumed that average driving patterns observed at the 
national level would be statistically similar to those at the local level. In this section, 
the potential impact of driving patterns associated with commuting to a town/business 
park area in the morning and making return journeys in the evening was analysed. This 
will lead to more concentrated EV charging in the morning hours, given the typical 
arrival times to town/business park areas of between 8am and 9am and evening 
charging driven by typical home arrival times of between 6pm and 8pm. 
In this study, a commercial district area considering both BaU and Smart mode of 
operation was analysed. As expected, a significant increase in morning peak demand 
under BaU would be driven by concentrated EV charging, as illustrated in Figure 6-21: 
BaU (left) and Smart (right) demand profile in a commercial district (1 km2) driven by 
charging of 5,000 EVs following arrivals to work. On the other hand, a very flat profile 
can be obtained if charging is optimised. 
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Figure 6-21: BaU (left) and Smart (right) demand profile in a commercial district (1 
km
2
) driven by charging of 5,000 EVs following arrivals to work. 
 
Figure 6-22 contrasts the increases in network peak demand for BaU and Smart mode 
of operation. Clearly, not incorporating demand side in network real time operation will 
result in massive degradation in network asset utilisation.  
Figure 6-23 shows the percentage of LV and HV networks, and primary and 
distribution transformers that would be overloaded under both a BaU and a Smart 
regime of EV charging. The results indicate that smart charging for EV is critical to 
mitigate expensive network reinforcement. By maintaining the BaU approach, the 
network reinforcement cost could be eight times higher than under an active network 
control regime. 
 
Figure 6-22: Increases in electricity demand and local network peak load. 
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Figure 6-23: Percentage of overloaded distribution transformers and LV feeders (left) 
and primary substations and HV feeders (right) under BaU and Smart operating regime 
in a commercial district driven by charging of EV following arrivals to work. 
 
Figure 6-24 shows the changes in demand profile for the case in a residential area 
driven by the EV charging when people return home from work for both BaU and 
Smart modes of operation. As expected, peak demand is observed in the evening as 
charging is assumed to start upon arrival at home from work. It was assumed that 
evening charging will recover the energy of the return journey only, while the energy 
associated with the journey to work is recovered through charging during working 
hours at the workplace. Under a Smart operating regime, this demand peak (and hence 
a massive network reinforcement cost) can be avoided as shown in Figure 6-25. 
 
Figure 6-24: BaU (left) and Smart (right) charging in a residential area (8,000 
properties) driven by charging of 5,000 EVs when people return from work. 
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Figure 6-25: Percentage of overloaded distribution transformers and LV feeders (left) 
and primary substations and HV feeders (right) under BaU and Smart operating regime 
in residential area driven by charging of EV following return from work. 
 
6.4.5 Potential conflict between supply and network-driven optimisation of 
demand side response 
In addition to using flexible demand to reduce peak loads and consequently improve 
generation and network capacity utilisation, it may also be desirable for demand to 
respond to opportunities in the energy market. Demand response could be optimised to 
maximise the benefits from time varying energy prices. An example to illustrate the 
potential conflict between maximising the network and energy benefits for the case of 
flexible EVs is given in Figure 6-26. The diagram on the left depicting optimised EV 
charging with the objective of reducing system peak. In the diagram on the right, 
however, the objective is to minimise system operation costs in a potential future 
situation where high wind generation output coincides with peak demand. In this 
supply-driven optimisation of EV charging, much of EV consumption is shifted 
towards the time around system peak to make full use of available wind energy. 
Figure 6-26: Network-driven vs. price/supply-driven management. 
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With a large number of EVs being charged during peak hours (driven by supply price 
signals) the stress on the distribution networks will be significant. Figure 6-27 
quantifies the impact on the LV distribution network in terms of the percentage of 
overloaded network feeders and transformers for the two cases depicted in Figure 6-26. 
Managing EV charging with the sole objective of optimising energy supply results in a 
much higher proportion of overloaded feeders (32% vs. 1%) and transformers (60% vs. 
11%), which would also be reflected in appropriately higher network reinforcement 
costs. This simple example illustrates that independent operation of the electricity 
market (i.e. continuing with an ―unconstrained‖ trading philosophy) without due 
consideration of distribution network limitations will potentially be suboptimal in terms 
of the overall efficiency (and therefore cost) of the end-to-end electricity delivery chain.  
 
Figure 6-27: Percentage of overloaded elements for two conflicting strategies. 
 
6.4.6 Impact of voltage drop limits and active LV network voltage control  
The analysis has confirmed that a relatively significant proportion of network 
reinforcement cost may be driven by voltage constraints, particularly in semi-
urban/rural and rural networks. By relaxing the voltage drop limits from –6% to –10% 
the study implicitly assessed the potential for reducing network reinforcements through 
introducing LV voltage control facilities such as in-line voltage regulators or 
distribution transformers with an on-line tap changing capability. 
Figure 6-28 shows the percentage of LV feeder lengths that would need reinforcement 
for different levels of voltage constraints under a BaU and a Smart mode of network 
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operation for 50% of EV and HP penetration (a semi-urban/rural network is 
considered). If the voltage limit constraint were relaxed to say 10%, the percentage of 
feeder length reinforcement driven by voltage constraint decreases. As expected, the 
need for feeder reinforcement under the Smart operating regime is significantly lower 
than for the BaU mode of operation. 
  
Figure 6-28: Percentage of reinforced LV feeder length for BaU (left) and Smart (right) 
for different voltage limit constraints (50% EV and HP penetration on 2 MVA/km
2
). 
 
As expected, savings from relaxing voltage drop limits or installing LV voltage control 
facilities are lower when the penetration of EVs and HPs increases to 100%, as shown 
in Figure 6-29. However, real-time LV voltage control in combination with real-time 
demand response supported by appropriate functionality of smart metering, can avoid 
reinforcements for a significant proportion of the LV network. 
 
Figure 6-29: Percentage of reinforced LV cable length for BaU (left) and Smart (right) 
for different voltage limit constraints (100% EV and HP penetration on 2 MVA/km
2
). 
 
At this stage the undertaken analysis have not studied the cost savings that might result 
from allowing a 10% voltage drop (which would potentially require a modification to 
the Electricity Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations) or of alternative LV voltage 
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regulation strategies as described above. This will require a detailed study exploring the 
feasibility of allowing a wider variation in LV system voltage in terms both of 
appliance compatibility and overall energy efficiency (noting for example that EV 
charging load is clearly energy led – meaning that a reduced terminal voltage would 
simply extend the length of the charging cycle, possibly leading to critical loss of 
overall diversity in EV charging load). 
6.4.7 Network reinforcement strategies 
In order to deal with overloads of feeders and transformers and inadequate network 
voltages network caused by the uptake of transport and heat demand, two network 
reinforcement strategies are investigated: (i) one is based on reinforcing feeders with 
inadequate voltage profiles or feeder sections with thermal overloads, while 
maintaining the original structure of the network. This like-for-like reinforcement 
strategy would correspond to an upper bound on network reinforcement cost; (ii) an 
alternative network reinforcement strategy involves injecting additional distribution 
transformers that split the existing LV network hence reducing the length and loading 
of the feeders; given that the total distribution network reinforcement cost are 
dominated by LV network reinforcement, this would correspond to a lower bound on 
network reinforcement costs.  
From Figure 6-30, it can be observed that the potential financial benefits of 
reinforcement policy (ii) are potentially very significant. The overall reinforcement 
scheme costs as a result of inserting additional distribution transformers with 
accompanying switchgear would normally be significantly lower, amounting to 
approximately one third of the cost of like-for-like replacement. Nevertheless, it should 
be, however, mentioned that this option may not be available in all circumstances due 
to various physical constraints that may limit building new substations.  
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Figure 6-30: Total LV network reinforcement cost for reinforcement strategies (100% 
EV and HP penetrations). 
 
6.5 Quantifying the value of smart meter-enabled active control of 
UK distribution networks 
For consistency, the costs associated with reinforcement of individual network 
components, including LV and HV feeders as well as distribution and primary 
transformers, are taken from OFGEM‘s DPCR5 Final Proposals [130].  
For the sample network described in Figure 6-5, the costs of network reinforcement for 
each of the four penetration levels, and for each of the two (BaU and Smart) control 
philosophies, are presented in Figure 6-31. In this analysis, a central case with a like-
for-like network reinforcement approach is considered with a maximum allowed 
voltage drop in LV networks of 6%. As expected, the costs increase with the level of 
penetration of EVs and HPs, with the total costs being dominated by LV network costs. 
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Figure 6-31: Coventry network reinforcement cost. 
 
Table 6-4 and Table 6-5 show the network reinforcement cost (under a like-for-like 
replacement strategy) across the entire GB distribution network for a passive (BaU) and 
an active distribution network operating regime (Smart).  
Table 6-4: Estimated GB Network reinforcement costs under a BaU operating 
paradigm.  
Penetration 
levels 
LV (£bn) HV (£bn) Total 
(£bn) Transformer Feeder Total Transformer Feeder Total 
10% 0.7 3.7 4.4 0.3 0.4 0.7 5.1 
25% 2.1 8.5 10.6 0.8 1.6 2.4 13.0 
50% 3.4 18.4 21.8 1.6 2.2 3.7 25.5 
75% 3.8 25.9 29.7 1.6 2.6 4.1 33.8 
100% 3.8 30.6 34.3 1.6 3.0 4.5 38.8 
 
Table 6-5: Smart network reinforcement costs for the entire GB HV and LV 
distribution system.  
Penetration 
levels 
LV (£bn) HV (£bn) Total 
(£bn) Transformer Feeder Total Transformer Feeder Total 
10% 0.3 1.5 1.8 0.1 0.3 0.4 2.2 
25% 0.4 3.8 4.2 0.0 0.5 0.5 4.7 
50% 1.7 7.6 9.3 0.3 1.4 1.8 11.1 
75% 2.5 13.2 15.7 1.2 1.7 3.0 18.7 
100% 3.2 15.4 18.6 1.6 2.0 3.6 22.2 
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Figure 6-32 shows the total UK electricity distribution network reinforcement cost for 
BaU and Smart operating regime. The study suggests that the total network 
reinforcement costs under BaU operating regime are about 2.5 – 3 times higher than 
under Smart, while this ratio drops to about 1.8 for higher penetrations levels. This is 
summarised in Figure 6-32 below. 
 
Figure 6-32: Total UK (LV and HV) network reinforcement cost. 
 
Table 6-6 presents the value associated with an active (Smart) network operation 
regime achieved by reducing network reinforcement costs through optimising demand 
response facilitated by appropriate smart meter functionality.  
Table 6-6: Value of smart meter-enabled active control of GB distribution networks. 
Penetration 
levels 
LV (£bn) HV (£bn) Total 
(£bn) Transformer Feeder Total Transformer Feeder Total 
10% 0.3 2.2 2.5 0.2 0.2 0.4 2.9 
25% 1.7 4.7 6.3 0.8 1.1 1.9 8.2 
50% 1.7 10.8 12.5 1.2 0.8 2.0 14.5 
75% 1.3 12.7 14.0 0.3 0.8 1.2 15.1 
100% 0.6 15.2 15.7 0.0 1.0 1.0 16.7 
 
The Net Present Value (NPV) of the smart meter enabled active control of GB 
distribution networks, under different scenarios of uptake of EVs and HPs have also 
been evaluated. This represents the NPV of avoided network reinforcement cost. A 
discount rate of 3.5%, as used for the Government infrastructure, is assumed in this 
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analysis (this value has been recently used by the Electricity Networks Strategy Group 
[131]). 
Five scenarios with different levels of penetration of EVs and HPs have been 
considered as shown in Figure 6-33. This is consistent with the Government-projected 
cumulative penetration of 1.7 million cars by 2020 (approximately 5% penetration) 
[17]. Starting from year 2020 to 2030, scenario 1 to scenario 5 represents different 
levels of uptakes of EVs and HPs.  
 
Figure 6-33: Penetration scenarios for combined EVs and HPs. 
 
In addition, analysis have been conducted both with a like-for-like network 
replacement strategy (upgrading the network components to the new required capacity 
and maintaining the existing network topology) and with a strategy that is based on 
splitting LV network by inserting new distribution substations (aimed at eliminating 
overloads on LV networks by shortening LV feeder lengths). The alternative 
reinforcement strategies provide the estimates of boundaries of network reinforcement 
costs. The like-for-like approach would give an approximate upper boundary, while 
reinforcement based on LV network splitting achieved through inserting additional 
distribution transformers would indicate a lower boundary of the value of smart meter-
enabled active network management capability. In this assessment an estimate of the 
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value of controlling ‗wet‘ appliances to support active network management have also 
been included.  
From Table 6-7 it can be observed that for the entire GB distribution network the value 
in NPV terms of Smart management of demand, enabled by an appropriately specified 
smart metering system, is between £0.5bn and £10bn, across all scenarios considered. 
Table 6-7: GB Network reinforcement costs for two network control approaches and 
the associated value of smart meter-enabled active control.  
Scenarios 
NPV costs LV (£bn) NPV costs HV (£bn) NPV Value 
of Smart 
(£bn) BaU Smart BaU Smart 
SCEN 10% 0.75 - 2.48 0.30 - 0.98 0.06 - 0.20 0.03 - 0.08 0.48 –1.62 
SCEN 25% 1.90 - 6.26 0.70 - 2.32 0.20 - 0.66 0.04 - 0.13 1.36 – 4.47 
SCEN 50% 3.76 - 12.4 1.48 - 4.88 0.30 - 1.00 0.13 - 0.42 2.45 –  8.10 
SCEN 75% 5.08 - 16.72 2.47 - 8.12 0.34 - 1.11 0.22 - 0.71 2.73 –  9.00 
SCEN 100% 5.85 - 19.27 2.91 - 9.59 0.37 - 1.21 0.26 - 0.85 3.05 – 10.04 
 
The increase in network utilisation, which would be achieved through an active 
network control philosophy, would lead to an increase in distribution network losses, 
particularly for higher levels of penetration of EVs and HPs; however, the estimated 
NPV of the increased cost of losses over the period under consideration is demonstrated 
not to be material.  
Further sensitivity analysis of the importance of incorporation of demand side into real 
time network operation and considered EV only scenarios for 10% and 25% were 
conducted and as shown in Figure 6-34, assuming no uptake of heat pumps. Four 
different densities for each of the EV penetration levels are considered as shown in 
Table 6-8 and Table 6-9 respectively. 
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Figure 6-34: Penetration scenarios for EVs only. 
 
Table 6-8: EV densities considered for 10% penetration levels. 
Density cases Dens -1 Dens -2 Dens -3 Dens -4 
Average EV penetrations % 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Area % 40% 20% 13% 10% 
 
Table 6-9: EV densities considered for 25% penetration levels. 
Density cases Dens -1 Dens -2 Dens -3 Dens -4 
Average EV penetrations % 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Area % 100% 50% 33% 25% 
 
For example, case Dens-1 in Table 6-8 represents a situation of 25% EV penetration 
level occupying 40% of the network, while the remaining 60% of the network is EV 
free (resulting in 10% EV penetration on average, considering the entire system). 
Similarly, Dens-4 indicates an extreme situation with 100% penetration of EVs in 10% 
of the network. Various densities are considered as it is expected that EV penetration 
levels may vary considerably across the system (i.e. some networks may experience 
high penetration levels while some very low penetration rates). 
This analysis was then used to establish the value of smart meter-enabled active control 
of UK distribution networks for the two penetration levels, as presented in Table 6-10 
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and Table 6-11 respectively. It is interesting to observe that the reinforcement cost 
required in a Smart operating regime is negligible (i.e. almost all network 
reinforcement costs can be avoided by changing the network operation philosophy). 
Table 6-10: Value of smart meter-enabled active control of UK distribution networks 
for 10% EV penetration. 
EV 10% 
LV (£bn) HV (£bn) Total 
(£bn) Transformer Feeder Total Transformer Feeder Total 
Dens -1 0.00 1.35 1.35 0.00 0.10 0.10 1.46 
Dens -2 0.09 0.94 1.03 0.00 0.12 0.12 1.16 
Dens -3 0.17 1.01 1.18 0.04 0.10 0.14 1.32 
Dens -4 0.17 1.14 1.31 0.04 0.08 0.12 1.43 
 
Table 6-11: Value of smart meter-enabled active control of UK distribution networks 
for 25% EV penetration 
EV 25% 
LV (£bn) HV (£bn) Total 
(£bn) Transformer Feeder Total Transformer Feeder Total 
Dens -1 0.00 3.38 3.38 0.00 0.26 0.26 3.64 
Dens -2 0.23 2.35 2.58 0.00 0.31 0.31 2.90 
Dens -3 0.42 2.53 2.94 0.11 0.24 0.36 3.30 
Dens -4 0.43 2.85 3.28 0.10 0.20 0.30 3.58 
 
From Figure 6-35 it is observed that the total LV and HV NPV value for 10% and 25% 
EV penetration of different density mixes are in the range of about £0.25bn to £2.3bn. 
This clearly indicates that value of advanced smart metering functionality, which would 
facilitate real time management of responsive demand, is considerable, even in extreme 
scenarios of very low penetration of EVs and a complete absence of heat pumps.  
 
Figure 6-35: Total NPV value (LV+HV) for 10% and 25% EV only scenarios. 
Clearly, the opportunities for optimising demand response in relation to network 
constraints will be very significant. It is important however to appreciate that the 
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optimal demand response is highly time and location-specific. If future demand is to be 
integrated to support efficient network operation and development, an appropriate 
infrastructure is required to facilitate real-time and location specific demand response. 
Smart meters with advanced real-time functionality and appropriate communication 
systems will be essential for facilitating the change in network control paradigm 
required to support efficient investment in future network reinforcements. Not 
recognising the specifics conditions on individual LV feeder sections driven by actual 
locations of loads could compromise the potential for avoided network reinforcement 
costs. 
Table 6-7 (NPV value of Smart) in effect defines the budget for changing the network 
control paradigm from passive to active. Optimising demand response would be 
accompanied with the investment in advanced smart metering functionality and 
appropriate communication infrastructure, and in this context, this work contributes to 
establishing a business case for a Smart distribution network. 
6.6 Summary 
This chapter has presented the study that has been conducted in collaboration with the 
Energy Networks Association in order to inform the current GB Smart Meter 
Implementation Programme as to the required functionality of smart meters and the 
corresponding requirements on the associated communication infrastructure. The 
overall aim of the investigations has been to assess the potential benefits of a real-time 
distribution network control paradigm that incorporates real time demand response 
facilitated by a smart metering infrastructure. The estimated order of magnitude 
benefits, resulting from smart meter-enabled control of flexible demand, should inform 
the debate on smart meter functionality and communication infrastructure, and provide 
insights into the overall costs and benefits of different approaches to the 
implementation of smart metering. 
The work presented has quantified the order of magnitude impact on the UK electricity 
distribution network of electrifying the transport and heat sectors under both an passive 
network control paradigm and an active network control approach based on optimised 
demand side response. Very significant opportunities for optimising demand response 
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in relation to network constraints have been identified. The analysis shows that the 
value in NPV terms of changing the network control paradigm ranges between £0.5bn 
and £10bn across the scenarios considered. This potential saving effectively defines the 
allowable budget for changing the network control paradigm from passive to active. In 
this context, the study can inform the development of a business case for advanced 
metering functionality. 
Moreover (with particular reference to Figure 6-17, 6-18 and 6-19) the presented study 
has clearly illustrated that, at overall penetration levels of up to 50%, the relative 
benefits of a Smart control paradigm over the BaU paradigm is particularly acute. It 
therefore follows that the benefits of a Smart approach will be significantly front-
loaded under any ultimate EV and HP penetration scenario. In particular it points to a 
need to adopt a Smart approach from the outset and hence, in the context of the 
proposed GB Smart Meter Implementation Programme, a compelling case to develop a 
smart metering and communications functional specification that will enable the 
required paradigm to be realised. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and further work 
7.1 Introduction 
This thesis has dealt with the optimisation and design of future electrical distribution 
system. The design of cost-effective distribution system is driven by a number of 
different factors, such as load profiles, consumer density, load diversity, distributed 
generation, the cost of network circuits, electricity price, regulatory incentives, as well 
as the use of advanced technological innovations. In this regard, this research 
investigates strategies for the design of future distribution networks, which attempt to 
answer the following questions: 
1. How do different network design strategies compare in terms of capital 
investment, level of losses and reliability performance? 
2. How do these design strategies change for different network topologies and load 
densities? 
3. How does the life-cycle assessment of overall circuit emissions impact network 
planning and network optimal design? 
4. How can active driven network control help to minimise the impact of electric 
vehicles and heat pumps on a distribution network and what are the associated 
benefits of changing network operation from passive to active? 
The main findings and contribution of this research as well as the suggestion of 
potential areas for future work are outlined in the following sections. The relevant 
publications arising from this work can be found in [39,40,101,102,132-138]. 
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7.2 Main findings of this research 
In light of the objectives and scope outlined in Chapter 1, the contributions and main 
findings relating to the strategies for the design of the future distribution networks are 
summarised below. 
7.2.1 Fractal-based network model for representative network creation 
The fractal-based network model adopted in this research allows creation of a large 
number of representative networks with various topology features (e.g., typical of 
urban/rural/mixed areas). In addition, the generated network can be characterised by 
different numbers of substations, load densities, and so forth. 
A key feature of the fractal-based network model is its ability to reproduce realistic 
network topologies and lengths. Recent project collaborations with a number of DNOs 
have confirmed that the key characteristics of the generated networks are comparable 
with those of real distribution networks of similar topologies, particularly in terms of 
the associated network lengths. More specifically, the fractal network model gives 
excellent results that compare total network length, network length per PMT and 
network length per GMT with DNOs‘ real network data. 
Given that the network lengths are particularly important for reinforcement cost 
estimation and that the LV network data is often unavailable or expensive to obtain, it 
can be suggested the fractal-based network model adopted in this research can be used 
as a network model for network design and assessment study. Moreover, the network 
model is also particularly useful for developing network design strategies. The 
methodology developed has enabled the network design strategies under investigation 
to be tested on a large number of networks, all of which have similar network 
characteristics. This allows statistical significant conclusions to be drawn. 
7.2.2 Optimal design of LV distribution networks with environmental 
consideration 
During recent years, climate change has become a major worldwide concern. The 
urgent need to reduce our carbon footprint has prompted the government in several 
countries to introduce a number of regulatory actions across different energy sectors. In 
terms of electricity distribution, a significant amount of loss-related emissions are 
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associated to distribution circuits, particularly at LV and HV levels, where there is great 
potential for efficiency improvement. 
1) Environmentally-driven circuit design 
A formulation and solution of the optimal design problem of distribution networks for 
CO2 emission minimisation through a life-cycle assessment approach was developed in 
this research. The proposed methodology considers the trade-off between the circuits‘ 
CO2 embodied emissions and the emissions associated with electrical losses over the 
operational life of the network asset. 
The results suggest that the optimal circuit capacity would need to be much greater than 
the maximum flows through the circuits, which would help to minimise the overall CO2 
emissions. The optimal environmental utilisation values in LV cables found by 
analysing different load patterns with different load factors is relatively low, ranging 
from approximately 3–13%. This confirms that the impact of losses is profound in 
environmental-driven circuit design. Subsequently, in order to test the robustness of the 
proposed methodology, sensitivity analyses have also been carried out on the main 
driving parameters, including circuit embodied emissions, emission factor, and circuit 
lifetime. The results indicate that circuit optimal utilisation designed according to 
environmental criteria is relatively robust even to large variations of input parameters. 
2) Comparison of alternative network design strategies 
The selection of higher optimal circuit capacity will come at the expense of higher 
investment cost. In this respect, the model for the optimal environmental design of 
distribution circuits is extended to network analyses, and for comparison with two other 
alternative design strategies, namely according to a peak-load minimum investment 
strategy and an optimal economic strategy which minimises the network life-cycle 
costs. The specific emission reduction costs owing to higher asset investment when 
applying an optimal environmental design strategy is then quantified with respect to the 
two alternative strategies.  
The comparison between alternative design strategies shows that losses should be 
considered to drive network design. Considering a typical discount rate of 7%, the 
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results indicate that low circuit utilisation has attributed to higher upfront investment 
cost for optimal environmental design. However, when considering both the cost of 
losses and investment cost, the additional total network cost (investment + loss-related) 
from the environmental design is observed to be relatively low if compared to the peak-
load design. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the economic outcome from these 
comparison studies is sensitive to the discount rate, which corresponds to the attitude of 
DNOs towards upfront investment. The results of sensitivity analyses obtained using 
different discount rate for quantifying the emission reduction cost for the different 
design strategies are presented and discussed. 
Finally, a network optimally designed according to economic criteria has been shown 
to have relatively strong robustness in relation to the cost of capital. Such a design is 
proved to be cost-effective and may have the potential to bring substantial 
environmental benefits, owing to the intrinsic minimisation of energy losses over the 
asset lifetime. This, in turn, also drives emission reduction. 
7.2.3 Optimising number of distribution network voltage levels 
A number of generic networks have been modelled using the proposed distribution 
network models. Comprehensive studies were subsequently carried out in order to 
examine the feasibility of phasing out the 33kV voltage level for conventional UK four 
voltage levels 132/33/11/0.4kV arrangement by adopting three voltage levels: 
132/11/0.4kV and 132/20/0.4kV direct transformation. 
1) Studies on the costs and benefits of implementing 132/11kV direct 
transformation 
The results suggest that it is likely to be more cost-effective to supply a high load 
density urban area with three voltage levels distribution system. The relevant cost 
saving is mainly driven by the use of fewer number primary substations in the three 
voltage levels design. Considering the feeder length in an urban area is relatively short, 
it is observed that, even with the increase in 11kV feeder length in three voltage levels 
design, the network voltages remain well-regulated within the statutory limits. 
Furthermore, the use of fewer number of primary substations in the three voltage level 
design resulted in lower overall network losses, owing to the saving in transformer 
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losses outweighs the increase of 11kV circuit losses. Nevertheless, the reliability 
performance of the three voltage level design must be improved via some means of 
feeder control and automation. 
On the other hand, analysis shows that replacing 33kV with 11kV networks in rural 
areas is not likely to be viable economically. This is due to the fact that such design 
will increase network losses and suffer poor reliability performance. In addition, the 
extension of the existing long 11kV feeder to cover the 33kV network has the potential 
to create severe voltage regulation issue. This would subsequently require significant 
network reinforcement and hence make such design economically unattractive. 
2) Studies on the costs and benefits of implementing 132/20kV direct 
transformation 
Similar analysis on the use of a 20kV network in three voltage level design shows that 
upgrading/replacing the 11kV network with 20kV network has the potential to reduce 
HV circuit losses by approximately 20%. Furthermore, the 132/20kV system 
investment cost is found to be very similar with the 132/11kV system. In addition to 
this, the 20kV system has the advantages of transmitting larger amount of power over a 
longer distance; hence improving the voltage profile especially in rural areas with long 
HV feeders. 
7.2.4 Investigation of the impact of electrifying transport and heat sectors on the 
UK distribution networks 
This study has been conducted in collaboration with the Energy Networks Association 
to inform the current UK debate concerning the smart metering roll-out programme in 
relation to the appropriate functionality of smart meters and corresponding 
requirements on communication infrastructure. Several representative distribution 
networks have been created and analysed in an attempt to predict the network 
reinforcement cost (at GB level) associated with ‗BaU‘ and ‗Smart‘ network operation 
philosophies across several future development scenarios with different levels of 
penetration of EVs and HPs. 
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1) Network operation and reinforcement modelling 
Representative HV and LV distribution networks used in this investigation are created 
using the fractal distribution network design tools, as described in Chapter 2. The key 
design characteristics of the representative networks are comparable with those of real 
distribution networks of similar topologies, particularly in terms of ratings of feeders 
and transformers used and associated network length. The representative networks are 
then designed to meet the respective network design standards and constraints.  
In order to quantify the level of network reinforcement required under different levels 
of penetrations of new load, the methodology for transformers and lines reinforcement 
criteria are developed, taking into account both thermal rating of equipment and 
network voltage constraints. In the case of distribution and primary transformers, 
relevant British Standards are applied that specific appropriate level of cyclic rating. 
The proposed network reinforcement modelling has enabled the evaluation of thermal- 
and/or voltage-driven network reinforcement to be carried out in a fast and efficient 
manner. The results show that the reinforcement in urban areas is mainly driven by 
thermal overloads, while for semi-urban/rural and rural networks this is mostly due to 
excessive voltage drops. 
2) Quantification of the impact of EVs and HPs on distribution network 
Extensive studies have been carried out with the objective to quantify the order of 
magnitude of the network reinforcement incurred owing to the integration of electric 
vehicles and heat pumps following the ‗BaU‘ and ‗Smart‘ operating regimes. A number 
of driving factors have been considered, the findings of which are discussed below:  
 The impact of EVs and HPs on LV and HV network under four different levels 
of penetration: the benefits of Smart network control are proportionally greater 
for smaller penetration scenarios. For a high penetration level, the benefits of 
optimising demand response saturate, give rise to the need to reinforce the 
network to accommodate increases in network loading driven by very high 
levels of EVs and HPs. 
 The impact of commuting driving patterns: this could potentially lead to more 
concentrated EV charging at a specific location and at a particular of time. The 
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study on analysing a commercial district (concentrated morning EV charging) 
and a residential area (concentrated evening EV charging) indicates that smart 
charging for EV is critical to mitigate expensive network reinforcement. 
 Potential conflict between supply and network-driven optimisation of demand 
side response: the results obtained demonstrate that a sharp increase in wind 
output during system peak hours will potentially call for a large number of EVs 
being charged during peak hours (driven by supply price signal), which will 
subsequently impose significant stress on the local distribution network. 
Therefore, maintaining the present structure where supply and network business 
act independent will thereby lead to inefficient network investment. In this 
respect, the future operation of electricity market should also consider 
limitations in terms of the local distribution network in order to achieve a cost-
effective end-to-end electricity delivery chain. 
 The impact of voltage drop limits and active LV network voltage control: 
analyses show that significant feeder reinforcement can be avoided (which is 
the main network investment driver) if voltage drop limits were relaxed from -6% 
to -10%. This study implicitly evaluates the potential for reducing network 
reinforcements through the introduction of LV voltage control facilities, such as 
in-line voltage regulators or distribution transformers with OLTC capability. 
 Network reinforcement strategies: network reinforcement strategies by inserting 
additional distribution transformers which split the existing LV network are 
observed to have significant financial benefits (approximately three times 
cheaper) than the like-for-like replacement strategy. 
In short, the aforementioned analysis demonstrates that the optimisation of responsive 
demand has great potential to reduce the system peak and to thereby avoid or defer the 
need for network reinforcement. Alternative strategies to reduce the required network 
reinforcement are also investigated. 
3) Quantification of the benefits of active control of UK distribution networks 
The analysis shows that the total network reinforcement costs are dominated by the LV 
networks. The NPV of changing the network control paradigm from a passive network 
to an active network control, based on optimised demand side response ranges from 
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between approximately £0.5bn and £10bn across all the considered scenarios. These 
NPV values effectively define the allowable budget for changing the network control 
paradigm from passive to active. This work enables the benefits of the new network 
control paradigm to be quantified and hence to inform the development of a business 
case for advanced metering functionality. 
7.3 Main contribution 
This work has mainly focused on developing the relevant techniques and methodology 
necessary for building software tools to allow quantitative assessments and evaluation 
of distribution network design strategies under various future scenarios. The author‘s 
main contributions to this research work are listed as follows: 
 An extension to the existing fractal LV network model to the upper voltage 
levels that can be used to evaluate alternative network design and replacement 
strategies on multi-voltage levels system was developed. The developed model 
can also be used for network reinforcement studies, as well as for the 
quantification of the impact of distributed energy resources on distribution 
network. 
 A statistical framework for the economic design strategies of LV distribution 
networks was developed. 
 An environmentally driven circuit design model, which minimises CO2 
emissions by trading-off the circuit embodied emissions against the emissions 
relating to circuit operational losses, was developed together with colleague P. 
Mancarella. The detailed costs and emissions implications of the proposed 
design were also compared with the optimal economic and peak-load based 
strategy at network level. 
 The cost and benefits of alternative network investment strategies including 
optimising number of distribution network voltage levels and of different 
voltage value was evaluated for different area types in terms of network 
investment cost, losses and reliability performance. In addition to this, different 
network design scenarios to replace the ageing Coventry 33/6.6kV distribution 
network were evaluated. 
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 The work on the optimisation of responsive demand for EV and HP at local 
distribution network level was carried out by colleague M. Aunedi. The 
optimised demand profiles, which are the output from the demand optimisation 
model, were subsequently used to evaluate the impacts of electric vehicles and 
heat pumps on the GB distribution network under several potential future 
development scenarios. The associated costs and benefits associated with 
changing the network operation from passive to active were also quantified. 
 The impacts associated with electric vehicles and heat pumps on the GB 
distribution network under several potential future development scenarios were 
evaluated. The associated costs and benefits associated with changing the 
network operation from passive to active were also quantified. 
Another major contribution of this research is the enhancement of the analysis 
capability and usability of the previously developed tool. The newly developed HV and 
EHV model has significantly improved the network modelling flexibility. Last but not 
least, in order to allow quantitative assessment of reliability performance on different 
network designs, network reliability calculation was integrated into the developed 
network design tool. 
7.4 Suggestions for future work  
This thesis has addressed various challenges in today‘s power systems. However, 
owing to the complexity of the issues involved, several potential areas remain open for 
further investigation; these will be discussed as follows.  
In urban areas, the location of consumers and the layout of distribution networks, 
including the location of distribution substations, are normally constrained by the street 
map. The existing fractal-based approach for the location of customers and the creation 
of the network topology does not explicitly consider this. Therefore, it would be 
interesting to consider street maps in the generation of consumer settlements, 
particularly in urban areas in order to resemble real distribution networks. 
As described in Chapter 3, the minimum overall network cost of a given network 
configuration is found by heuristically changing the number of substations across a 
suitable range that satisfy the required network constraints. For improved optimal 
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economic network design, a trade-off should also be carried out between the costs of 
installing new substation against the costs of reinforcing feeder sections with voltage 
drop issues. This would require optimising the location and number of substations and 
the simultaneous selection of feeder capacity to meet the respective voltage and thermal 
constraints.  
In this research, the environmental-driven circuit design (minimising overall CO2 
emissions) has been focused on the LV cables. Provided that the relevant cable and 
material emission data are available, similar analyses could be extended to 11kV, 33kV 
and 132kV cables. It would then be interesting to explore the alternative network 
design strategies for multi-voltage level distribution systems, as discussed in Chapter 5 
while taking into account both economic and environmental criteria under various 
scenarios and conditions.  
There are a number of limitations to the modelling approach adopted in the study, as 
presented in Chapter 6, which aims to quantify the impacts of EVs and HPs on 
distribution networks under passive and active network control. The analyses are based 
on diversified household load profiles, (historical) average national driving patterns 
applied to all local networks, and average EV charging and HPs demand profiles. 
However, significant deviations would be expected in individual circumstances, such as 
vehicle driving patterns, which could significantly deviate from the average. Moreover, 
such load patterns would vary significantly in terms of magnitude, location and across 
time, which could have considerable effects on the load and voltage profiles of local 
LV networks. Therefore, recognising the specific conditions on individual LV feeder 
sections, driven by actual behaviour of time-varying loads in specific locations, will be 
critical for enhancing the utilisation of the existing assets and avoiding network 
reinforcements. 
The inclusion of an unbalanced optimal power flow into the fractal distribution network 
model will further extend its capability to address various issues. These include 
investigations on the impact of EV charging (single-phase connected) and domestic HP 
on the balance of the three-phases. In addition to this, optimal network reinforcement 
strategies could also be sought. 
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Furthermore, it would be also interesting to model the heat network by applying the 
existing fractal distribution network model. The effect of alternative future scenarios 
could then be investigated, such as an all-electric future that envisages a mass rollout of 
HPs that exploit potentially available low-carbon electricity to produce heat. On the 
other hand, a different scenario could envisage the presence of heat networks connected 
to relatively centralised low-carbon heat generation systems, for instance based on 
cogeneration, whereby it is possible to recover the heat discarded from the power plant, 
with potential environmental and economic benefits. Focusing on distribution 
infrastructure, the cost and performance implications of either scenario are not easy to 
foresee in a comprehensive way. In this context, an advanced evaluation tool is needed 
in order to address the relevant interactions that may arise between heat and electricity. 
Some work in this area has already been done [135,138]. 
Finally, the optimal network design in this research did not specifically consider 
possible future load growth scenarios in the distribution system design process. A 
suggestion would be to include an annual load growth model based on present statistics 
and future projected values so that the network is designed to accommodate the 
expected future load increase.  
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